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News In Brief
One in three Americans fear
getting AIDS by donating blood
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than one-third of Americans
surveyed believe they could get AIDS from donating blood, says a
new poll sponsored by blood bank officials who hope a national information campaign will quell what they call unfounded worries.
A report on the survey, released today, also said more than half
of Americans believe they would be at least somewhat likely to
get the deadly disease if they received a blood transfusion and 81
percent would prefer blood from family or friends if they needed
it for an operation.
"The dissemination of accurate information is key in calming
such fears," said the report to the American Association of Blood
Banks from the Washington-based polling firm Hamilton 8z Staff.
"Currently, less than a majority of Americans know blood
banks test blood for the AIDS antibody, yet when informed of this
pprocess, nine in 10 feel more secure about the nation's blood
ly," the report said.
Federal health officials say less than 2 percent of the nation's
16,000 known AIDS cases resulted from transfusions — a percentests
tage they say is sure to drop because of blood screening sup_
begun last year.
And there is no chance of getting the disease from donating
blood since needles used for that are sterilized in advance and used only once, the officials say.
The blood bank officials said they were preparing public service announcements for a national educational campaign on the
subject. .
There have been scattered reports of blood shortages in the
past year, and sometimes local officials have blamed fear of
AIDS. But worries of a national blood-shortage emergency seem
to have eased greatly since introduction of the screening tests.
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, attacks victims' immune systems, leaving them vulnerable to various,other
deadly diseases. More than half the known victims — mostly sexually active homosexuals or intravenous drug abusiese — have
died so far and no one is known to have recovered. - k
The poll said 18 percent of respondents consider AIDS the nation's most serious health problem, behind cancer's 31 percent
but ahead of the 13 percent for heart disease andlesser percentages for all other ills.

U.S. Army
still trying
to identify
servicemen
DOVER, Del.(AP — U.S. Army personnel have returned to
the site of a plane crash in
Canada in an effort to find
anything that would help identify the bodies of 248 soldiers
who died there last month.
Army personnel and Canadian
officials are working at the
crash site in Gander, Newfoundland "to see if there are
any additional body remains or
anything else to help," Sgt.
Stephen E. Sotcan said in a
telephone interview Wednesday.
Sotcan, a spokesman for the
Army military personnel center
in Alexandria. Va., said he did
not know how rrit.ny military
personnel were at the site nor
how long they had been there.
The plane crashed Dec. 12,
(Cont'd on,page 2)
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Firemen honored
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle,above center, is shown presenting the 1985 Fireman of the Year Award to
fireman Jackie Hoke (at left) while Lieutenant Dwight Rutledge looks at his 1985 Officer of the Year
Award. Both awards were presented during the fire department's annual awards banquet. It is the first
time for Hoke and Rutledge to receive the awards, which were voted on by the members of the fire
department. The trophies represent "recognition of a job well done," said Hornbuckle as he explained
the criteria for the awarAs include "being aggressive...showing initiative and making good decisions on
the fire ground and showing leadership potential."

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, who
wants an appointed state schools
superintendent without giving
up an appointed state Board of
Education, apparently will have
the Senate squarelSr on her side.
One of the authors of a bill for
an appointed superintendent
said Wednesday that it would be
changed in the Senate Elections
and Constitutional Amendments
Committee to remove a provision for electing seven of the
state board's 13 members.
In other business Wednesday,
the House changed its rules to
allow faster action on bills and
the Senate acted on its first
piece of legislation.

By the •••••elialed Press

1986
Kentucky
General
Assembly

But attention was focused on
the superintendent-amendment
bill that was drafted during the
summer by a task force of House
and Senate members. It was to
be a compromise incorporating
the features of individual bills
filed by at least three
legislators.
Sen. Robert Martin. D Richmond, chaired the task
force and had a major role in
shaping its bill, but said Wednesday he favored the Change he envisioned in the Senate
committee.
That would mike it essentially
identical to an amendment bill
that passed the Senate In 1984,
but lost by a wide margin in the

I

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1116 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Maaday through Friday. or
3:3011.1a. -41441i 4 p.m. Saturdays. Ofiko Hours — 111 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 11
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

House.
But House Speaker Don
Blandford, who in 1984 opposed
ending the election of the
superintendent, said Wednesday
he was now iiánlng in faVat of
the idea. •
Rep. Roger Noe. chairman of
the House Education Committee, said Collins has enough
popularity with the General
Assembly at the moment to push
through an amendment bill to
her liking.
The Kentpoky Education
Association opposed the 1984 bill
because it would have removed
all of the state's education
(Cont'd on page 2)

Reagan orders Libyan assets frozn
WASHINGTON (API— President Reagan, intensifying his efforts to tame Col. Moammar
Khadafy, has ordered all Libyan
assets in the United States
frozen as a further blow at the
economy of the terrorist-tainted
North African country.
The action, taken Wednesday
under a declaration of national
emergency, Will deny Libya access to hundreds of millions of

dollars in property and bank
assets, a senior administration
official said. U.S. sources, asking not to be identified, said it
could prompt Khadafy to seize
the assets of American Dil companies, believed to be worth
about $400 million, in Libya.
Reagan's purpose is to stop
virtually all American economic
activity with Libya and to force
the 1,000 to 1,500 American

workers there to return home.
The economic sanctions are in
direct response to attacks last
month at the Rome and Vienna
airports by terrorists that the
State Department linked to
Libya. Five U.S. citizens were
among the victims.
Briefing reporters on a
12-page "white paper" that accused the Khadafy regime of
sponsoring 59 incidents of

violence since late 1979, a
department official said
Wednesday evidence that
Khadafy supported Abu Nidal. a
renegade palestinian. was circumstantial but convincing.
However, the official
acknowledged under questioning that the United States had no
"smoking gun" of the sort that
(Cont'd on page 3)
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Senate to make major chanhp in
superintendent amendment hilt

Elsewhere..:
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Engineers resolved a priMiert-w
with a faulty engine valve today and NASA said it would try again
Friday to launch remodeled space shuttle Columbia on its first
flight in -more than two years.
NEW YORK — New evidence of a previously unknown force in
nature called the hypercharge -f61•Ce could spark an important
revision of existing physical theories, researchers say.
CULUMBIA, S.C. — Gov. Dick Riley rejected an appeal by
Nobel Peace Prize winner Mother Teresa to halt the execution
Friday of a man who pleaded guilty toinurderink two teen-agers
when he was 17.
OTTAWA — Canadian officials say they have urged Canadian
businesses not to undermine U.S. sanctions announced this week
against Libya, and that the government is considering further
steps requested by the United States.
WASHINGTON — The tepid European reaction to President
Reagan's call for punitive measures against Libya is but the
latest example of just how far apart the Washington and its
NATO allies are on dealing with the terrorism issue.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The battered, squalid refugee camps of
Lebanon are breeding a new generation of militant young
Palestinians who are being recruited by extremist factions blamed for a chain of terrorist attacks, including the Rome and Vienna
airport massacres.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Members of a U.S. congressional delegation who met with President P.W. Botha say
they are not encouraged that the government will end apartheid.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan says again and again he
won't stand for a tax increase, but that doesn't keep people from
asking.
ELK POINT, S.D. — A Farmers Home Administration supervisor who killed his family and himself was "caught between a
rock and hard place" — frustrated as his efforts to go by the book
failed to help farmers, said people who worked with him.
The nation's kindergartens and nursery
HASHINGTON
schools are hearing the echo of the post-World War II Baby
Boom, as the children of that generation begin entering school.
BOSTON — The next best thing to a cure for the common cold
— a way to prevent this -wintertime Misery — has been successfully tested.
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FRANKFURT, West Germany ( AP ) — A West German
radio report said today that the
first of 96 U.S. nuclear-tipped
cruise missiles had arrived at an
Amefican air base in West
Germany.
Fair tonight. Low in the upper 20s. Light wind.
Mostly sunny and mild Friday. High around 50. West
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday
calls for mild weather with
little or no precipitation expected. Lows mostly in the
30s. Highs in the mid 40s to
mid 50s.
LAKE LEVELS
354.3
Kentucky Lake
354.3
Barkley Lake

•

The report on governmentfunded Hessischer Rundfunk did
not specify how many missiles
had arrived, but said they were
stored at the Hahn Air Base in
t e Hunsrueck area of West
Ge
The air base is 68 miles west of
Wiesbaden.

BUM Oslo by Dayld Trek

_ Making the grades

_

United states Department of Agriculture tobacco inspectors W.W. Peters and William Lynch give the
tobacco at Growers Loose Leaf Floor a final checking before today's air-cured sale, the last regular
sale of he season. Peters said the dates for the clean-up sales have not bekn announced but will be
released later.

•

•
I. •

•

Banns Schreiner, a governMent spokesman for Rhineland
Pfalz state where the air base is
loeated-..-40chned Is comment
the report, as did Capt. Gail
Hayes. a spokeswoman for the
U.S. air base in Ramstein. West
Germany.
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Police crack down on 'chop shops' in four-state area
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
Police posing as buyers of
stolen vehicles have shut down
''chop shops" in Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas wherE
thieves cut up purloined cars or
altered their identification
numbers, authorities say.
The crackdown resulted from
separate but similar undercover
operations in Memphis and
Nashville, leading to state or
federal indictments against 140
people in those three states and

Kentucky, the FBI said.
Local, state and federal
agents-began arresting suspects
Wednesday, but William D.
Fallin, special agent in charge
of the FBI office in Memphis,
said it was unknown how long
the roundup would take.
Most of the suspects are
believed to be in the Memphis
area or in north Mississippi,
authorities said.
One arrest was made in Kentucky by late Wednesday, according to spokesman Bill Cheek of

Ofe Louisville, Ky., FBI office.
Danny Keith Combs, 30, of
Hopkinsville, was arrested by
the FBI and Hopkinsville police
on charges of possessing,
transporting and concealing
stolen motor vehicles, Cheeksaid.
The investigations, codenamed "Silverado" in Memphis and
"Salrec" in Nashville,
recovered 346 stolen vehicles
worth $4.5 million dollars,
authorities said.
The FBI said suspects are be-

ing charged with interstate
transportation of stolen vehicles
or receiving and - concealing
stolen property.
The Memphis investigation
shut down six chop shops in West
Tennessee. 12 in north Mississippi and three in eastern and central Arkansas, said Fred
Warner, deputy chief of the
Memphis Police Department.
With a typical theft. Warner
said, a chop shop operator would
buy a salvaged or wrecked vehicle, have a similar one stolen on

order and then swap their identification papers.
"They would come to Memphis to look for that particular
kind of car and steal that,"
Warner said.
Undercover agents set up
bogus chop shops in Memphis
and Nashville where car thieves
could take their stolen vehicles.
authorities said.
From February 1984 until last
March, authorities operated a
shop called Holt's Auto Sales in
Franklin just south of Nashville,
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the FBI said.
Warner declined to identify
the undercover shop in Memphis, but said the West Tennessee investigation began in
September 1983.
Most of the stolen vehicles
were taken to chop shops in
Memphis and northen Mississippi but some were resold in
Arkansas and western Kentucky, authorities said.
FBI agent Joseph McMahon
said money to buy stolen
vehicles came from the federal
government, but he refused to
say how much was spent or if it
can be recovered.
Authorities said the investigations began in an attempt to stop
vehicle thefts in Tennessee and
spread to the other states.
Police say 950 vehicles are
stolen in Memphis each month,
and one suspect charged in the
roundup told authorities he was
stealing 25 to 30 vehicles a week.
Warner said the thieves particularly liked Chevrolet
Silverado pickup trucks as well
as Corvettes, Camaro Z-28s,
Pontiac Trans-AMs and fourwheel drive vehicles.
Silverado pickups sell for up to
$11,000 each while Corvettes can
go for up to $32,000, area car
dealers say.
Warner said the chop shop
operators knew each other and
sometimes worked together but
should not be labeled as
members of organized crime.

Wilson urges
_residents to
-check licenses
Circuit Clerk Ann Wilson this
week issued a warning to local
residents to check their driver's
licenses for expiration dates.
Driver's licenses expire on the
month of the holder's birthday,
Wilson said. Anyone wishing to
renew their driver's license
should report to the Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex.
Wilson stated that many local-residents let their license expiration date lapse without
realizing it, only to be reminded
when it's too late.

•

Senate...
(Cont'd from page 1)
decision-makers from the electoral process. KEA President
Jon Henrikson said that hasn't
changed.
The teachers' group could support the task force bill in its current form, but "we can't go
beyond that," he said.
"Important decisions (about
education need to be made by
elected officials to some
degree," he said.
The Senate State Government
Committee approved a bill to
allow Kentucky to pay to have Illinois dispose of its low-level
radioactive waste.
It was largely a formality,
since the bill merely ratified an
action taken by Collins through
an executive order in September
1984, but it was the Senate's first
action on a bill.
The House, meanwhile, waived its rule requiring that bills be
posted for three days before
committees can act on them.
The waiver applies only to bills
that were approved and prefiled
by joint committees in the interim session.
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(Cont'd from page I)
taking the lives of soldiers from
the 101st- Airborne Division atFort Campbell, Ky. and eight
crew members.
The bodies began arriving
Dec. 16 at Dover Air Force Base
for autopsies, identification and
preparation for burial.
Sotcan said 111 bodies have
been identified so far and 101
have been transferred to their
families for burial.
Many soldiers' medical
records were destroyed in the
fiery plane crash.
Sotcan said even if they had
all of the medical records, the
bodieE were so badly burned
that the identification process
would have beed slowed.
"But not having the original
records has contributed" to the
delay, he said
He added that bad weather In
Gander has hampered the
search of the crash site.
The bodies were sent to Ddver
because the base houses the
military's largest mortuary.
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State board opposes
administrative change
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Assets...

(Cont'd from page 1)
would stand up in a court of law.
He said the link to the group was
based partly on Khadafy giving
sanctuary to Nidal and -because
The
commission on Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
of training facilities for tertentatively approved a recomThe Kentucky Board of Educarorists located on Libyan soil.
mendation for creation of a
tion asserted its opposition to a
The Voice of America plans to
separate board to oversee postgubernatorial commission's
beam special broadcasts to
vocational.
arid
adult
secondary
recommendation for change in
Libya tb inform Americans
the administration of
technical education.
there of Reagan's order to
vocational-technical education
However, the commission
"leave immediately" or riSit
above the high school level.
said, the Council on Higher
"appropriate penalties on their
Board members voted
Education should remain the
return" to the United States.
Wednesday to have Superintencoordinator of all programs at
Since relations were broken in
dent of Public Instruction Alice
the associate-degree level or
1981,,contact with Washington is
McDonald press their case at
higher.'
limited.
the next meeting of the goverA senior administration ofThe Board of Education last
nor's Commission on
who spoke on condition he
ficial,
the
month formally endorsed
Vocational -Technical
not be identified, said liquid
but
board,
a
of
separate
concept
Education.
assets of the Libyan government
one that would be under its conGov. Martha Layne Collins apin U.S. banks and in the Oran-state
the
give
That
would
trol.
pointed the commission in Ocches of U.S. banks overseas
board responsibility over
tober under legislation passed
primarily were involved in the
education
vocational-technical
by the General Assembly in
freeze.
both levels.
at
July.
"I want to stress that this is a
freeze, not a seizure," the official said. "These assets re
main the property of the Libyan
government."
He said the Treasury Department had not asked U.S. allies in
for forgiveness.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API —
Western Europe to have their
A federal judge has denied Jake
U.S. District Judge William K.
New officers of Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association were installed at a meeting on
central banks take similar
Butcher's plea to shorten his
refused
Wednesday
Thomas on
at Golden Corral Restaurant. They are, from left, first row, Fr. Stanley Tillman, St. Leo's
Wednesday
steps, but they would be
20-year sentence despite a handButcher's request to reduce his
Catholic, program chairman, Dr. Greg Earwood, First Baptist, president, the Rev. Clarence Helmich,
So
/.spite
welcomed.
written letter from the former
Immanuel Lutheran, vice president; back row, the Rev. Jim Cain, Lake-Land Apostolic, chairman of
prison term, and dismissed
repeated ent aties,
financier that says he is ashamradio and TV, Dr. David Roos, First Christian, worship chairman, the Rev. Rick Dye, First United
the
that
attorneys
his
by
claims
other
and
West
Germany
Italy,
ed of his bank fraud and tax evaMethodist, social concerns chairman, and Dr. Luther May, Seventh-Day Adventist, treasurer. Not picharsh.
too
was
sentence
governments that do 'business
sion convictions and prays daily
tured is the Rev. Marvin L. Napier, Palestine-Russell Chapel United Methodist, secretary.
with Libya have,resisted U.S. efforts to isolate the country
economically.
The State Department's
sweeping indictment -of Libya
accused Khadafy of operating
newscast, the 6 p.m. News Beat
John Williams, Tom Butler
an unspecified number of camps
and will also step up his acand Johanna Comisak-Rhodes
to train terrorists and of employtivities in the license-renewal
are beginning the new year at
i n g "surrogates or
process at the station by mainWPSD-TV with new titles.
mercenaries" against moderate
taining contact with opinions of
an existing program; and
Butler and Rhodes will have new
years, the foundation will give
Cynthia Slade, President of
and African leaders who
Arab
• be able to provide evidence.
-citizens and governmental
oneand
recognition
definition of duties, according to
national
Women
of
League
have ties to the West and refuse the local
leaders on the needs of the the
drawn from the program's acan announcement made this
time grants of up to $100,000 to
Ford
the
that
reported
Voters.
•
to fight Israel.
area, according to Paxton. He
tual operating expapience, of
week by'Fred Paxton, president
approximately ten outstanding
Foundation, in conjunction with
will continue his weekly public
achievement of the program's
of the station and its parent
state or local programs that ilthe John F. Kennedy School of
affairs programs. •
lustrate innovative approaches . goals,— coporatIons, Paducah
Government at Harvard Uriiver:
eventy-five
Butler joined WPSD-TV in
Approximate
to government services.
Newspapers, Inc.
sity, is sponsoring a new awards
1962 and has been news director
To be eligible for the award, ,semi-finalist will be chosen in
Williams, who has been
program for exemplary innovasince 1965.
the late winter and invited to
programs should meet the
general manager since 1977, will
tions in state and local governRhodes will assume total
complete a more extensive apbecome vice-president and
following criteria:
ment. This program will provide
responsibility for the day-to-day
• be administered or
plication ,Preliminary applica-.
general manager. Butler, who
national recognition and finanoperation of the news departtions are due on January 15,
had been news director, has
operated under the authority of
cial awards to states and
1986.
ment, including story selection,
been named vice-president of
a state, local or tribal governlocalities which have exAnyone interested ,in making
reporter assignments, producment or special authority
news and Rhodes, who had been
perimented successfully with
an application to the'foundation
tion of newscasts and supervi• be a new program or policy
assistant news director, has
difficult
to
approaches
new
TOKYO (AP) — Ashrita Furshould contact Cynthia Slade
, sion of news personnel.
become news director.
initiative, or a significant
government problems.
man, who holds world records
diving the day at 762-4799.
of
Williams will continue in his
or
improvement
modification
Butler will continue as anchor
Each fall for the next three
for somersaulting, hand.
role al Station manager.
on the station's highest rated
clapping and stretcher-bearing,
claims to have chalked up
another whacky title by hopping
11.5 miles on a pogo sUck up and
down Mount Fuji.
_
Furman, 31, of New Xork,said
It took 84 hours Wednesday to
By Abigail "411immip
6.2 miles up the 12,460-foot
1983.. When the United States States imposed :against
WASMINGTON ( API .- The
also opmotuittin and 5.3 miles down.
called fora boycott of the Beirut Nicaragua last May and
tepid European reaction to
pose A rneriean-support-for-anti---He-Bald-that broke a-10.5-mile
airport this past summer in
President' Reagan's call for
mark he set in New York last
response to the TWA hijacking, communist rebels in Nicaragua.
punitive measures against
November that had qualified
- In 1964, the Unfted States was
hardly anybody paid attention.
Libya is but the latest example
successful in its campaign
him for an entry in the Guinness
—moreIn the Libyan case, the United
of just how far apart the United
time, all
Book of World Records.
States felt economic sanctions to isolate Cuba. At that
States ,and its NATO allies are
Organizathe
of
nation
one
but
"When you challenge
retributhe
mildest
were about
on dealing with countries
tion of American States imposed
yourself, it gives other people a
tion possible in the face of
Washington considers wayward.
mandatory economic and
lot of joy, and sometimes you inclaim
"irrefutable"
of
Reagan's
Through the years, the United
sanctions against the
diplomatic
spire them too," he said in a
evidence of Libyan complicity in
States has applied sanctions
government.
Castro
telephone interview. "They
in
month
attacks
last
airline
the
unilaterally against rival naNowadays, the United States
figure if I can pogo-stick up a
Rome and Vienna.
tions only to be rebuffed time
raises the Nicaraguan
rarely
mountain, they can run a mile."
much
too
were
But sanctions
and again by the allies when it
I hope you will use this in your
the OAS, recognizing
in
issue
DEAR ABBY: I never leave a tip
for the Europeans.
sought their support.
Furman admitted he was
tit a restaurant. Not a dime! It's not column as a much needed relieffrom
support for its position is
that
date
to
experience
our
is
"It
The United States does not like
all over from jumping like
the money; it's the principle of the letters about adultery, teen-age "sore
negligible. The only satisfaction
that economic sanctions do not
to punish countries without inpregnancy, child abuse and rape. an ostrich."
thing.
administration receives are
the
said
results,"
desired
the
to
lead
ternational backing. But when it
Everyone else who is in business Thank you.
assurances from most
private
by
The feat was documented
Friedhelm Ost, chief spokesman
does so, the only united front, for
IRRITATED IN
has to pay his help a living wage,
countries that they, too.
Latin
official
two
•
and
videotape
governGerman
West
the
for
the most part. has been that of
NEW HAMPSHIRE
but restaurant owners pay peanuts
fear Nicaragua. •
witnesses.
the Europeans opposing' ment. That sentiment was
because they know their customers
If and when the administra'
Ofglad
Foreign
I'm
British
a
by
IRRITATED:
echoed
DEAR
Washington.
will make up the difference in tips.
Furman, a health food store
tion takes.that step. it probably
fice spokesman. Italy also is not
The United States stood alone,
And when you take a look at the you wrote.See? I do listen to my owner, is no stranger to Guinwill be acting all alone.
eager to disrupt its beneficial
prices they charge, you know darned readers.
for instance, when it restricted
ness records: in 1980 he somerLibya.
with
economic
ties
well they can afford it.
in
Union
the
to
Soviet
exports
saulted 10 miles through New
•• *
Print this. Maybe it will wake up
The loneliness 'of the
the wake of that nation's 1979 inYork's Central Park, and in 1981
the eating public.
position extends to
American
in
of
again
vasion
Afghanistan;
DEAR ABBY: Jill Turner's state- he clapped for 50 hours, 17
AGAINST TIPPING
Central America as Well. With
when it imposed sanctions
1981,
was
stretcher-a
and
on
minutes,
ment,"Just because you are against
few exceptions. the European
following the martial law
DEAR AGAINST: Whenever something doesn't give you the right bearing team that carried a
and Latin American allies reject
the
in
and
in
Poland:
crackdown
all
miles,
127
140-pound
weight
has
else,"
someone says, "It's not the to decide for everybody
the trade embargo the United
in
of
U.S.-led
Grenada
invasion
money; it's the principle of the been blown up and displayed in two benchmarks.
my
Behind
(1)
office:
our
in
places
money.
thing," it usually the
Let me explain something to desk and(2) next to the anti-smoking
cartoons in another cubicle.
you.(Watch my lips.)
No doubt you will say that this
The government, also known
as Uncle Sam and the IRS, statement doesn't apply to smoking.
assumes that every person who I think it does.
MOLLIE B.
eats in a restaurant will leave a
tip totaling at least 8 percent of
DEAR MOLLIE: Just because
the bill, so the waitress must
pay the government that amount you are against smoking doesn't
whether she gets it from the give you the right to decide that
everybody else should not
customer or not.
So, in the future if you do not smoke—but you have-the righlitip at least 8 percent of your to !heist that smokers may not
check, you are cheating the smoke around you.
waitress out of that amount.
•• *
(P.S. The usual tip for good
excepfor
service is 15 percent;
DEAR ABBY: To "Her Loving
•
•
••
•••
tional service a little more. For
whose mother is an
Daughter,"
tell
tip—and
no
service,
poor
"incurable" backseat driver, my
'em why.)
advice is to give up.
•* *
I tried for 30 years to get my wife
. For a limited'time, special facNo Limit Special
Movie Club Membership
to stop telling me how to drive, but
tory incentives make it
All
Movies
The
Rent
air
military
a
passing
Weekend
DEAR ABBY: I am a churchgoing one day while
This
Off
10%
possible for us to pass along •
You Want. With
person who does not usually com- base where the largest planes in the
savings on the vet\
significant
Free Movies A Year
•27
plain about things like th0 because world routinely take off and land, I
special rearvery
spacious,
On Other Specials
•Discounts
3
Every
Rentals
inevitable.
surrendered to the
my motto is "Live and ledive."
Fleetwood
wheel-drive
Privileges
•Reservation
-Get One FREE
One of those monsters was coming
However, I have been annoyed by
Brougham.
people in church who decide to in for a landing as we drove down
Bring
Pickup
Significant saviligs are for a
Fri.
T.V.
S.C.,
Black & White
5"
unwrap a peppermint wrapped in the interstate near Charleston,
time only. You muss
limited
Back Mon.
noisy cellophane. If it were a cough and I heard my wife say, "You'd
retail delivery
actual
take
Radio
AM/FM
With
AC/DC
drop needed in a hurry,fine. But just better get your wheels down; you'd
new 1985 Fleetwood
your
Of
V.C.R.
Rentals
better get your wheels down."
a peppermint?
Brougham out of dealer..stock
Only
Now that's backseat driving!
9.95 For The Weekend
Last Sunday, this lady began to
See us for details.
HER
LOVING
STILL
unwrap her peppermint just as the
For
The
Week
12.50
.
Best of all...it's a Cmaillat
IN COLUMBIA,S.C.
silent prayer began. She continued
unwrapping these candies through•1•
PURDOM`
out the preacher's entire sermon,
Your Professional Movie Store
and you know how long that can be!
_MOTORS INC.
(Is your social life in a slump? Lonely'
has the best selection with
I would like to offer a positive Get Abby's updated, revised and exs-Aft•
"'Vnefifiett4irirrnA'rucf
the best prices. Now
suggestion: Please do this while the panded booklet. "How to Re Popular"
unict•rn''
Main
Our
choir is singing, or while the col- —for people of all ages. Send your
over 1800 titles to choose
address clearly printed with
. Main -53-5365
1406
lection is being taken up, or while name and
for $2.50 and a
order
money
or
check
a
.
Murray.
.
the organist is playing a loud solo— long,stamped (39 cents)self-addressed 200E Main
753-8201
or unwrap it fast!
envelope to: Dear Abby, Popularity,"
,t • k
It Ti)gethcf...Bucklc Up.
I've talked to several friends who P.O. Box 35923. Hollywood, Calif.
Sat Til 6
Open Fri. Til 8
90035.)
are as irritated as I over this.

Butcher's plea for a shorter
sentence denied by Thomas

Ministerial Association officers announced

Awards program will honor
innovations in government

Three prOmoted at WPSD

World record
holder chalks
up new pogo"
stick record

U.S. sanctions against Libya-fail
to draw similar European action

Refusing to Tip Is Matter
Of Money, Not of Principle

oupli•

COME TO THE

Big
savings.

•••••••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL

Cadillac
Fleetwo
Brougham

$89.95

RENTAL4SALES

•

CENTER

753-8201

_

•
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•

•
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PERSPECTIVE
'The Quiet Giant'

What are the economic
ramifications of tourism on the
The
economy?
Kentucky
numbers have a way of speaking
for themselves.
Some 7,346 businesses generate
more than $3.2 billion in visitor
spending. Campgrounds, gift
shops, marinas, restaurants,
hotels, attractions and service
stations pay $185 million in state
taxes and $43 million in local
taxes. Those same businesses
employ more than 110,000 people
across the Commonwealth.
Employment in the tourism industry is second only to
agriculture.
With supporting figures like
these and predictions that people
will be spending more of their
leisure time traveling, one would
think greater emphasis would be
placed on developing this segment of the Kentucky economy.
The reverse, however, is true.
Since 1980, the state legislature
has committed fewer and fewer
resources to developing and promoting one of Kentucky's best
avenues for future economic
development.
Almost every Kentuckian is
aware that Toyota will be constructing a new plant in
Georgetown. It was a major victory for Gov. Collins and her
administration.
A lot of effort and money went
into luring Toyota to the Scott
County site."Close to $24 million,
primarily in the form of tax
abatements, was committed by

•

the Department of Commerce to
create the 3,000 jobs that will
dramatically impact Scott County and the Bluegrass Region. Yet
less than $500,000 has been committed to promoting and developing Kentucky's $3.2 billion
tourism industry, an industry
that impacts every county in the
state and offers the brightest
future for Kentucky.
Many futurists are predicting a
major shift from an industrialbased to a service-based
economy in which tourism plays
a major role. The federal government predicts 90 percent of future
jobs will be created by small
business, which is the cornerstone of the tourism industry.
That opinion is shared by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, the state's small business
advocate. In its 1986 Legislative
Policy Manual, the Chamber
seeks funding of the Department
of Travel Development to be at a
level competitive with surrounding states. The Chamber refers
to the funding levels as "an investment that will provide a
stronger tax base 'through increased sales tax collections and
generate more income tax
revenues by tourism-related
employees."
Tourism must be considered a
vital part of Kentucky's
economic development plan. It
must be given the respect and attention that any other $3 billion
business would be given. After
all, there is no difference between
$200 spent on a set of Louisville
Stoneware cups by a New Yorker
in Macy's and $200 that same
New Yorker spends during his
visit to the Derby. In both instances, jobs are created in Kentucky, and a stronger and
brighter future for Kentucky is
represented.

The 1986 economy
^

Prectictionsutimminent recession, widely forecast for
the last three years, are conspicuously absent in nearly all
economic projections for 1986.
A booming stock market, falling interest rates, lower oil
prices and the possibility of
major deficit reduction because of the Gramm-Rudman
bill could make the coming
year a good one.
While certain sectors of the
economy — farming, selected
areas of heavy manufacturing
and industries particularly savaged by imports — will remain virtually in recession,
the overall economy should
register modest gains. The
common guess is growth between 2.5 and 3.5 percent, not
much different from 1985
(probably around 2.5 percent
when the final figures are in).
This is good news because
both the U.S. and the world
economy can't live with much
less. The dangers of no growth
or outright recession would be
unacceptable.

tag.

•

•

•

Slumping commodity prices
and rising indebtedness in the
Third World, more than $2
trillion in U.S. government
debt and an enormous trade
deficit could transform a
minor slump into a disaster.
Many still believe this is ultimately inevitable — but not,
apparently, in 1986.
Despite the good news, several serious problems exist in
1986. Modest growth will ag-

the U.S. deficit by $11
billon for each percentage
point in lost government revenues. Unemployme t remains
stuck at 7 percents An overvalued dollar, o . of the
major causes of the trade deficit, has been only partially relieved by the currency's moderate drop in 1985's fourth
quarter. Perhapij most disturbing is the fact that an
economy stimulated by both
supply-side tax cuts and heavy
government spending refuses
to grow more vigorously.
Further, Japan's economy
is slowing, pressing it to compensate by exporting more aggressively, and Europe continues to grow sluggishly, limiting a valuable market for U.S.
exports. More serious, the
faltering Third World economies will be hurt by modest
growth in the industrial countries, magnifying their debt
problem. Even without a U.S.
recession, their difficulties re-.
quire a fundamental solution
that may not wait apother
year.
Third World debt should be
restructured, the U.S. deficit
trimmed by a major tax hike,
commodity prices stabilized
by joint action and both world
trade and currency rules reformed by international
aN;ement. These steps will
h
make the next downward
swing in the business cycle
survivable, instead of devastating — which it would be aft occurred in 1986.

by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

She shared All-American women tms honors
with one of America's greatest athletes

By James Smither,
Executive Director
Greater Lexington Convention
& Visitors Bureau

Editors Note: (This is the second installment of a four-part
series by the Kentucky Tourism
Federation. These stories
highlight the importance of
tourism, Kentucky's second
largest industry.)

Mirrray Ledger & Times

During her student years at
One of her girls' track and
Murray State, Dewdrop (EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
field teams was a state runnerup. Her tennis teams won seven
Rowlett, a husky 5'7" at the second and final column of a
time, played basketball, tennis two-part series.)
regional championships and was
runner-up in the state one year.
and softball. In 1934, she was
With girls' basketball excludcaptain of the girls' softball Louisville.
ed from Kentucky high schools'
team while participating in
Tom had come back to Murathletic programs for many
three different sports and play- ray and enrolled at Murray
years, Dewdrop was one of the
ing with two basketball teams.
State. It was compulsory in
most enthusiastic leaders in the
In addition to playing with the those days to attend the weekly
movement a few years ago to
Murray Statybasketball team, chapel program on Wednesdays
she also played AAU basketball in the auditorium. It just so haphave it restored.
for -The Tupelo Redwings," a pened that Tom's seat was
She made many trips to
semi-pro team, in 1934 and 1935. directly behind Dewdrop's and, Frankfort and to other parts of
The team traveled and played as boys will do, he got to teasing
the state promoting the cause,
and she sadly recalls taking a lot
girls' teams all across Mississip- her by pulling her hair.
pi, Oklahoma and Texas.
"One thing led to another," .of verbal abuse from school
superintendents and adIt was while playing with The she smiled, "and it wasn't long
ministrators opposed to the
Redwings that Dewdrop played
before we were going together."
in the national AAU championTom's father, John Rowlett, idea.
"But look at it today!" she exship tournament at Wichita, was in the tobacco business on
Kan., and at the conclusion of the east end of Poplar Street.
claims proudly. "Hasn't it come
which she was named an AAU
a long way and hasn't it done a
For many years in his early
great deal for this part of the
All-American.
business career, Tom traveled
state!"
for the company, selling the
Also named an All-American
• • •
chewy twists to crossroads
and playing on a team from
Following .her retirement
stores across West Kentucky. In
California in the same tournafrom Murray High in 1965,
later years, he sold class rings
ment was the late Mildred
Dewdrop returned to one of her
and specially-designed jewelry
(Babe Didrikson, perhaps the
two alma maters, Murray State,
for a national company.
greatest woman athlete
• • •
as the girls' tennis coach, and, in
America has ever known.
1968, the girls' basketball
Once she graduated from
After marrying George
coaching duties were added to
Murray State in 1935, Dewdrop
Zaharias, a professional
her responsibilities. Nita Head
started teaching physical educawrestler, Miss Didrickson went
took over the girls' tennis
tion on a part-time basis at Muron to become a professional
coaching job.
ray High School. There weren't
woman's golt champion and won
In six seasons after girls'
any girls' basketball teams in
every major title at least MO
the high schools in those days, basketball again became a combefore her death frd'm cancer in --but she loved the game too much
petitive sport at Mrfrray State in
1953.
1971-72, Dewdrop's teams won 59
simply to forget about it.
She organized a team among .games and lost 66. Her 1974 and
Another of the game's early
1977 teams won AIAW district
the Murray High girls and began
woman stars, Doll Harris, also
runners-up spots and played in
playing "pickup games" about
played in that same tournament
•
the area. They played in Paris, the regional tournament.
in Wichita. "That was some
Then in 1978, she began her
Tenn., a number of times and
pretty fast company for a little
last coaching job, this time with
the Murray State Training
old country girl from Mississipher other alma mater, FreedSchool girls four or five times a
pi," Dewdrop laughs as she
Hardeman, going there to help
year.
recalls those experiences.
them reorganize their girls'
• • •
Dewdrop's "part-time job" at
basketball program. She coachMurray High soon evolved into a
Just before she received her
fulltime teaching position, and ed at Freed-Hardeman -until
degree in physical education at
she taught there for 30 years 1981, and in 1980, was named the
Murray State in 1935, Dewdrop
Volunteer State Athletic Conbefore retiring in 1965. She
married Tom Rowlett, a Murray
Coach of the Year.
ference's
well
as
tennis
and
track
coached
boy who hid been going to
•
0
•
as basketball
school at the University of

Like her mother, Kathy also
excelled in athletics in college.
She, too, is in an athletic Hall of
Fame, having been so recognized this past year by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
where she earned her
undergraduate degree.
While at SIU, Kathy was one
of its top girl tennis players. She
was the No. 3 player on the girls'
golf team, and was a three-year
startewt forward on the girls'
basket IIteam. She also was
the No. 1 server on the girls'
volleyball team — often serving
the entire game.
Yet, she still had time for her
studies, graduating among the
highest of the honor graduates in
her class.
• • •
Dewdrop retired from FreedHardeman and from coaching in
1981. Today, she spends her time
traveling, visiting her three
brothers and sister, Kathy and
playing golf and tennis.
She keeps in shape. She thinks
nothing of playing 18 holes of
golf, coming home to houseclean and put out a big wash and
then top off the day with two or
three sets of tennis at the Murray State courts.
,Dew4rop's character is as colorful-as her name,and her many
honors reflect the things she has
done — and continues to do — for
women's athletics.
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Hospital thanks
all who've helped
Dear Editor;
The holiday season at Western
State Hospital was a special time
for all the patients. Visitors came
to host ward parties, to bring gifts
and entertainment. Every day
the mail brought gifts and contributions for the patients.
The hospital would be a dreary
place, indeed, were it not for the
kindness and concern of these
many volunteers from the communities served by the hospital.
Thank you for letting them know
of our need.
Gratefully,
(Mrs. Margaret C. Riley
Coordinator, Community
Relations
Western State Hospital
P.O. Box 2200
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

by john cunniff

business mirror
NEW YORK (API — Nobody
knows better than real estate
people that a creative imagination and a vocabulary
unrestricted by dictionary
definitions is often needed to
make a homely house sound like
a castle
.
_
Anybody who ever lociked for a
house is familiar with the
linguistic gymnastics that
describe the area. "Down a
sountry lane" means a dirt road
without storm sewers. "Water
view" might describe an undrained swamp
But not everyone is aware of
some of the subtler refinements
used to set the mood for a sale.

stead. And they use "seller" instead of "owner," perhaps
because the former is current
and active, and the latter iv6lif
and passsive.
"Price" is out, "value is in
for obvious reasons. So is "down
payment," which is a stodgy old
term that reniiicds You of 30-year
payments to come. Replacing it
is "initial investment," a nice
term that suggests you will
make out so well in your new

house that you will be eager to
invest more.
With a good salesman you
aren't ask to "sign here." No
way. Anybody with a rudimentary understanding of human
psychology knows that signing
usually suggests signing
soinefhillretway. Instead, your
signature is an "authorization."
The "sales contract" becomes
the "purchase agreement," for
the logical reason that any

salesman would rather the
buyer feel he or she has freely
purchased something rather
than having been talked into
buying. •
By the same logic that
governs usage of all these words
and terms — if "logic" can be
considered the rorreet term —.good salespeople do not even
mention the word "commission." They prefer "marketing
fee."

why automobile insurance is so
high, you can get a cue from the
fact that from two to four accidents occur almost everyday
here in Murray," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
James-Melton, state director
of finance, spoke at a meeting of
Calloway County Teachers
Association. He was introduced
by Supt. Buron Jeffrey. Tommy
Rushing is CCTA president.
Miss Diane Larson, daughter
of Dr. Edwin Larson and Blanche Larson, and David Wayne
Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Sykes, were married on Dec. 19
at College Presbyterian Church.'
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm .Sublett,
and children, Shannon, Roger
and Barrie, of Denver, Colo.,
have been the guests of her
mother, Mrs. Roy Weatherly.
Miss Anita Flynn WAS crown:
ed as Miss Rainbow of 1966 by
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls.

nirty ,)ears ago
Young, county tax
assessor, said the taking of
assessments on county property
started on Jan. 2 in his office in
Calloway County Courthouse.
The assessments are for 1956..
Fifty-four persons in 14
families were remembered with
baskets at Christmas from
Empty Stocking Fund of Murray
High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association, According
to Mrs. Codie Caldwell, committee chairman.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Downs,
Miss Sue Nesbitt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Nesbitt,
and Eddy Dorrch, son ef Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dortch, were married
Dec. 2f at Martin's Chapel
Methodist Church.
Mrs. .I.B. Wilson presented a
program on "Dish Gardens" at
January meeting of Garden
Department of Murray
Woman's Club.

looking back

Ten years ago
Paving for several miles of
county roads was proposed by
Good salespeople seldom
Calloway County Fiscal Court at
squander the tricks of their its meeting yesterday with
'trade, but Irene W. Cashman, a County Judge Robert 0. Miller
Chesire, Conn., Realtor, presiding.
magnanimously listed some of
Retiring City Clerk Stanford
her subtleties in "Real Estate
Andrus is pictured accepting
Today.-- a magazine of the Na- congratulations from former
tional Association of Real
Mayor Holmes EMis after An"Cellar" is out. Many =le drus was presented with a Murremember when cellars were in, ray City Council resolution
because whenhey were young honoring him and thanking him
they used to keep the potatoes for his service to city. This was
down there among the cool at a dinner at Holiday Inn with
stones where they would not
Murray Mayor John Ed Scott
sprout. That is where the coal
making the presentation.
bin used to be, too
A grant of $3,000 has been apInstead,of "cellar" a good proved folk Indo-Chinese
salesman uses "basement," Refugee Assistance for Murray
which has the attractive feature
Board of Education, according
of suggesting a panelled family
to Supt. Fred Schultz. This grant
room with perhaps a fireplace
includes $300 for each of Indoand a television set.
Chinese students in the city
Good salespeople don't use the
school system.
term "development," preferrTwenty years ago
ing "area of new homes" in"If yet; ever pause to wonder
ORO

•

I
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Dewdrop and Tom had one
daughter, Kathy. Today, Kathy
is in Rochester, Minn., where
she is a physician and an internist in vascular c.ardiology at
the world-famous Mayo medical
center.
An honor student throughout
her college career, she received
her medical degree at the
University of Louisville and
followed that with graduate
study at the Universities of
Arizona and Iowa.

'
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Frustrated FmHA supervisor
kills family, and-then himself
ELK POINT, S.D. (AP) - A
Farmers Home Administration
supervisor who killed his family
and himself was frustrated
because his efforts to go by the
book had failed to help farmers
faced with foreclosure, friends
and clients say.
"When things didn't work out
the way the book said he just
cracked," said Dave Swanson,
an Elk Point farmer. "The

•
City hospital
The bodies of Litchfield's
family were found in their beds
when authorities went to notify
his wife, Laura Ellen, 42, of the
office shooting, the sheriff said.
The children were identified as
Christine, 12, and Allan, 9
It was the second such
shooting in the troubled farm
belt in a month On Dec. 9, a
Lone Tree, Iowa, farmer with
$600,000 in debts killed his wife,
another farmer and a bank
president before committing
suicide.
"As far as I'm concerned, he
kept me in farming for another
year," said Swanson, adding
that Litchfield would go out of
his way to help, doing things
farmers didn't ask him to do.
Swanson said he called the
FmHA office early Wednesday
to talk to Litchfield and was told
he was on the phone-. A- short--time later, Litchfield's
secretary called back to say her
boss had shot himself.
Litchfield was very good at his
jqb, Swanson said."He was worilk' about everything he had
done for everybody, and it didn't
help them. I think that the man
had a lot on his head."
The Rev. Marvin Ketterling,
who accompanied police to the
Litchfield home, said he had
read the suicide note Litchfield
left on his office desk, but could
not remember the exact
contents.

general feeling of everybody
I've talked to today is that his
job killed him."
Bruce Litchfield, 38, shot hia
wife and two children with a
.22-caliber pistol Wednesday,
then went to his office and shot
himself in the head, said Union
County Sheriff Eugene "Bud"
Rasmussen. Litchfield died
about two hours later at'a Sioux

Mills defense lawyer plans
to begin defense next week
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The attorney for ItAitucky
Treasurer Frances Jones Mills
said the defense will include
evidence that lower-echelon
employees in Mills' office were
not running her 1983 campaign.
Julius Rather said he intends
to show that the people who have
testified in Mills' trial were not
familiar with how her campaign
worked.
"The campaign had a leadership," said Rather, who will probably begin his defense next

week in Franklin Circuit Court.
"The people who have testified
(for the prosecution) certainty
weren't near the top. She ran a
statewide race. You don't do
that by using land records
_
clerks."
Rather, who also represents
one of six co-defendants in the
trial, said it will take him three
to four days to present his case,
which he said includes the
testimony of as many as five
witnesses, including Mills.

Your Individual
Horoscope
FraacesDrake

Kentuckians
to
cite appointed
Pulitzr jury

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, 1986
ARIES
Olt SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Ape,19).
An important turning point is (Oct.23 to Nov...2-1)
Initiative and charm combine today
reached careervrise. Step to the head
of the class and receive both recogni- to make you a person that others
tion and appreciation. This is your can't refuse. Make your opinions
known and you have a receptive
time to shine!
audience.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're in an analytical frame of (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
The focus today is on financial
mind and able to articulate your
thoughts. Public speaking, writing matters or the purchase of new
and philosophical interests take pre- goods. You'll find ways to improve
income. One project should be kept
cedence.
secret.
CAPRICORN
-(May 21 to June 20)
R/4
Couples make important decisions (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're coming into your own. Your
concerning investments, loans and
overall security. Added depth to your personality is a plus factor in all you
thinking makes you a force to be undertake. Leadership qualities show
in group activities.
reckoned with.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
Working behind the scenes in a
Those leaning towards a permanent commitment in romance may quiet but productive way suits you
take that step today. In any case, it's a fine today. You'll finally put those
loose pieces of a project together.
time for people to work together.
PISCES
LEO
WI.
meild
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Social life continues to be busy
Harmony reigns on the job and it's
the perfect time to begin new pro- with you making friends and
jects. You're excited by your progress influencing people. Shrewdness of
thought enables you to read between
and may work overtime.
the lines.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are somewhat
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Your dating life picks up now. nervous and highsirung but quite
Parents become more involved in capable. You'll work long hard hours
children's activities. Creative types at what interests you. Highly creative,
you often choose an artistic career
enjoy unusual productivity.
and your accomplishments are liable
LIBRA
to be innovative. You can be an
(Sept 23 to Oct22)
You'll be buying purchases for the inspired leader. Though independent,
home or making important domestic you're also cooperative. Money and
moves and decisions. Family inter- success are important to you, but you
should never sell out on your dream.
ests take precedence now.

ter
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A New Mural and the Murrayans who painted it will be featured on Sam Burrage's "People Beat
Wednesday, Jan. 15 on the 10 p.m. news on Channel 6, WPSD-TV, Paducah. The mural, in the pediatrii
playroom at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, was painted by Marge Hatton and her son, Steve, of
Murray. For the past six years, Mrs. Hatton has been employed at the hospital as an operating room
technician. A local artist, she is well known for her pen and ink sketches and her portraits as well as her
murals. Pictured during the filming of the report are,from the left: WPSD-TV Cameraman Joe Wilson,
Burt-age, Steve Hatton and Mrs. Hatton.
•

Federal ruling will require pilots
to undergo blood-alcohol tests
WASHINGTON AP - Aircraft pilots will be required to
submit to blood-alcohol tests or
risk losing their licenses under a
new federal ruling that was
welcomed by a group representing many of the nation's noncommercial flyers.

when asked to do so oy local or
state police officers. If they
refuse, the FAA could revoke or
suspend their certificate and
ratings, and the offender- cotild
face civil penalties.
A second regulation announced by the FAA will require
airliners to carry kits for major
medical emergencies such as
heart attacks.
The alcohol-test rule, which
takes effect.April 9. applies to all

NEW YORK (AP) - The appointment of 65 editors and news
executives as Pulitzer Prize
The rule, announced Wednesnominating jurors was announcday by the Federal Aviation Aded Wednesday by Columbia
ministration, will force pilots
University President Michael I.
and crews to submit to checks
Sovern.
Two of the 65 are Kentuckians: Paul Janensch, executive editor,- The Courier.
Journal and The Louisville
Times, and Mary Schurz, editor
and publisher, The AdvocateMessenger, Danville.
The jurors will pass initial
judgment on entries for the jour-- .116nalism awards based on work
published in 1985.
The Pulitzer'Prizes are
awarded annually by Columbia
on the recommendation of the
Pulitzer Prize Board. Pulitzer
juries screen all entries and
nominate some for the board's
particular consideration.
The jurors, each of whom is
assigned to one of the 14 Pulitzer
categories, are told that it is not
their job to express any order of
preference among their
nominees, and that their reports
are for the information of the
Pulitzer board, which chooses
the winners.
Reg. 8.99
The board can give a Pulitzer
an
to
Prize to a jury nominee or
entry not nominated by the jury,
or it can award no prize at all.

airline, cargo and private
aviators. But FAA officials said
mainit is in general aviation
. pany,
ly private planes and_com
aircraft - where the drinking
problem is worst.
In 1971. alcohol use was a factor in 12.6 percent of all fatal
general aviation accidents, according to the FAA. In 1984, that
figure had dropped to 4.8
percent.

Our

anuary
Sale
Is On!

& 10.99 •••••••••••••••••• 3.00 & 5.00
Handbags
Brushed Gowns &
Reg. 11.99 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5.00
Sleepshirts
Oxford Shirts Rog. 13.99 •••••••••••••••••••4•••••••••••• 7-00

(Stripes, Solids & Tattersal)

12.00
12.00
Fashion Shirts Reg. To 22.99 ••••••••••••••8.00 & 12.00
8.00 & 12.00
Cotton Sweaters Reg. To 22.99
J eans Basic 5-Pocket Reg. 32.00 ••••••••••••••••••••• 15.00

Shaker Knit Sweaters Reg.-To-23.99 ••••••••••••••••
Novelty Pants & Skirts Reg. To 27.00 •••••••••••••

-4-

(Lee
",,••••,

NIVERSITY:

AT MURRAY STAT
WEEKEND CLASSES
(Saturday only and Friday and Saturday)
Saturday classes will beg

• On site registration
(at the first class meeting)
You may begin these
classes without being
admitted to the University,
but you will need to
complete the admission
process during the
semester

January 17, 1986

AGRICULTURE
AGR 532 30 Farm and Land Appraisal

9 00-1200

ASTRONOMY
Introductory Astronomy
30
AST 115

900-1200

, Calvin Klein' , Chic.)

& 17.00
••••••••••••••• 21•C/0
Printed Denim Jeans Reg. 39.00
Ceramic Gift Items Reg. To 13.99 ••••••••••••• 50% Off

Dress Sale

Reg. To 32.99 •••••••••••••••13.00

Alfred Dunne()
Coordinates •••."•••••••••••••
Fashion

50% To 70% Off
Hats Reg. 13.99 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 50% Off

ENGLISH
ENG 201

30

Introduction to Literary Techniques

900-12 00

The Center for
Continuing Education

LEGAL STUDIES
LST 240

30

9 00-12 00

Business La* i

READING
REA 523

Enrichment in Reading
30
(Meets 5 WKNOS only , 1st MTG

500-800
1 / 1086

8 30-330

SPEECH AND THEATRE
SAT 181

30

500-900

Intro to Interpersonal Communication'
(1st MTG 1/17 meets 5 wkendso

900-5 00

SAT 581

30

Seminar in tnterpeTsonal Communicafon
(1st MTG 1/241 (Meets 4 wkendsl

5-00-9-00
900-500

SAT 684

30

Seminar in Organizational Communicator),
(1st MTG 1/31) (Meets 4 Wkends)

500-900
900-5 00

s

Coats Reg. To 60.00 •••••••••••••••••••••29.00
(Zip-Out Lining)

All-Weather

Quilted Jackets

A6
call 502-762-4150

39.00
Reg. To 109.00 ••••••••••••••••••• 59.00

.o
Reg. T

Wool Pants Coats

Q

nn

......................

••••••••••
•
•
•
.
"
•••P••••••.-

Central
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

•
•
•
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Women shop for many reasons
diction like drugs or
drink that can consume
Women don't just a person's life."
shop to buy things Like other addictions,
they also go on buying he said, compulsive
binges as a reward, as shopping *can interfere
entertainment, as with work and personal
escape, and as a means relationships, and its
of consolation.
victims need profesSome women even go sional help to undersshopping as a method of tand and control their
revenge, Judith Viorst buying.
writes in the January
Compulsive shoppers
issue of Redbook, using range from the woman
buying power to pay who feels compelled to
back thir husbands for check out the stores daiwrongs or slights.
ly but doesn't break her
Shopping can be a bank account or budget,
healthy form of release to the woman who is
or it can be compulsive totally out of control. In
and neurotic.
either case, the shopper
r-d- is fleeing the problems
Dr. RichaGreenberg, professor of of everyday life and,
psychiatry at George like any junkie, using an
Washington University outside fix to relieve inMedical School, ner distress.
describes compulsive ' A perfectly healthy
shopping as "a reason why women shop
psychological disorder is to reward themselves
that can range from for being good - stickrelatively harmless to a ing to a diet, finishing a
serious illness - an ad- job, not fighting with
their mothers. They feel
they've earned it.
These women consider shopping a form of
entertainment, maybe
notes healthy as tennis.
oruplifting as visiting
museums.
"As an entertainment
Shopper, however, I'd
IS Kt:I/BOOK
A Hearst Magazine

The 9ervef
the Nik

CINE 1 & 2

like to argue that spending a day at a shopping
mall can offer just as
much exercise as tennis," Viorst wrote. "And
cruising antique stores
can often provide as
much aesthetic pleasure
as museums - in addition to which, if I like
what I see, I can buy it."
The entertainment
shopper may be enthralled by the sport of
bargain-hunting.
"These women talk of
the thrill of the chase as
if they were out hunting
lions instead of hunting
Liz Clairbornes at half
price," Viorst said.
Women also use shopping to banish the blues
-to temporarily escape
personal problems,
housework, deadlines or
picking up after the
kids. Viorst said some
women used shopping to
comfort them when they
felt sad, scared, lonely
or depressed. The fact
that a purchase is either
frivolous or expensive
seems to heighten the
comfort it provides.
Even women who are
not compulsives may
feel guilty about their
buying habits. There
are two kinds of guilt ((bard on page 8)

Brittany Overby
wins at pageant

SPIESIK114
CHEW CHASE
DAN AYKROYD

SHOWTIME
IES
MOV
Dixieland Center

central cents, 733-3314

CHERI
Ends Tonite.7:10, 9:10
Young Sherlock Holmes
STARTS TOMORROW

Free Memberships

VCR Special
VCR PLUS

BRITTANY JANEE OVERBY, two-year-old daughter of
Darrell and Tammy Overby, was named Supreme Queen,
queen over all in age group of 0 to 5 years, in the Southern
Charm Pageant held Dec. 15 at Paducah. Pictured in top
right photo is Brittany with her banners, trophies for most
adorable and princess in beauty division, her crown and

Hints given for job interviews

1 Free Movie All Weekend

7:1A, 9:11

ROCKY
Iv

Movie Special
5 Movies
Rent Fri. Back on Mon.

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

Ends TUISMEIOSIAtik_
101 Deineettona (0)
STARTS 10mORROW

COSMOPOLITAN
A Hearst Magazine

CHOOSE FROM:
Pale Rider
Ghostbusters
Emerald Forrest
Beverly Hills Cops
Brewster's Millions
Delivery Boys
(This is only a few of our many titles.)

TRANSYLVANIA
6-5000 Fed

One FREE Movie To All
New VCR Owners!
Ask For Details!

OftIMUNS•IXIMOSIIRS
D.A.R.T.L•ALL STAR WVIESTU

chestnut st. 753-3314

Come See Our Bargains
$1 00.$500.$1 000

Feted on birthday
JASON DEREK HALE, son of Jimmy and Kim
Hale of Kirksey, celebrated his first birthday
with two parties. The first was on Dec. 3 on his
birthday at his home, and the second was at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Conner on Dec.
15. Approximately 30 family members and
friends attended both events. Jason is the grandson of Dwayne and Janice Hale of Kirksey and
Jim and Bettye Conner of Benton. Greatgrandparents- are Hubert and Clara Bazzell of
Farmington, Virginia Hale of Murray and Effie
Kemp of El Rite, N.M. Augusta Conner of Almo
is his great-stepgrandmother and Carmen Horton of Murray is his great-great-grandmother.

$1 500 AND MORE!

LAD & LASSIE

A ROCKA3ILLY
011111.SESSIO\

diamond necklace. In the left top photo is Brittany with
trophy she won in sleepwear division. She also won her entry fee to the state pageant to be held at Paducah. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Overby and Mr. and
Mrs. O.H. Hutson and the great-granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Overby, all of Murray.

Competition for the
best jobs is cutthroat,
but the job-seeker with a
real head start is the one
who knows how to handle a job interview and
convince her future boss
she is the ideal
candidate.
The right tactics could
get you hired, and an article in the January
issue of Cosmopolitan
sums up the advice of
top management and
personnel professionals.
The first step is to
seek personal contacts,
which are better than
going through the personnel department.
Next comes the
resume. Write it
yourself, In your own
language, so you feel
coinfortable with it.
Before you . start, be
clear about your job objectives, interests,
pains. achievements.
Use active verbs.
Don't write, "My
responsibilities included
supervision of five
employees." •Instead
write,"I supervised five
employees." Other good
active verbs are
created, developed,
established, organized,
initiated, took charge.

Price Reduction Sale

P871!'"•!

New Shipment
Bright Colors

Reg. $22.00

Kenya Bags

George Harrison
Ringo Starr
Eric Clapton
Dave Edmunds
Rosanne Cash
Phantom.Rocker
& Slick

Fall & Winter

Merchandise

9399

Fri. and Sat. Only

1/

/2

and
Less'

implemented, coordinated, planned.
When writing for an
interview, find out a
specific name to write
to. Many companies
have a policy that personally addressed %mail
must be acknowledged
and a letter to a specific
person will get a reply.
In preparing for an interview, rehearse
answers to questions
you are likely to be asked. Don't be negative or
bad-mouth your boss,
just explain why the
new job would fulfill
your objectives.
When going fov an interview, don't dress for
the job in question dress for the next one
up. Invest in a flattering
suit in wine or teal or
putty. Wear it once or
twice to make sure you
are comfortable in it.
Don't wear dangling
jewelry, loud nail polish
or spike heels. Carry a
small bag and a leather
portfolio to hold your
resume. • s
The first interview for
a job may be a screening interview with someone from the personnel department whose
job it is to screen out
unacceptable candidates. Keep your
answers brief. This is
not the person you will
be working for and you
don't want to say
anything that would
screen you out.
In the sett-A.4°n interview, you will meet your
future boss. Play up
your assets and show
how well you handle
pressure and people.
Have other irfterviews
lined up so you are
relaxed going in. Poten-

Lots of

Toys

.
4

The man who started it all performs with the rod( stars he inspired Celebrate

the 30th anniversary of Cart Perkins platinum platter "Blue Suede Shoes"

FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, 8 a.m., 9 p.m. CST.

1/2

The Green Door
Dixieland Center

Price

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

Claire Burke
Home Fragrances

Downtown Murray

*Original
*Apple Jack & Peel

SMOZOET

WE TAKE YOU TO THE STARS
C 1985 Home Bo. Oke Iry Al rip!, rASA..PC 681010111080 IMO Maas CA AKAnt 110.011(g r inc

5 Oz.
Reg. $9.95

MURRAY

Bel-Air
Center

CABLE

Now $7.75,
Like Getting 2 Os.
FREE "

753-5005

•
"a

•

tial employers are turned off by desperation.
Don't.turn down a job
in a firm that fits your
career"- plans because
the job includes unappealing chores such as
typing or answering
phones. Many large corporations promote from
within and a job with
one of them will give
you the inside track.
To be sure the job is
one you want, ask for a
written job description. •
You need specifics, such
as the amount of responsibility you will have. It
is okay to want power,
prestige and money, so
ask about company
policy on promotions,
merit raises, tuition
reimbursement, and if
you are being interviewed for a newly created
job that might disappear in a year.
The impression you
make starts with a firm,
not limp, handshake.
Show your intelligence
by preparing
beforehand some pertinent questions.
When you describe
your strengths, do so in
somebody else's words
- "My bosses have
always said ..." or "My
coworkers say ..."
Size up the interviewer. A "controlling
interviewer" will make
it hard for you to get a
word in, but try anyway.
If you can't, that doesn't
mean you won't get the
he may pick the
job
best lister:
The "lazy interviewer" asks a few
basic questions, then
turns the interview over
to you. You must, in effect, interview yourself.
It sometimes helps to
catch an interviewer
off-guard. As one of the
experts told Irene
Copeland in
Cosmopolitan: "I like
statements that are a
splash of cold water in
the interviewer's face."
•

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916

•

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

13.1 - RAINEY APPERSON
A new year brings a time of
reflection and looking back.
Many of you were in my
Rainey's Day of 1985. Thought
you might enjoy a walk
backward.
• • •
Tressa Hellsley and her group
of therapists had become very
dear to me during my stay in the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. As I mentioned in my
column, Tressa was just learning to cope with her new braces
on her teeth.
• • •
Commercial art teacher at
--Nrutray State University, Joe
Rigsby, designed a mosaic for
the Ronald McDonald House in
Louisville. The Rigsbys
celebrated last Christmas Day
by dropping by the Ronald
McDonald House, accompanied
by their son, Mark, his family,
and also the Rigsby's daughter
and her family.
• • •
Chad Cochran entertained me
with tales of his fun trip to
Europe during Christmas with
four other Murray State
students, led by Dr. Gary

Brockway. They were joined by
30 other students from across
the country.
• • •
Annie (Mrs. Richard) Knight
vacationed in Sanibel, Fla., and
while walking the beach, found a
rare junonia shell. All of the
local residents were so excited
for her, and the Island Reporter,
the local newspaper, even got
excited.
• • •
Lance Allison, a paper boy for
the LEDGER, wrote his
customers a poem to brighten
their February days:
"February had lots of snow and ice,
Slipping and sliding, delivering papers.
Sometimes wasn't too nice
But March is almost here,
Spring and summer has got to
be near."
• • •
The last of April Galen Thurman underwent back surgery in
Memphis, buLmade an amazing
recovery.
• • •
When Leadership Murray
sponsored "media day," the late

support services,
residential services,
respite care, College for
Living, Special Olympics, vocational and
other habilitative
services.
Beveridge has a M.A.
degree in clinical
psychology from Middle
Tennessee State University and a B.A. degree in
sociology from Duke
University.
Prior to her new position, Beveridge was program coordinator for
Franklin County Adult
Activity Center in Winchester, Tenn.

Beveridge initiated a
special project for the
Tennessee center that
received national
recognition. Under her
direction the clients
operated a restaurant
and tourist attraction in
a historic castle in
Winchester.

No payment was
enclosed, however, and
police had to pay 29
cents postage due, Allen
said.
The overnight parking
ticket was issued 3 p.m.
on Oct. 27, 1959. Only
about half the postmark
is visible, so it's not
known when it was

Mets pitcher Ron Darling
speaks about drug effects
NEW YORK (AP) Meta pitcher Ron Darling, in a drug prevention
pitch to junior high
school students, said
people don't need to
take drugs to find out
their effects.

•

While I was in Memphis to see
"Gigi" with Louis Jourdan, I
had a chance to visit with Ed- wine and A.W. Simmons Jr.,
former Murray residents.
• • •
Kay Bates and the entire
"Mame" cast did a special job
with this Playhouse in the Park
production.
• • •
Lochie Overbey's friends
entertained her with a farewell
breakfast before she left for her
new teaching position in
Michigan.
• • •
Raffle and Doc Kopperud
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception at
their son, Bill and his wife,
Kathy's home on Main Street.
vg?
.• •
A warm Murray welcome
went out to two new residents,
the Rev. and Mrs. Nowell
Bingham of Fire United
Methodist Church.
• • •
Coach Johnny Reagan of Murray State University made the
front page of USA Today when
he was attending the college

Patients named
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 8, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Quillen baby girl,
parents, Jimrrty and
Debris, Rt. 1, Box 304,
Big Sandy, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Bettie Witherspoon, 1111 College
Court, Murray; Richard
Berry, Rt. 5, Murray;
Miss Lone Morgan, Rt.
3, Box 14M, Murray;
William Powell, Rt. 6,
Box 241, Murray; Mrs.
Kay Bates, Rt. 5, Box
926, Murray; Jeremy
Owen, Rt. 5, Box* 523,
Murray;
Mrs. Sandra Clark,
Rt. 3, Box 1065, Murray;
William Futrell, Rt. 3,
Box 14M, Murray; Mrs.
Eula Dyer, Rt. 6, Box
205, Murray;
William Murrah, H-C
Box 185, New Concord;
Albert Campbell, Rt. 2,
Box 22, Brownsville;
Mrs. Karen Andrus, Rt.
1, Box 108A, Dexter;
Mrs. Cyndi Higgins,
Rt. 1, Box 137, Fancy
Farm; Mrs. Vicki

Netv computer
' in pocket-size

Perkins, 204 Irvan St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Richard Eldridge, 218
Riviera Courts, Murray; Harold Beard, Rt.
1. Fulton; J.T. Norsworthy, Rt. 3, Box 203.
Benton;
George Dunn, Rt. 5,
Box 208, Murray; Mrs.
Dixie Pogue, 509 South
Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs. Edith Shuman, Rt.
5, Box 784, Murray.

a

Air

Women's
Issues
Group
-Eileen McPhillips Port
ner. M S and Mary Valentine, Ed D, announce the
formation of their third
Women's Issues Group

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND
itThe Group is for norwell-adiusted women
who have an interest in
contemporary women's
issues such as: super-mom.
anger. aggression, assertion. burnout, stress, elderly parents, children, lob
pressures. single life,
single parenthood, divorce
and lifestage crises
-The Group is an
enriching expenence promoting harmony, growth
and development. Group
members will have an active role in the group's
direction and de.eiopi -at
Confidentiality is strictly
maintained. The Group will
meet for 11
2 hours on 10
/
consecutive Fridays as of
Jan. 17th. A nominal fee
wiN be charged. For further
information please call
Portner
at
Eileen
753-0375 or Mary Valentine at 753-4986.

NEW YORK (AP) A pocket-size computer
weighing only 24 ounces
is the nation's newest
anti-crime weapon, according to MIS Week._ The unitIs a little over _
8 inches long, 3 inches
wide and 1% inches
thick, has a permanent
memory of up to 10,000
words and can act as a
word processor, the
publication noted.

RANTS
T SALE"
JANUARY
IMMENNIOPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8:3

It May Be The Middle Of Winter, But We Have Red_ Hot Fashion Bargains For You!

=COATS

I

ceived and postmarked by the post office.
Officials said they had
no idea who sent the
ticket since there was no
return address, and the
ticket only recorded the
license plate of the offending car, 1959 license
RJ8011.
A spokesman at the
Division of Motor
Vehicles in Austin said
that vehicle ownership
records only go back as
far as 1974 or 1975.
The officer who wrote
the ticket, W.G.
Morgan, left the police
force to re-enter the
Marine Corps and has
since retired.
One reason why no
cash was enclosed was
the overnight parking
violation fell under the
ticket's category of
"other," and didn't
have a fine listed.

• • •
Sue Stewart water skied on
her 65th birthday, and that was a
real . fete, because she had
broken her leg the year before in
a water skiing accident on Kentucky Lake
• • •
Dr. Charles Homra's
vegetable garden filled many
homes and refrigerators with
delicious home grown
vegetables.
• • •
Erma Risley visited Murray
and spread the word about
Lakeland Wesley Village.
• • •
The 11th annual "Hollyberry
Bazaar" was put on by the
women of First Presbyterian
Church on Nov. 9. The handmade doll house by Carlene
Belcher was one of the main
attractions.
• •
In a Courier-Journal report,
Calloway County ranked 17th
out of 120 counties as a good
place to live, which means well
above average ranking.
• • •
Libby Hart, Evelyn Jones and
I had a Fine Arts Tour to Atlanta
with the Paducah Art Guild.
• • •
Kathy Rowlett was inducted
into Southern Illinois University's Hall of Fame.
• • •
The Kentucky Arts Council
paid a visit to Murray and Murray State University. One of the
highlights was the Nancy Hanks
display at Clara Eagle Gallery
• • •
The new stained glass windows in the sanctuary of First
Christian Church add a new
dimension to the *orship
experience.
• • •
What does the future hold? We
hope only the best for you as we
open Chapter 1986.

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Ticket issued, 1959
PORT ARTIVR,
Texas (AP) - A parking ticket issued in 1959,
written by an officer
who left the police force
at least 20 years ago, arrived in the mail last
week at the Port Arthur
Police Department.
The overnight parking
ticket was issed on a
form discontinued at
least 10 years ago and
arrived in its original
envelope, said deputy
court clerk Dianne
Allen,

•

•

Beveridge is program director
Ann Beveridge has
been appointed program director of mental
retardation/developmental
disabilities services for
the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc.
Donald Fox, the
center's executive
director, said Beveridge
will be responsible for
supervising the
agencyrs itental retardation services which
include evaluation,
counseling, case
management, in-home

baseball World Series in Omaha.
Neb.
• • •
Harlan and Helen Hodge:celebrated their 55th wedding
anniversary with a family
celebration in Johnson County

Jack Paxton, editor of The
Paducah Sun, was the speaker
for the day and all of the folks
Just loved him.
• • •
Blanche Titsworth had an "at
home" accident, when she slipped and sprained her foot and
ankle, trying to stop her
overflowing washing machine.
• • •
Lisa Williams finished her
freshman year at Western, and
made her plans for a semester in
Spain.
• • •
Nancy Orr did her practicum
at Fort Campbell while working
on her Master's degree in nursing. While she was there, she ran
into Cliff Higginson's sister, Major Sylvia Wood.
• • •
'Mrs. George Hart was
presented with a lifetime
membership to the Murray
Country Club by club president,
Howard Steely.
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Pant Coats• Jackets• Capes• Dress Coats
Wool• Wool Blends• Man Made Furs". Poly FIIIS
Regular 88 00 to 290,00 Values

5990T. 22900
Sportswear

yi TO

COORDINATES

Rog

Activewear

PANTS

OFF
Reg 12 0020 5400

Reg

Junior & Missy -

SWEATERS

"Reading about it is
going to tell what it does
to your body," Darling,
25, told about 150
students Tuesday in
launching a statewide
youth drug prevention
campaign.

OFF
600

SAVE 1/3 OFF

BLOUSES

Arpeggios• Auditions• Dexter • Footworks • Nina
Gloria Vanderbilt • Lite Stride • Naturalizer
Regular 32 00 to 72 00 Values

3290
SUITS

Reg 16 00204600

1/
3 TO 1/
2 OFF

TO

7990

4499 TO

Entire Stock

BLAZERS
Junior & Missy

1/
3 To 1/
2

SKIRTS

Junior & Missy

18 0020220 00
OFF

Reg 56 0010 '2200

Junior & Missy

SHOES

Juniors • Missys • Petites • Halt Sizes
Bright's Dress Department Is Fashion Headquarters
Regular 50 00 to 130 00 Values

Winter

3 OFF
SAVE 1/

JOG SETS
Junior & Missy

1/2

DRESSES

JEANS

14499

Winter Fashion

BOOTS

Reg 74 00 tp 218 00

Winter Fashion
2
1/

PRICE

Reg 42 00to 100 CO

1/2

PRICE

HANDBAGS

,
,.),c.eo toe 4 50
Ultra Sheer L;oitroi Top paniyhose 2e,
Ultra Sheet Control Top pantyhose sdklatlooi .4 50
00
pantyhose
West
Ultra Sheer to
400
Ultra Sheer pantyhose reinforced toe
roe
&
495
suooOrt stock,ngs rent tree
695
support PantYhose reel toe
6 99
ALIVE° support pantyhose sardeloot
Cantreca• stock.ngs reilorce0 toe
C.arkrea.• stock,ngs sancialf00
300
Non-stretch stockings rent heel & toe

ALIVE°
ALIVE°

OFF

1/3

1

OFF

Reg 59 00 to 95 00

SAVE 1/3 %./FF
Reg 8 0010 11)00

LINGERIETO 1/3

OFF

Reg '8 00 to 61 00

Warm Winter

SLEEPWEAR

Sale
3 75
375
3

Winter

30
30
•10

ROBES

3

4.
1/
T 1/
3 OFF
Reg 24 00to 60 00

3 OFF

SAVE
Reg

OC to 48 00

575

5 75

300\ 2 50
300 2 50

Famous Name

2 50

BRAS

January 9-18

MURRAY TODAY

L.

Famous Name Tricot 1/4

Beg 26 C01036 00

0t°6THE HANES®
lejoc...,
ANNIVERSARY SALE

Reg 18002o 7100

1/4
SAVE

lo /fur ir%

499,0

999

Reg 1350102100

c

China, Crystal, Pottery,
Stainless,Silverplate and
Silver Hollms are

JAMARV

All Winter Clothing
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I Poems from potpourri group submitted by director
Gladys Jarrett, director of Writers' Potpourri, which meets
each second Saturday at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway
Public Library, has
released some of the
poems written by those
attending as follow*: — — — —
The Source
of Wisdom
By Charlie E. York
If you seek wisdom,
there is a BOOK,
But first, you must
ppen it spages and
look,
It can direct your pth,
even your sinful
heart,
But you must be
willing,
by faith to start;
This BOOK has a
map,
to chart your pth.
It tells of God's love,
and also of His wrath,
It can lead you safely,
through the darkest
vale,
This BOOK has
stories,
of God's chosen to
tell;
The author is God, the
writers inspired men,
Its theme is love, its
warning sin,
If you seek wisdom,
there's
only one place to look;
It's God's love letter

to

man, His HOLY Book.
—— — —
The Other
Side of Me
By Deborah
Holt Hale
. With thisring..I thee_
Wed.:.
We took the vows
before God and man,
Till death do we part--and as we said
This is was.
I know, Lord, that in
your wisdom you take
and you give...
The giving was
beautiful,
fulfilling to the
end...
Now I'm faced with
you're taking.
For you chose to take
the other side of me
and thus. my
struggle begins.
If it were not for my
faith and trust
in you
I know that I could not
understand
Why you choseto take
such a righteous man.
So I ask that you give
me
the strength to
endure
This life I now must
live in part...
For without the other
side of me
I feel I only have half
my heart.

FINAL MARKDOWN

5,1O & 15
Racks
Winter Merchandise

ae
Dor-M
Fashkms

Dixieland Center

Autumn
By Bonnie
M. Overcast
The Hickory leaves
are golden
The oak are russet
brown
Some are lingering
greenery
Some swirling to the
ground
All an awesome sight
of beauty
Painted against October's skies
Words fail to give
description
Of the scene before
my eyes
There is only one
Great Artist
That can paint this
autumn riot
Of colors richly
mingled

Here within the range
of sight
God's so good to give
this beauty
Created by His
mighty hand
It calms, it soothes, it
rests the spirit
As we sojourn in this
land.
— — — —
What Do
I Understand
By Marie Jarrett
I don't understand
how the humming
bird
redeems the nectar
from the flowers.
I don't understand
the accuracy of birds
migration
or how those wild ones
migrate South
and then return North

I

to nest.
I don't understand
how fowls choose
leaders
for the "V" flight
or who helps the weak
ones.
I don't understand
how the pelican feeds
the young
or how the eagle
chooses
the nesting height.
I don't understand
God's strong arm
about me
or his shelter in life's
storm
or why he chose an
everlasting love.
But I do understand
and hear from his
word
my child grieve not
"I care for you!"

Northside Baptist Women meet
Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church held its
December meeting at
the church with Ann
Salmon presiding.
Mrs. Salmon announced that $50 was collected
from the group for the
year. Instead of buying
gifts for sunshine
friends, the money was

donated to NeedLine-tO
help with the food
baskets and other needs
of the service
organization.
Names were drawn
for 1986 sunshine
friends. Judy Jones
read the prayer calendar and scripture from
Isaiah 55:10-15.
The group made fruit
hacket• to be distributed

Refreshments were
served.

Four generations
MRS. GENON A LASSITER holds her great-grandson, Kyle Austin Erwin,
three weeks of age. Pictured on right is Marilyn Erwin, daughter of Mrs.
Lassiter and grandmother of Kyle. Pictured at left is Kenneth Dale Erwin,
grandson of Mrs. Lassiter, father of Kyle, and son of Marilyn Erwin.

Also present were
Kathy Mohler, Mary
Ann McCuiston and Retta Balentine, members,
Miss Stephanie Bright
and Fredia Adams, a
her second
celebrated
visitor.
birthday with a party at
The BW will met Mon- the Farmington Comday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. at munity Center.
the church.
Games were played
with prizes going to
Amy Cochrum and
Justin Myers.
call with a favorite was a guest.
The honoree is the
will
next
meeting
The
recipe for the holidays.
and
Viva Ellis was be Tuesday, Jan. 14, at daughter of Mr.
of
Bright
Michael
Mrs.
a.m
at
10
Peggy's
new
a
as
welcomed
Fairview, Tenn.; the
member. Shelby Suiter Place.
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hurshel Burton of Rt. 1 FarmCharlene Curd opened - Mg presented —
the
her home for the . winners.
December luncheon of
Dollie Kiser gave
the Paris Road
preceding the (C,ont'd from page 6)
thanks
Homemakers Club.
of the potluck
The devotion on serving
one comes from spen"Candles" with scrip- luncheon.
ding more than your
ture from Proverbs
Other members pre- conscience approves;
20:27 was presented by sent were Margaret the other comes from
Mrs. Curd.
Roach, Virginia Duke, spending more than
Faustine Walker Alice Steely, Della your husband approves.
Viorst said shopping
presided with Sally Hen- Taylor and Mattie
also could be a method
son giving her reports.
Buster.
Games were conThe club will meet of revenge and cited the
ducted by Robbie Tuesday, Jan. 14, at case of a woman who,on
learning her husband
Blalock with prizes be- Sirloin Stockade.
was unfaithful, bought
out every store in
Boston.
"Now, although this
motive for shopping
Ucill easy for women to
-talk about," Viorst

Stephanie Bright feted, birthday

South Murray group has holiday luncheon
South Murray
Homemakers Club held
its holiday party and
luncheon on Tuesday,
Dec. 10, at Peggy's,
Place.
Vanda Gibson gave
the devotion on
"Candles of The Lord"
and the ",Ten Commandments for
Christmas:"
Recreation was
directed by Madeline
Parker. Thyra
Crawford and Laura
Jennings led in singing
Christmas carol, with
4playing
Mrs. Crawford'
the auto-harp.
Gifts of goodies they
had baked at the party
were exchanged. Each
one answered the roll

Curd home scene, meeting

ington. and Mr. and
Mrs. William Bright of
Cunningham; and the
great-granddaughter of
Mr-4, Mollie Cochran of
Browns Grove, who
were all present for the
party.
Also attending and
sending gifts were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Bright, Mrs. LeVon
Stokes, James W.
Cochran. Mrs. Charlotte

Cochran, Mrs. Dana
Hughes and Angie, Mrs.
Myrtle Jordan, Mrs.
Linda Worklffan, Mrs.
Lesa McDougal, Mrs.
Ruth Spann, Mrs. Bernie Beasley, Miss Gail
Faughn, Steve Burton,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Cochrum and Amy,
Miss Angie Myers and
Justin. Mrs. Ruth Burton, Mrs. Mary Cook,
Mrs Sue Faughan and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Goins.

Women shop..

-‘11.
6

•

wrote, "I've known a
couple of women who've
shopped for revenge.
Revenge against a husband who is chief breadwinner and payer of the
bills. Revenge against a
husband by making him
suffer a terrible pain in
his -wallet. Revenge
against a husband who
deserves such a pain in
his wallet for neglecting, rejecting or otherwise hurting his wife."
The revenge shopper,
unlike the shopping
junkie, 113 in strict control of her spending.

For some women, not
being able to buy
themselves goodies is a
form of neurosis — they
feel they don't deserve
treats.
Viorst, writing of
herself and other noncompulsive shoppers in
Redbook, said they do
not buy to excess, and
added:
"But we do somehow
always find time to shop
when we need rewards,
entertainment, escape
or comfort. And we even
find time to shop when
we need a new dress."

Now...GE is also
cooking with GAS!

Introducing a New

EC
RANG
GAS
30"
FROM GENERAL ELECTRI

DESIGNER
CARPET

•

COLORS
FOR
•i•

HOME

Model JGBS16PH
• Porcelain enamel finish oven interior
• Time-of-day clock with four-hour timer
• Oven interior light
• Porcelain enamel finish oven door with window
• Separate broiler compartment
• 2-piece broiler pan and,insert
rack
• Removable porcelain enamel
finished burner grates
• Attractive black glass
backsplash

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

$428"

GE. We bring good things to life.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
Howard Coy

7$3.1346

John Simmons Owners

Al•

Vb.
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Gene Boaz will speak

Gibson promoted

Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday, Jan. 13, at7 p.m. at Paducah Area
Vocational Center, 2400 Adams, Paducah.
Naturalist Gene Boaz, professional
photographer, will present an audio-visual program entitled "Winter." Scenes are mainly of
Yellowstone National Park. Visitors are
welcome-. To become a member of JPAS call
1-442-5652. For more information call 753-9385

Marine Cpl. Mark W. Gibson, son of Don H.
and Dora A. Chilcutt, 108 North Seventh St., Murray, has been promoted to his present rank while
serving with 1st Marine Division, Camp
Pendleton, Calif.

Special clinic scheduled
A Spring Clinic by Learning and Developmental Disorders Division of Special Education
Department, Murray State University, will be
held during the spring semester. This is a basic
skills remediation clinic for students who exhibit
severe learning or behavioral deficits. Clinic
hours will be from 3:30 to 5 p.m. on Thursday. To
make an application call 762-2446 or come by the
clinic office, located on ground floor of Special
Education building on North 16th Street. The cost
will be $5 per hour, but parents may apply for a
reduced fee based on income. The deadline for
applications is Friday, Jan. 17.

Quilter's event planned
The American Quilter's Society will have its
annual Quilt Show and Competition, offering
$25,000 in cash prizes. Over 400 quilts will be
displayed at the Executive Inn Convention
Center, Paducah, May 2, 3 and 4. Also included
will be a Quilt Merchant Mall, awards banquet,
lectures and workshops featuring well-known
quilt instructors. For more information on the
show and competition send self-addressed
stamped envelope immediately to American
Quilter's Society, Box 3290, Paducah, Ky., 42001
or contact Lynn Loyd at 1-898-7903.

Pritchard twins born
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Lynn Pritchard of Hardin
are the parents of twins, a boy, Phillip Lynn Jr.,
and a girl, Briston Lynnette, born on Saturday,
Dec. 28. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Pritchard of Rt. 1. Hardin, and Mr. and Mrs.
Shirley Sheppard, Rt. 6, Benton.

Women's group planned
—

Winners named
_

AMY WOOD,pictured left in top photo, was
district winner in Kentucky's first "Color
Me Beautiful — Like You" Poster Contest,
sponsored by Calloway County Association
for Retarded Citizens, Kentucky Division of
Mental Retardation/Developmental
Disabilities Planning Council and Kentucky Association for Retarded Citizens.
Amy's poster was "My Pony, Little Man,
and I helped with the handicapped ridi
program this summer. I made many
friends.." Amy, 7, is a student at N
Calloway Elementary School, and her
try will compete in state competition with
grand prize winner receiving $100 and a
trip to Frankfort to tour the„Capitol. Also
winning in the elementary division were,
top photo, Beth Call, second, and Chad Collie, third. Mike Wood of Calloway'County
Middle School, side photo, placed first at
middle school level. There were 23 entries
from the Murray•Calloway County district.
The posters were judged on the ability to IIIttakate that handicapped/disabled people
are just like us, with differences like us, a
CCARC spokesman said.

Coming community events announced
Thursday,Jan.9
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Belinda Bohnert, 406
North SixthSt., Murray.
————
Jackson Purchase
Section of American
Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m.
at Holiday Inn,
Mayfield. For informst1.011 call 1-247-6730, Ext.
251.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061;
762-3399, 753-77E4 or
753-7663.
————
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
WOW Grove 6126 and
Camp 592 are scheduled
to meet at 6 p.m. at
Golden Corral
Restaurant.
J.V. and Varsity Girls
.Basketball Teams of
Murray High School will
play Reidland at 6:30
p.m. at Murray High
gym.
————
Friday, Jan. 10
Square and round
dancing with music by

Friday, Jan. 10
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Seniors Club is
scheduled to have a
potluck luncheon at
11:30 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free arid Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
———— (
Paducah Chapteof
Parents Without Part)
ners will meet at 8 p.n.
in Irvin Cobb Ballroorn,
Sixth and Broadway
Streets, Paducah. For
information call
1-554-3657.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
be at 8 p.m. at J.U.
• Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
— ———
Open horse show,
sponsored by New Providence Riding Club,
will start at 4 p.m. at

Friday, Jan. 10
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center, Admission
v
is U.
— — —▪ —
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
————
The 1985-86 traveling
exhibition of Society of
Illustrators. willon
display through Jan. 26
on main level of Eagle
Gallery, fourth floor,
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
-Varsity Girls and
Boys Basketball Teams
of Murray High School
will play Fulton County
at Murray High gym.
Pep Band will play.
————
Saturday,Jan. 11
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Wilcox home with Fransuelle Cole as hostess.
————
Writers' Potpourri
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
———
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— ———
American Quarter
Horse Association will
have a horse show starting at 7 a.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission is free.

Saturday, Jan. 11
scheduled from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Sunday,Jan. 12
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Maynard will be
honored on 40th wedding
anniversary with a
reception from 2 to - 4
p.m. in. University
Branch ofMurray.
————
Household shower for
Jerry, Janice and Timmy Barrett who lost
their home by fire will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Coldwater United
Methodist Church.
————
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m.'at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 763-3399 or
753-7764.
————
Community Theatre
will have auditions for
"Jacques Brel Is Alive
and Well and Living in
Paris" at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
— ———
American Quarter
Horse Association will
have a horse show at 7
a.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission
is free.
————
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
have a New Members
Dinner after the 6 p.m.
Dance featuring service at church.
music by Sundown is
— —— —

Eileen McPhillips Portner, M.S. and Mary
Valentine, Ed.D., will form their third Women's
Issues Group. The group will be for normal, well
adjusted women who have an interest in comtemporary women's iSsues such as super-mom,
anger, aggression, assertion, burnout, stress,
elderly parents, children, job pressures, single
life, single parenthood, divorce and lifesta.ge
crises. "The group is an enriching experience
promoting harmony, growth and development,"
the two women said. Group members will have
a active role in the group's direction and
development. Confidentiality is strictly maintained. The group will meet for 14 hours on 10
consecutive Fridays starting Jan. 17. A nominal
fee will be charged. For further information call
Portner at 753-0375 or Mary Valentine at 753-4986.

WEEKEND SUPPER
Vegetable Stew, Rolls,
Angelcake and
Beverage
South American
Vegetable Stew
1 tablespoon safflower
oil
4 cup chopped onion
teaspoon finely
chopped garlic
18-ounce can tomato
juice
12-ounce can carrot
juice
2 envelopes vegetable
bouillon
1 tabliespoon chili
powder
teaspoon lemon
juice
3 cups (1-inch cubes )
pared sweet potatoes

14 cups small whole
mushrooms
14 cups ( 1 -inch
slices) zucchini
15-ounce can red
kidney beans, drained
12-ounce can wholekernel corn, drained
In a large saucepan
heat oil; add onion and
garlic; cook gently
about,.5 minutes. Add
tomato juice, carrot
juice, bouillop, chili
powder -and lemon
juice; bring to a boil.
Add sweet potatoes.
Simmer, covered, for 5
minutes
Add
mushrooms and zucch4M; simmer, covered
until potatoes are tender
— 10 to 15 minutes. Add
beans and corn; heat.
Makes 6 servings —
about 7 cups.

William Anderson of Murray was among 455
students named to the President's Honor Roll at
Central State University, Etlinond, Okla. Those
who achieved the honor recorded a straight-A,
4.0 grade-point average for the semester. The
university is the third largest in Oklahoma, and
was the first to offer classes in the state, beginning in November 1891.

Sharecropper will play
The Sharecropper Band will play at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink on Friday, Jan. 10, from 7:30
to 11 p.m. Square and round dancing will be
featured and the public is invited, a spokesman
said.

Lydia Nycole Eaker born
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Eaker are the parents of a
daughter, Lydia Nycole, weighing eight pounds
eight ounces, born on Tuesday, Dec. 24, at
Murray-Calloway,County Hospital. The mother
is the former Becky King. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Hughlette King of Buchanan, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Ramona Eaker and the late Glenn
Eaker of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Lora Willis and the late Chester Willis of
Buchanan, Mrs. Blanche King and the late Lurton King of Clalksville, Tenn., Mrs. Hazel
Gallowayand the ate Paul Galloway and Mrs.
Dortha Eaker and the late Charlie Eaker, the
later two groups of Murray.

Let our
professionals
make a quality
copy negative fro
your original photo

Phyllis Diller honored
---wg ANGELES rApy—more for plastic surgery
— Phyllis Diller, who than Carter__has for
has made no bones pills."
Calling_it her
about having her face
lifted, tummy tucked, "massive reconstrucnose bobbed, breasts tion project," the brash
reduced and teeth comic said, "I had my
straightened, says she is teeth straightened and a
being honored by plastic complete facelift in
surgeons for "taking 1971. In 1975, I had, a
cosmetic surgery out of breast reduction. In
1981, I had mini-lift of
the closet."
"I made it respec- the face and a tummy
table, normal and tuck. And then in 1985, I
natural," Miss Diller, had a forehead lift,
68, said in a telephone cheek implants and a
interview. "I've done nose job ... The most recent thing I had was a ...
chemical peel."

Recipe listed
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

•

only $299
I Receive Two Prints For
The Price of One
I
." Espial Jan tate 19815
(Limit One Coupon Per
C usto mer And One
Coupon Per
i

/J

J

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO
DEVELOPING

PET PEN
101 Story

PAPER. Olympic P,azo Murray Ny

759-1322

BRUNCH BUFFET
Bacon, Eggs, New York
Sandwiches, Fresh
Fruit and Coffee
N.Y. Sandwiches
4 cup raisins
2 tablespoons orange
juice
8-ounce package
cream cheese, soft
cup chopped
(medium-fine) walnuts
12 thin slices whole
wheat bread
Soak raisins in hot
water until soft; drain
well and chop fairly
fine. With a wooden
spoon, beat orange juice
into cream cheese; add
raisins and walnuts and
mix well. Using 2
generous tablespoons of
the cream-cheese mixture for each, make 6
sandwiches of the
bread. Cut each sandwich in half. Makes 6
servings.

NYcc
By CEC11.1' BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

Anderson on honor roll

Dog Grooming

739 9347
MON THRU SAT 9 AM to 6 PM

Tropical Fish

NOW...
BIG SAVINGS
ON THE WORLDS
LEADING SAW CHAIN!

Ii

40%
OFF

4

Friday & Saturday Only
Chains to fit any brand of Saw-Echo-StihlHomelite-Husgvarna-Poulan-McCulloughRemington-Pioneer.

If so, come to Seven Seas and
deduct up to $5.00 from -any dinner
item. (All we need is some proof of birthdate).
Birthday Cakes Available for Minimal Charge
on Request.
Call for More Details,
Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141

tutu

.etts

Examples: 16" Reg. $17.88 NOW

$10.73

20" Reg. $20.88 NOW $12.53

99` Ea.

Friday & Saturday

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
753-4110
Murray
205 N. 4th

tflipailee

1.

,
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THE BOSS
IS GONE

We're Minding.The Store While The
Bosd Is Gone!

Come & See
Before The Boss
Gets Back! We've
Got Lots More Items
Marked On Special!

Your Choice Ruffles Trash Bags
Sale

Longer Life
Soft White Bulbs Pack of4
Sale

3.49

2.39

33-Gallon Can Liners. Keep
trash cans neat and clean with
these tough trash bags. Pack
of 35 at this low price'(114-1340)
13-Galion Kitchen Bags.Tough,
tall 24 x 30" bags. Pack of 90
with twist ties (114-1142)

Pack offour 40,60. 75 or 100watt bulbs at this low price'
New 1-shape Last 33% longer
than ordinary bulbs
(468-2035 2043 2100. 2142)

1/..•
VIIIIMPAONTCAN

recTWIST DRILL SET

morn
iM
-

Propane
Cylinder

iitew
74412

1:10017,--1,
4kt„4107PIALW.z,

2.00

Sale
Fits standard torches.
propane stoves and
lanterns 1 4-ozs U L
listed (311-6720)

tkl*wt'
141rI
"
°
ti800
I-

4141*
-111:1241b
1001-Piece '
Nuts & Bolts
with Cabinet

2.99

Rectangular
Wastebasket

Sale

Choose chocolate or almond color (ttr-saeo 5674)

6.99

Sale
25-drawer chest includes metal, wood, machine
screws, hex nuts, assorted washers, morel 1334-12861

12-Quart
Bucket

7-Piece High
Speed Drill Set

Sale4.99
Includes 1/16" 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", 7/32" and 1 ,4'
sizes.(315-5710)

Sale3.49

All-purpose. with easy-pour lip. Chocolate brown or
terra cotta (111-7175. 7167)

romw

••••-•<11,-

WD-40

1.49

Sale
Lubricates and stops
squeaks almost anywhere 9-oz aerosol
can f723 41801

•

,
'Stops Squeak'
• Protects meta'
r.
Ocusens Rusted"41
p'`• Stucky

Shop Light

Sale11.88
4-ft fluorescent shop 'utility light is ideal for use in
basement. garage and workshop Includes two 40watt tubes Partly assembled.(440-372U

18" Heavy Duty
Garage Broom

Sale
Sweeps up debris fast Brown plastic neaa is resistant
to grease and acid 60 handle with steel bracket
000-4852)

3.99

Sale
Laundry Basket
Smooth Rubbermaid baskets in choice or aimona or
chocolact% Solid bottom helps keep floor dry Size
4" high (11143573 6565)
3
4" x 10-/
1
2" x 16'/
/
221

•

•••.•

Spray Paint
Sale 1.97
Aerosol spray paint for
indoors or out. Nontoxic, lead-free, safe
forchildren's furniture
Assorted colors 13-oz
4904)
Each (579-40

See-N-Take
Covered Cake Pan

2.99

Sale
Clear plattic cover protects cake Aluminum pan
•
measures 13'8 x 9'• x 2'." (128-2757)

Alkaline flatteries

Sale 1.50
Choose card of two C','D','AA','AAA'Or Card of one
9-volt (465-0024 0057 0081 0131 0172)

MP

IOU
In
Cast

Were here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.

_
•

.
•

3
/1.00

Sale
Collet; Filters
Basket style coffee filters. Package of 100 (181-4726)
•

•

-

l;

-....•••••••••
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e ends meet

New judge says he'll learn quickly how to
JACKSON, Ky. (AP)
— Breathitt County's
new judge-executive
says he'll have to learn
quickly how to make
ends meet in county
government.
When G.V. "Doc"
Turner took office Monday, he found no gravel
in the county's
stockpile, no tools in the
garage and little money
left.
State Finance Cabinet
officials reported that
Breathitt Fiscal Court
had by Dec. 28 spent or
obligated $1,098,510 of
its $1,478,192 approved
budget for fiscal 1985-88.
The outgoing judge, Nim Henson, disputed
the state's allegation
which, if true, would
mean the county apparently violated a state
law prohibiting outgoing

administrations from
spending more than 65
percent of the approved
budget.
• "I'here,'s no way that
m,uhnuiroty Nis been
spent," said Henson.
Turner, 55, who
defeated the four-term
incumbent in May's
Democratic primary,
said it'll be a few months before the finances
are straightened out.
"I'm not crying the
blues," he said Tuesday. "The way this
situation is, we'll get by
until July when I make
out the budget."
Henson said the county will soon receive additional revenue that
will enlarge the total
budget, making the
amount spent by his administration less than 85
percent of the budget.

"The way I'm seeing
it, we're not short
because the money's
forthcoming," Henson
As for gravel:
"Gravel is something
that,-as Ta-st-a-s- you- haul
it in, you put it on
roads," Henson said.
Henson laid off his
road department
workers on Dec. 20 and
Turner said he intends
to hire his own crew to
replace them.
Henson said he knew
nothing about the missing tools. "If there's
some tools missing,
well, you know how that
goes. There was
20-some men working
there, and we are short
some chain saws, but as
to who's responsible, I
don't know."
Breathitt County At-

torney Mike Stidham go in office six months
called in a state police after a budget has been
detective Tuesday to in- in force, and it's only a
vestigate the allegedly misdemeanor if that 35
missing tools. But percent is not there,
Turner said he did not what the hell else can
believe it would be wor- you expect?" Turner
thwhile to pursue the
alleged budgxt
violation.
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said.
State Local Finance
Officer Robert Purdom
said his office was
aware of the situation in
Breathitt County. "but
there was no way we

could head it off."
"We don't have that
much trouble with this
particular statute —
just once every four
years," Purdom said.
"Starting in the last half

of the year, we begin
monitoring the counties
where we've had problems before. We can't
stop them, but we do advise them that they'd ,
better slow down."

e

Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be cure — and expensive, to boot — I sugsure to ask ,for the Health Report on gest to patients that they keep their
toenails cut short. That seems to preMenopause.
DEAR DR. GOTT — A friend and I vent fungus infections from taking
"You're talking about
disagree. I think I get plenty of water hold as easily.
a $500 fine and they
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm 16 and I
day because I drink several cups
each
Peter
could add a jail term if
rheumatoid arthritis. Everything
have
bevalue
no
has
says
this
He
coffee.
of
the judge so desires, but
Gott, M.D. cause it is coffee.
seems hopeless; nothing is working.
that's very unlikely,"
DEAR READER — Coffee contains I'm in excruciating pain all the time,
Turner said. "So why
plenty of water — about a cup per cup although you could not tell by looking
bother when the real
— so I disagree with your friend that at my joints. They rarely get swollen.
coffee is without value as a source of Sometimes they feel better when they
problem is changing ofdo get swollen, because it numbs the
water.
fices six months after
Do you have any advice?
joints.
comother
contain
does
Coffee
the election."
Arthritis for an
pounds, however. Non-decaffeinated DEAR READER —adolescent
is an
Turner said laws
coffee contains caffeine, which acts as otherwise healthy
a mild diuretic — a kidney stimulant. awesome burden. However, there is
should be changed to By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Therefore, you may find that you tend treatment that can help your symppermit new county ofprogression of the disDEAR DR. GOTT — Two years ago to excrete more water than normal if toms and slow
ficials to assume control
regular coffee. Also, caf- ease. If you haven't done so already, I
drink
you
I've
then
Since
menopause.
started
I
of a new budget at the
see a rheumatologist (an
gained 15 pounds, all in my stomach. feine is a stimulant. I advise my pa- suggest you
time they take office.
to explore the
specialist)
arthritis
conregular-coffee
limit
to
tients
trend?
do to reverse this
available to
"Otherwise, when you What can I
medicines
of
range
day,
wide
a
cups
three
two
or
DEAR READER — Many women sumption to
include aspirin or aspirin
tend to gain several pounds after and to use the decaffeinated variety at you. These nonsteroidal anti-inflamsubstitutes,
menopause. This is a normal midlife other times.
Perhaps your friend is concerned matory drugs (NSAIDs), antimalarial
event. Unfortunately, that weight —
agents, gold (injectible and oral), corin the form of fat — has a proclivity to that your -several cups" a day are ex.
tisone and immunosuppressive therathat,
if
reassure
him
may
you
cessive;
and
thighs
stomach,
the
around
up
feet froin the capsule, end
or more of these methods may
buttocks. You May be able to alter you're not thirsty, your water intake is py. One
but they should be adminisyou,
help
Downs said.
sufficient.
your geography by dieting. Weight
medical
close
under
State health officials loss plus regular exercise may not reDEAR DR. GOTT — What causes tered
surveillence.
were called in to bring a turn your teenage proportions, but you toenails to turn yellowish?
DEAR READER — Toenails fre- 'Send your questions to Dr. Gott in
shield device, which can definitely slim down by cutting'
change color with age. A yel- care of this newspaper at P.O. Box
quently
Downs said would be us- calories.
cast
is common. Nonetheless, 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to
lowish
on
information
more
you
give
To
capsule
ed to pick up the
infection of the toenails is also volume of mail, individual questions
fungus
free
a
you
sending
I'm
themenopause,
and put it back in,
Questions of genReport on the sub- a frequent occurrence with age. This cannot be answered.
plant's X-ray machine, copy of my Health
answered in fube
will
interest
eral
the
thickens
usually
infection
chronic
ject. Other readers who want a copy
columns.
which is used to exshould send 75 cents plus a long self- nails and makes them harder to trim. ture
.1966, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
amine welds at con- addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Because nail fungus is so difficult to
struction sites.

Menopause leads
to weight gain

—

Uranium capsule exposed at Nevada plant
HENDERSON, Nev.
(AP) — A capsule containing uranium fell out
of a portable X-ray
machine Wednesday
night at a Kerr-McGee
Corp. plant that makes
fuel for the space shuttle
program and
authorities closed off a
section of the plant.
No one was injured
and there was no immediate danger in the
second emergency in a
week at a Kerr-McGee
plant, said Doug Downs,
a Las Vegas Fire
Department
spokesman. An area 400
feet in diameter was
sealed off, he said.
One worker was killed
when a shipping container ruptured at the
—13equoyah Fuels Corp.
plant near Gore, Okla.,
on Saturday, spewing
toxic gas into the air.
More Ullio,n 100 workers
and people living nearby were examined at
hospitals.
On Wednesday, only

three or four people out accident a "minimal
of more than 100 incident."
"There's no danger to
employees were in the
plant 15 miles southeast anybody," he said.
of downtown Las Vegas, "We're just taking our
said John Papageorge, time here. We're taking
a deputy chief with the precautions to make
Department._lt
Courz Fire sure no one is hurt."
Clark
Firefighters using
The capsule was emit- radiation monitors
ting some radiation, but found no trace of
Papageorge called the leakage more than 200
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Seven die in
morning fire

saveKenhicky

DALLAS (AP) —
Flames raced through a
house early this morning, killing at least
seven people and
critically injuring an infant, and authorities say
burglar bars on the
home's windows may
have hampered the victims' escape.
Three people already
had died by the time
firefighters arrived
shortly after the fire
broke out at 2 a.m., said
Bill Jernigan, a Dallas
Fire Department
spokesman. The four
others were killed after
unsuccessful attempts
to resuscitate them, he
said.
The infant was taken
to a hospital, with
critical injuries, he said.
The lire, declared
under control within 90
minutes, heavily
damaged the house but
reached none of the surrounding residences, he
said.
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Sales, average
price down at
state markets
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Burley tobacco
sales at Kentucky
warehouses fell off
sharply Wednesday
with volume reaching
only 3.83 million pounds,
the Federal -State
Market News Service
said.
The average price
was $180.04 per 100
pounds, off 37 cents
from Tuesday's auctions, when volume
reached 9.35 million
pounds.
Owensboro reported
the highest average
price per 100 pounds at
$160.62 on the sale of
70,441 pounds Cynthiana 'reported an
average price only 1
cent lower.
The lowest average
price was $158.87
reported at Danville on
volume of 85,127 pounds.
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British musicians pay tribute to Perkins

WKMS Highlights

Rockabilly king h_onore__ct by show
LONDON (AP)- Not musicians who took to
anyone could convince the stage at London's
ex-Beatle George Har- Limehouse Studios
rison to come out of his recently to join their
musical retirement and boyhood idol in classic
perform in front of an Perkins numbers like
"Blue Suede
audience.
Shoes,'"Honey Don't,"
But Carl Perkins, the
"Matchbox" and
American godfather of
"Everybody's Trying to
rock 'n' roll, managed
be My Baby."
the almost-impossible,
"Nothing in the music
gathering together Harbusiness has even come
rison, fellow ex-13eatle
close to this for me,"
Ringo Starr and other
Perkins, now a silverBritish rock stars for a
haired 53, said in an inmusical celebration that
terview. "At times 1-felt
will be broadcast on
-I-was-gohig-to-breakpay-cable's Cinemax
down crying."
service this month.
The Beatles, Clapton
The programA and the Rolling Stones
Rockabilly Session: have said their musical
Carl Perkins and inspiration came . from
Friends," had its first Perkins. But he credits
showing Sunday night British artists with savand has five more ing rockabilly in the
broadcasts scheduled 1960s when his own
for later in January.
career was on the skids.
Harrison, Starr,
"The Beatles and
guitar mastermind Eric Stones put it right back
Clapton and Dave Ed- in the top of the charts
munds were among the at a time when it was in

danger of dying in the
United States," he said.
"They put a nice suit on
rockabilly. They never
really strayed from the
simplicity of it, they just
beautified it."
Perkins' career took
off in 1955 when he was
signed by Sam Phillips
to Sun Records in Memphis. His recording of
"Blue Suede Shoes"
reached No. 1, selling
more than 2 million
copies and becoming the
first record ever to hit
the-rhythm and blues,
country, and pop charts
all at the same time.
Stardom took e d
assured in 1956 when
Perkins and his two
brothers were invited to
appear on the "Perry
Como Show," but a car
accident on the way to
the television studio left
his older brother dead,
and his career in ruins.
His music slumped,
and Perkins hit the bot-

tle hard. But a British
tour with Chuck Berry
in 1964 revived his
career, and introduced
him to the Beatles, who
became lifelong friends.
He overcame his
alcoholism during a
10-year musical association with Johnny Cash
which ended in 1975
when Perkins decided to
tour with his two sons.
Despite the setbacks,
the rockabilly king is
not bitter.
"Why -should I be
when I never set out to
be No. 1? I think it interferes with the life
that I need. I need
simplicity, the love of
my woman, my
children, my
grandchildren.
-"I've lived pretty
good, nothing fancy, but
I don't require the fancy
things in life. I own a
Mercedes but I drive a
pickup truck."

Actor Russell, nearly 35, expects
career to flourish in coming years
LAW-ANGELES (AP;
- Kurt Russell will be
35 in March and unlike
most actors, he's not going to start counting
backwards.
Russell is the most unactorlike of actors, having maintained his
sense of proportion during 26 years in movies,
and he views the onset
of his middle years with
positive thinking:
"Traditionally in the
film business, an actor's
screen life flourishes
between the ages of 35
and 45. With women it
seems to be from 20 to
35. It's unfortunate, but
that's the nature of the

business."
A,rare actor who has
enjoyed a film career
both as a juvenile and
an adult, Russell has
emerged as a versatile
leading man. He has
demonstrated his skill
with comedy ("Used
Cars''-)-;- drama
("Silkwood") and horror ("The Thing") with
equal Skill. He's work- _
ing now at 20th Century
Fox In an actWi film,
"Big Trouble in Little
China," reuniting with
d irector John
Carpenter.
The new movie is
d escribed as a
"mystical action adventure-kung fu-

monster-ghost story
about the imaginary
world under
Chinatown."
Russell was spending
the lunch break in his
luxury mobile-home
outside the studio stage.
He talked about his life
and career, including
his current love, Goldie
. Hawn.
"We met at Disney's
on "The One and Only
-Genuine Original Pamily Band' (1968," he
recalled. "Goldie was
the lead dancer in the
movie, and I played one
of the kids. A year and a.
half later she made her
big splash in 'Laugh-In.'
remember her as one

ECH4thePowerfr/Pro-OualityA/ternative

ow*D.

of the dancers, and I
guess she remembered
me as some kid running
around looking at her.
'A couple of years
ago we did 'Swing Shift.'
We started having fun
together and hanging
out together. We kept
having fun ever since."
Now they are building
their own house in
Aspen, Colo., where
Russell has maintained
his residentt-fer afritWt
15 years.
"For the first time
we'll spend half a year
there, our first nonvacation in Aspen," he said.
"Goldie has a boy 9 and
a girl 6, and they'll
enroll in school there. I
have a son 5 who lives
most of the time with his
mother, but he'll visit
me." Hawn and Russell
are expecting their own
child in June.

Friday, Jsausry le
5 30 a m Morning Edition
9:00 a m Daytime Chaska Seven hours of ckuislcal music hooted by
Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
--, 400 p m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine
of the air with commentaries and analyses of cirrent events.
6:00 p.m Radio Reader with Dick Estell.
6:30 p.m Evening Classics. Chaska! Encore, hosted by C.B. Hunt.
features Rossini's overtire to The Barber of Seville, Beethoven's violin
concerto. Tchalkovsky's Sleeping Beauty suite and Symphony No 4 by
Mendelssehn.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Music by Earl Hines, Coleman
Hawkins, Hank Mobley and others.
11'00 p.m Jazz Holism' Cam Williams its 960 hours of contemporary
)azz
Saturday, January 11
600•.m. The Flea Market Art Thleme. Buzzard Rock String Band and
Schizo Phonics are featured
8'00 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Linda Morgan and Pat O'Neill
host four hours of bluegrass and folk music from the WKM8 library
12 Noon. The Times, They Are A'C'harigin'. Jirn Hankey brings an hour
of music from America's contemporary folk and folk/rock tradition_
1 - 00 p.m. The Metropolitan Opera. Jenufs by Janacek is performed live
from New York.
4 :00 p.m. All Things Considered
5:00 p.m. A Prairie Horne Companion. Garrison KeWor and company
return home to St. Paul. Minn_ for their fire live broadcast from the newlyrenovated World Theatre
7 4)0 p.m. Marian McPertland's Piano Jazz. Cleo Brown Is guest artist.
8:00 p.m. Jazz Saturday Night An hour of "recorded.live" jazz
9:00 p.m. Soulflight
1100 p.m Beyond the Edge.
-4-Sunday, January
6!00 a.m. Musk from interlOehen. NaticetaiStake Camp World Youth
Symphony Orchestra performs work. by Strati. and Rachmanlnoff.
700 a.m Opus 86 Classical music from the INFOLS library hosted by
Margaret Hunt.
930 am Saint Paul Sunday Morning. Claude Frank, pianist, Is guest.
11700 a.m. Chamber Music. Smithson String Quirtet performs quartets
by Mozart and Haydn.

NEW YORK (AP) - own band only since music) have stated
If you want to talk to 1982. He has become one things of great human
Wynton Marsalis about of today's best known significance, just as jazz
music, you better know jazz performers and has composers do. That's
about Miles Davis, John been critically acclaim- what great artists are
Coltrane, Louis Arm- ed for his jazz perfor- trying to do."
strong, 'Elvin Jones, mances and recordings
His piano and a nearHerbie Hancock and and also for his classical by table were littered
scores of others who. playing.
with records by Tommy
Last year Downbeat Flanagan, Billie Holipreceded him.
Marsalis knows them magazine named him day, Davis, Coltrane,
all. well enough to sing jazz musician of the Armstrong and others.
along with'every note on year and best
The only records CMevery one of their trumpeter, and chose spicuously absent from
albums stacked around his band as the best Marsalis's collection
his living room: "If we acoustic jazz group. In were his own. "I don't
have more people win) both 1985 and 1984 he listen to my own records
listen to the music, received Grammy - it's too painful," he
they'll know what we're awards for best solo jazz
trying to do."
performance and best
The music.
classical soloist; a feat
,Jazz, that is.
no one---etse has
To Marsalis, jazz anti accomplished.
its performers are
He will release
, The Murray Calloway
sacred and not to be pro-- another classical album County Community
faned by those whOL.in the next few months "Theatre-announces
haven't carefully listen- and will issue his last auditions for their dined to them.
classical recording in ner theatre production
The trumpet player is September._
of "Jacques Brel is
not interested in rock or
"I'm not playing Alive and Well and Livfusion or anything else classical music ing in Paris". This
that impedes his intense anymore," said Mar- musical revue is a coldrive to absorb jazz salis, who's now lection of works by
history and to advance devoting all his energies French philospher JacIt with his own to jazz. -Jazz eneorn- ques Well. Director
passes so much. There's Karen Balzer, dance inperformances.
Considering his ac- no comparison."
structor at Murray
He still listens to State University is lookcomplishments, it's had
to accept that Marsalis classical music, though. ing for singers and
is only 24 years old and "The greatest com- dancers to perform this
has been leading his posers ... (in classical unique work. "Those interested in auditioning
should have a prepared
song and ne ready to
read," stated Balzer.
Auditions will be

said, "I listen to learn
what I need to learn."
Then he gets back to
thinking about his next
rehearsal, his next performance, his next
record.
Despite his stature,
Marsalis thinks of
himself as a developing
artist, not yet a mature
one, and so he continues
to study. The music.
"All I do is think about
the music," he said.
"I'm a musician. That's
my job."

Auditions set for plays
January 12 and 13 at 7
p.m. at the Playhouse in
the Park. For more information, you may call
the theatre at 759-1752.
In addition, auditions
for "Wings" by Arthur
Kopit will be held
Januray 16 and 17 at 7
p.m. at the Playhouse in
the Park. Director
Janet Kenney is looking
for four men and four
women to play doctors,
nurses and patients.
Kenney also needs people who are willing to
work backstage for this
production. For more
information, contact
Janet Kenney at
762-4745.

Playhouse has new officers

SON
-SEA
PRE

The Murray Calloway
County Community
Theatre has named
their new board of directors for the 1985-86 term.
President, Kathie Fleming; Vice President, Pat
Clement; Secretary,
Louise Weatherly;
Treasurer, Helen
Foley; Past President,
Robert Valentine.

Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18" bar, 44cc
Chain Saw!

Fall & Winter Shoes
1O
Our Regular Low Price
You don't have to buy 2 pairs to get this price.

New Shipment

Men's Dingo Boots
$3895

Directors at Large are
Betty Brockway, Kristy
A. Cadman, Mark Etherton, Fred Fairfield,
Dave Fisher, Laney
Howell, Janet Kenney,
Linda Pierce, Mug
Rigsby, Lori Vaughn
and Randy Wilson.
Executive director of
the theatre is Liz
Bussey.

NOTICE

All Ladies

CS 440EVL

• Exclusive Pro-Fire- electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Quiet, yet powerful 2-stroke engine
I.Lightweight, well-balanced
• Automatic chain- orling —
• Anti-vibration system

1.00 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1986 Count Basis, Glenn Miller. Las
Brown, Jan Garber Woody Herman. Vaughn Monroe, Jimmy Lunceford.
Andrew Sisters are featured.
400 p.m. All Things 03naldsratl,,____...-,
00
5
p
P.M
6Playhouse
rn.N
°PR
ur rimes.
Don Quixote data Mancha "The Enchanted
Castle
6.30 p.m. The Thistle & Shamrock with Fiona Ritchie. "The Pilgrimfeatures selections from The Lorient Festival Suite by Shaun Davey
7:30 p.m. Our Front Porch. Bob Brozman, steel guitarist.
8'30 p.m. Easy Street with Kent Jenkins.
1000 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and acoustic
meditative space music_
Monday, January 13
6:00 p.m. Radio Fteadin.
6:30 p.m. Evening Clunks - Los Angeles Philharmonic. Mozart Piano
Concerto in G. Britten Spring Symphony. Los Angeles Master Chorale
under Roger Wagner. Andre Previn, pianist and conductor
8.30 p.m. Easy Street. Count Basle, Al Grey, June Christy, others.
Tuesday, January 14
6:00 p.m. Radio Reader
6.30 p.m. Evening Classics Philadelphia Orchestra_ Mozart The Magic
Flute overture Piston: Violin Concerto, Brehm: Symphony No. 1. Klaus
Tennatedt, conductor
8.30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Wednesday, January 15
6:00 p.m. Radio Reader
11:110 p.m. Evening Classics New York Chamber Music Series. Works
by Pachelbel, Schubert, Schumann and Mendelsoohn Guest astlietie;lan
De Gaetanl. mezzo-soprano. and Osten Ellis, harp.
8.30 p.m Easy Street. Andre Previn, Madsen Jazz Quartet, Macy
Wilson, others
Thursday, January iS
6:00 p.m Radio Reader.
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics New York Philharmonic. Copland: to
Fanfare, suite from Billy the Kid; Festive Drummers from South
India. Zubin Mehta, conductor
8:30 p.m. Easy Street. Red Norvo, Bud Powel. Mel Torrne, others.

Trumpeter keeps jazz tradition alive

the start

When you're ready to
tackle tough jobs the easy way.

91.3 FM

We have moved

to 407 South
4th Street.
HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
"No lob too largo or too small"

407 S. 4th

753-6394

Murray

When you're ready to
tackle tough jobs the easy w4
• Exclusrve Pro Fire electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Quiet yet powerlul 2 stroke engine
• bght weight well balanced
• Automatic chain oiling
• Anti vibration system

CS-510EVL, 20" BAR

90 Days Same As
Cash, Financing
Available With
Approved Credit

Factory Discount
Shoes

16th and Main
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Homeptace
Family Restaurant
8 Oz. New York Strip
Choice of potato, tossed salad and 'ranch broad.
$425
(Fri.
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"

Only, Jan. 10th 1 11th)

All You Can Eat Fish Special
Every Friday 41. Saturday Night
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Coal study made
WASHINGTON (AP)
- A $5 billion American
expenditure to develop
cleaner methods of burning coal was recommended by a
U.S.-Canadian study
group as the "minimum
program" needed to
fight acid rain
President Reagan
reserved judgment on
the report.
"The seriousness of
the problem, especially
as it affects diplomatic
relations with Canada,
dictates that we act,"
former Transportation
Secretary Drew Lewis,
the president's
representative on the
study team, said
Wednesday in a letter to
Reagan.
Lewis and former Ontario Premier William
Davis were appointed to
study the problem 10

months ago following a
meeting between
Reagan and Canadian
Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney.
Lewis acknowledged
that "It's going to be a
serious problem" winning administration approval to spend large
sums in a year when the
Gramm-Rudman
budget deficit reduction
act requires automatic
cuts in government
spending.
But he told reporters
at the White House,"We
think that it's about the
minimum program that
we can establish that
will make a significant
difference over a period
of time."
A statement from
Reagan said, "I look
forward to discussing
this matter further"
with the prime minister.

Low rainfall in area
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - A record low
rainfall in December
helped make 1985 the
driest year on record in
the seven-state region
served by the Tennessee
Valley Authority, officials say.
The average rainfall
in the Tennessee Valley
during all of 1985 was
35.82 inches, more than
16 inches below the normal avertbige, according
to TVA records.
December averaged
only 1.32 inches of rainfall, the lowest on
record and far below the
normal average of 4.79
inches.

OBITUARIES

Gram-

Mrs. Frances Wilson,
78, of Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., died today at 9
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. She was a
member of Mason's
Chapel United
Methodist Church
Survivors are her husband, Vernon M.
Wilson; one daughter.
Mrs. Pat (Jane)
Paschall, Rt. 1,
Puryear; two sisters,
Mrs. Ola Starks, Hazel,
and Mrs. Lucy Tidwell.
Murray; one brother,
Lelon. Strader, Hazel;

Your Good
Health
Comes
First

PATTERSON, -Calif. Rev. Thomas Cargo Pacific Presbyterian Donna's father, RayMedical Center in San mond Ashlock, sat next
ri funeral ser(AP) - The funeral for said in is
two granddaughters, a teen-age boy who mon Wednesday.
Francisco.
to Felipe's father,
Mrs. John (Kay) Wand, donated his heart to his
the
Felipe Garza Sr.
funeral,
the
At
Felipe,
Donna, 14, and
Marietta, Ga., and Mrs. ailing girlfriend was a 15. attended the same mourners. overflowed
"It's a. very sad day:
Doug (Deborah Doss, celebration of `La mo- high school in this farm- Sacred Heart Catholic because of Felipe's•
West Palm Beach, Fla.; ment that is both joyful ing community 75 miles Church, still decorated death. But it's a happy
two great- and sad," the boy's southeast of San with yuletide trimmings day to me because
grandchildren.
- poinsettias, wreaths Felipe is still alive in My - • priest told 400 sobbing Francisco.
Felipe's half-brother, and five Christmas child," Ashlock said:
The funeral will be relatives and
After Felipe's-death. Sanchez, 20, said trees. Family and
John
the
in
p.m.
schoolmates.
1
Saturday at
reported he had
friends
the
past
filed
friends
A single red rose sur- the Garza family
chapel of Blalock blackouts f'
having
Mass,
the
been
before
casket
a
had
Felipe
Funeral
believes
baby's
by
rounded
Coleman
Sanchez
headaches.
and
in
conducted
was
which
breath, tied with a premonition of death
Home.
said. He said the family r.
mother Spanish and English.
his
told
he
when
on
ribbon
which
scarlet
Burial will follow in
Felipe's death, said had not known the youth
was writte, "With Love, about three weeks ago,
Murray Memorial
Donna Ashlock" rest_ed "when I die, I want to Cargo, shows "all of us was
Gardens.
"He was my baby,
on the white -coffin of give my girlfriend my have the power to giye,
Friends may call at
. mother,,,
Felipe's
own
our
boy,"
in
and
now
just
had
He
heart."
as
Jr.
Garza
Felipe
the funeral home from 4
Maria Garza, said at a
learned that bonne had deaths.
into
crowded
mourners
to 9 p.m. on Friday.
"We celebrate a mo- news conference Tuesa church here to heart disease.
that is both joyful day. "He always used to..,
ment
On Saturday, a blood
remember the boy who
We celebrate a make us laugh. He used .,
sad.
and
Felipe's
in
burst
vessel
sure
make
wanted to
that is life- to bring me my ,_
moment
head, leaving him brain
Donna would live.
and life - newspapers in the ,
giving
on
placed
was
He
dead.
a
"Today, we have
morning."
daughters, Mrs:, Jerry concrete example of a a respirator until the threatening," he said.
Astilock said the fami(Sue) Vance,Rt.IL Mur— heart being left behind. -transplant the next day -- __-_-_Sanchez leaned on the
Donna was reported- coffin and moaned,"No, ly has received offers to
ray, and Mrs. Johnny-• Let this death, let any
(Dorothy) Maness, 717 death that touches us, in "very good" condi- no, no. They can't take make the story into a
Poplar St., Murray; two be just as much a hope tion late Wednesday at you away from _me." movie. sons, Edward Turner, to let life continue," the
Rt. 1, Almo, and W.T.
(Dub)Turner, 208 South
12th St., Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Wilson
(Floy) Herndon, and
four brothers, Gardie,
Gaylon, Robert and
r
Audie Turner, all of
grandMurray; 10
children; six greatBEIRUT, Lebanon
grandchildren.
(AP) - The battered,
squalid refugee camps
of Lebanon are breeding
a new generation of
militant young PalestiMr. Cleaver, 60, of nians who arligbeing
Current dividend yield of
Nashville, Tenn., died recruited by extremist
Monday at Parkview factions blamed for a
Hospital there.
chain of terrorist atHe
survived by his tacks, including the
Putnam High Yield Trust's diversified portfolio of
wife, Mrs. Justine Rome and Vienna airhigh-yielding
bonds gives you regular monthly income
Futrell Cleaver; one port massacres.
and
—
you're
not
locked into a fixed investment period.
daughter, Miss Glenda
Sarhan,
Mohammed
Putnam's
skilled
investment professionals research,
Cleaver; five sisters,
Mrs. Virginia Burkeen, 19, the sole survivor of
select and continuously monitor each bond in the Trust.
Mrs. John (Beautpn) four Palestinians who
And the minimum initial investment is only $500.
Guthrie, Mrs. Earl (Vi- attacked the El Al
The Putnam organization, founded in 1937, supervian) Humphreys, Mrs. Israeli airline desk at
vises
over $7 billion in 23 mutual funds.
27.
Dec.
Rome
airport
Edgar (Peggy) Doores
and Mrs. Daytha Mc- came from Beirut's
'Current yields were computed as follows, based on the maximum offering price (OP) on 1/2/36.
Callon; one brother, notorious Chatilla
High Yield: Annuaizing most recerit dividend of $13.135 and dividing by OP of S16.87.
camp.
Hoyt Cleaver Jr.
Results for this period are not necessarily indicative of future performance as yield and share price
will fluctuate.
Sixteen people died in
77 —
—
For more complete information about any of the Funds, inducing charges and expenses, ask for a
the Rome attack. Three
free prospectus at the meeting. Please read it carefully before you invest or send money.
more, including a gun-

The funeral for
Stanley Turner will be
Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Gerald
Owen will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Lone Oak Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Only three months August, October and
November - brought
more rainfall than normally expected, TVA's
Mr. Turner,* of Rt.
statistics show.
1,_Almo, died WednesThe dry conditions day at 7:40 a.m. at West
were typical of the. View Nursing Home.
eastern half of the naHe is survived by two
tion and left water
levels in most TVA
tributaries well below
their normal summer
levels, TVA spokesman
Services for Marshall
Don Bagwell said.
Cleaver were today at 10
TVA supplies eleca.m. in the chapel of
tricity to all of TenBlalock -Coleman
nessee and parts of KenFuneral Home.
tucky, Virginia, North
The Rev. Doug
Carolina, Georgia,
Westmoreland ofAlabama and
ficiated. Guy Wright
Mississippi.
was soloist.
Pallbearers were
Mike Turner, L.A.
Jones, Richard Crunk,
with eight, including Randy Doores, Kenneth
work with Dire Straits Cleaver and Max
Cleaver.
and with Chet Atkins.
Burial was in Murray
Gardens.
Memorial
Five nominations
each went to pbp musician Phil Collins,
classical conductor
Robert Shaw, and
The funeral for Mrs.
rockers Tina Turner Gurlean Harrell is today
and Sting, while former at 2 p.m. at Liberty
Eagle Don Henley and Point Baptist Church in
rock band leader Huey Trigg County, where she
Lewis received four was a member.
Officiating are the
each.
Rev. Wayne Glass, the
Rev. Jerry Turner and
the Rev. Johnny Carr.
Burial will follow in
White was 20 and a Lawrence Cemetery
private first class when with arrangements by
he disappeared from his Goodwin Funeral Home
post in the demilitarized of Cadiz.
zone between North and
Mrs. Harrell, 78, of
South Korea on Aug. 28, Cadiz died Tuesday at
1982. The U.S. military 10:15 a.m. at Jennie
command has said he Stuart Medical Center,
defected ''for motives Hopkinsville.
that are not known."
She was the widow of
He was the fifth John Morgan Harrell.
American to defect to Her parents were the
North Korea since the late Mr. and Mrs.
Korean War ended in William S. Crump.
1953. None has been
Mrs. Harrell retired
seen again outside in 1972 after being
North Korea, employed for 25 years
authorities said.
Mrs. White said the
three years between her
son's defection and his
apparent death provided no answers to her
questions.

Living on a
fixed income?

Militant
generation
is breeding

You can still earn high

current yields!

Marshall Cleaver

13.15%*
Putnam High Yield Trust

Mrs. Gurlean Harrell

with Elk Brand
Manufacturing Co.,
Cadiz.
"Survivors are one son,
John William Harrell,
Cadiz; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Franklin, Murray; one brother, Andrew Crump, Fairdealing; four grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

Hog market
redsral•State Market News Service
January 9, IOU
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 4414 Est. 400 Barrows
L Gilts .75 lower. Sows steady 2.110
lower. decline 00 wts. over 511111ba.
US It 210-344 Lbs.
$45.541411.00
US 1-2 3.14210 Lbs.
SSI4441411
US 2.3 2111-350 Lbs.
SOLSILLSO
US 3-4 tAOTIO Lbs.
OSS41,41LOS
Sews
11.33.04 34.50
US Us THI-351 Lbs.
513.00.35.1111
US 1.3 1100-460 Lba..
334.1035.11
US 1.3 4511-5•• Lbs...
$35.00 Y1.50
128 IS Over 540 Lbs.
$3200 33.00
SOSONS

man, were slain in a
similar attack in Vienna
the same day.
Two Palestinians jailed in Cyprus for killing
three Israelis in Larnaca Sept. 25 also came
from Chatilla.

Memos, Neer Ycm Sims Licharce ,flc
,
,0011....
metricers Securities Imam.. Pomo.

They represent a
generation of Palestinians living in the shantytown camps in
Lebanon, Jordan and
Syria where conditions
have been steadily
deteriorating for years
amid wars, political
crackdowns and
economic recession.

WOW PRICED
PAIR!

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
Woco.,orrlowestompsup
1,3 24

bt•low the

A. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

VW Edward D. Jones G Co.

ground.

435 4343 or 435 4319.
We Now Haul Pi, Crowe

This Week's

Nees ts.sett.se

Special

7.90/0 A.P.R.

This Week's
Specials...

-1

THREE
NASH
RINSE
TEMPERATURE
SELECTIONS

11,

Aspirin
5 grain
250 ct.

•

Stanley Turner

Defector said drowned
ST. LOUIS (AP) Kathleen White will
never get her deepest
wish - to hear from the
lips of her son Joseph
why he defected to
North Korea in 1982
while stationed at a U.S.
Army post in South
Korea.
"I'll go to my grave
with a thousand questions and no peace
unless I can see him and
he can tell me himself,"
she said at the time.
But in a letter from a
North Korean who called himself her son's best
friend in the Communist
nation, Mrs. White was
told that he had drowned last summer while
trying to cross a swollen
river.

Rites held for boy who gave heart

Mrs. trances Wilson

Top group nominted
•
BEVERLY HILLS,
Calif. (AP) - The
Briti§h group Dire
'Stral-t-s-:topped. the
nominations today for
the 28th annual
my Awards with
nominations for record
of the year, album of the
year and song of the
year.
Mark Knopfler,
leader of the group, had
the highest number of
nominations this year
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UP FRONT
LINT FILTER

990
WASHER

Myadec
100 + 30

$6.49
after rebate
BIC®
Lighters

2/980
HOLLAND DRUGS
100 South 4th
On the square ht Murray
Phone 753-1482

Model WWA5600G

We have 7.9% A.P.R. financing
available to qualified customers for a
limited time.
Several models with Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Buick, & Pontiac qualify.

• Large capacity
• Two cycles—regular and
permanent press.
• Three washirinse temperature combinations with
energy-saving cold water
selectiorls,
• Soak cycle.
ONLY
$3880*

$308°"

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
753-1586
212 East Main Street
Owners
Simmons
Howard Coy 8 John

•

-T

•
•

• Three drying selections
• Rust-resistant porcelain
enamel finished drum
• Up to 125 minutes timed
cycle
• Easy-to-clean up-front lint
filter

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

1`53•5315

Litkoi

r

Electric

GE. We bring good things to life.

[ Purdom Motors Incorporated
MuRISAY KENTUCKY 4207i

Model 00E5300G

ONLY

Buy Now & Save!!

af ST MAIN STREET

DRYER
-- -

4,••
;71-1•0

•
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•
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Kentucky asks Walker to be more selfish for team's sake
•

Mississippi coach Lee Hunt said that effort ip
By MIKE EMBRY
more than enough for teams to handle.
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's Kenny
"What amazes me is his uncanny ability to
make his shot's in heavy traffic," he said. -They
Walker is being asked to be a little selfish for the
sake of the team, and that should make opreally depend on him. I'll be glad to see him
ponents shudder.
graduate."
Walker started Kentucky on its way to victory
Walker scored 31 points, hitting 12 of 15 shots
when he scored two quick baskets to trigger an
from the field, and pulled down six rebounds in
18-4 burst early in the final half.
leading the 11th-ranked Wildcats to a 75-58
Mississippi, trailing 32-28 at th .. Waif, went
Southeastern Conference victory over Mississipahead 36-34 when Walker was called for goalpi Wednesday night.
tending on forward Roderick Barnes' short
"Kenny is so unselfish that we have to get him
to where he can get more shots," Kentucky
jumper with 15:02 left in the game.
coach Eddie Sutton said of the 6-foot-8 senior forWalker then slipped inside for a basket at
ward. "I think our coaches and most of our —14:47, and 16 seconds later, scored again on an
Inside-power move to give Kentucky a 38-36 lead.
players feel he needs to get more shots.
Kentucky went on to expand the margin to
"You can be so unselfish to the point where it
52-40 on guard James Blackmon's slam dunk at
actually hurts your team."
9:17. Ole Miss could get no closer than 52-44 on
Walker, one of the leading candidates for colEric Smith's two free throws at 8:16.
lege basketball's Player of the Year Award,
said, "I'm just in there trying my best to do
"They went to their karate defense and came
whatever I can."
out and just played unbelievable," Hunt said of

the Wildcats.
Kentucky's man-to-man pressure defense forced Mississippi into 13 floor mistakes, eight coming in the final 20 minutes. The Wildcats turned
the ball over only six times.
The Wildcats led by as many as 20 points in the
final minutes, the last time at 70-50 on guard
Leroy Byrd's two free throws with 2:20 to go.
Kentucky improved to 11-2 overall and 2-1 in
the SEC while Ole Miss fell to 7-5 gnd 0-3.
Barnes topped Ole Miss with 15 points, followed by Smith and Curtis Ritchwood with 13 apiece
and Joe Coleman with 11.
Forward Richard Madison chipped in 10 points
for Kentucky.
Kentucky jumped out to a 13-5 lead on Winston
Bennett's spinning layup with 13:40 left in the
half.
But Ole Miss, with Smith scoring seven points
and Coleman six, went on a 21-12 tear to go up
26-25 at 3:15.
Madison then hit two long jumpers in a 7-0 run

that carried Kentucky to a 32-28 halftime
advantage.
"Richard (Madison) has been our most consistent player coming off the bench," Sutton said.
"He could easily be a starter.",
Guard Ed Davender, despite scoring only eight
points on four of 12 shooting from the field, handed out eight assists for Kentucky.
The teams battled to a 28-28 standoff on the
boards. Ritchwood led all players with 10
rebounds.
Kentucky finished the game with 31 of 60 field.
goal shooting for 51.7 percent while the Rebels
hit 24 of 49 for 49 percent.
MISSISSIPPI(58) — Ritchwood 6-12 1.5 13. Smith 5-10 3.4 13. Horne 3.5 0-0—
S. Barnes 5.9 5-5 15, Ayers 0-4 0-0 0. Coleman 5-8 1-2 11. Kessinger 0.1 0-0 0..
Calhoun 0.0 0.00. Sims 0-0 0-2 0 Totals 24-49 10-18 58
KENTUCKY (75) — Bennett 3.6 1.2 7. Walker 12.15 7.8 31. Blackmon 3-504
6. Davender 4.12 0-0 8, Harden 2.6 0-0 4, Byrd 1-1 2-24, Andrews 1-4 0-02.
Thomas 0-1 1.2 1. Ziegler 0-1 0-0 0, Madison 4-6 2.2 10. Lock 1-2 0-0 2. Jenkins 0-1 0-00 Totals 31-60 13-17 75
Halftime — Kentucky 32, Mississippi 28 Fouled out — None Rebounds
— Mississippi 28 I Ritchwood 101, Kentucky 28 Bennett, Walker
Assists — Mississippi 8(Barnes 3 Kentucky 21 t Davender 8, Total fouls
— Mississippi 16, Kentucky 16 A — 22.646.,

Gibson, Fisk join handful of players to beat free agency clock
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Baseball's version of "Beat the Clock" was
over, and Kirk Gibson was a member of the
Detroit Tigers for at least another three years.
The Tigers were one of several teams beating
midnight Wednesday dealines in signing their
own free-agent players, also coming to terms
with third baseman Tom Brookens.
"On behalf of all the Tigers, we're happy,"
club spokesman Dan Ewald said early this morning as the announcement was made.
Other players who signed contracts or reached
agreement before the deadline were catcher
Carlton Fisk of the Chicago White Sox; reliever
Donnie Moore of California; pitching brothers
Phil and Joe Niekro and catcher Butch Wynegar
of the New York Yankees, Arid second baseman
Tony Bernazard and pitcher Jamie Easterly of
the Cleveland Indians.
The lone unsigned fre2 agent was pinch-hitting
specialist Kurt Bevacqua of the San Diego
Padres. The Padres have said they are not interested in re-signing Bevacqua.
Under the new free-agent system, players who
reject their team's offers and choose not to go to
salary arbitration had until 11:59 p.m. EST
Wednesday to re-sign. After the deadline, teams
must wait until May 1 to negotiate with their free
agents. In the meantime, free agents are eligible
to negotiate or sign with any other team.
Although Gibson was honeymooning in

Australia and New Zealand, the Tigers said they
had reached agreement with the player's agent,
Doug Baldwin, on a three-year contract that
would pay about $3.9 million. The 28-year-old
Gibson, who had 29 homers and 97 RBI last year,
had sought a five-year deal worth about $8
million.
"Technically, he (Gibson) is not signed
because he's in New Zealand," Ewald said, "but
Baldwin has power of attorney, and he will sign
for Gibson. It's binding."
Some last-minute maneuvering enabled the
38-year-old Fisk and the White Sox to reach
agreement on a two-year contract. The two sides
culminated the deal early today, after the Major
League Baseball Player Relations Committee
granted a two-hour extension.
"We're delighted we worked it out," said Jerry
Reinsdorf, White Sox chairman of the board. "It
was a long and difficult negotaition, but a great
deal of integqty always remained. The differences were worked out basically because
Carlton wanted to come back."
Fisk, 38, became a free agent after the 1985
season, his fifth with the White Sox. He had one
of his best seasons, batting .238 with 107 RBI and
hitting a career-high 37 home runs.
Fisk had sought a three-year deal. The White
Sox had offered him a three-year contract, but
that pact included decreasing salaries each
year.

tax

Chicago Sox
sign Fisk

Detroit signs
Kirk Gibson
Last month, the White Sox had tried to signFisk in hopes of trading him to the Yankees for
designated hitter Don Baylor.
Brookens signed a two-year contract with an
option for a third year, reportedly worth about
$360,000 a year.
Moore's new contract was for three years at a
reported salary Of about $1 million per year.
"I really wanted to be an Angel again," said
Moore, who set a team record with 31 saves last
season.
The 48-year-old Phil •Niekro, meanwhile,
agreed to a one-year contract, while 41-year-old

brother Joe agreed to a three-year deal. Phil has
won 16 games each of the past two years for the
Yankees and won the 300th of his career at the
end of last season. Joe was acquired from the
Houston Astros last season.
Wynegar, currently the only experienced catcher on the Yankees roster, signed a three-year
deal. The Yankees, however, also were still interested in Fisk, as were the Baltimore Orioles.
Bernazard signed a two-year contract with an
option for a third,. with the Indians, and Easterly
signed a straight two-year deal, Indians
spokesman Bob DiBiasio said.

McCovey makes Hall of Fame on first vote
JOHN DEERE
GREEN LIGHT SERVICE
Pro baseball
•=6,,

Save 1-0%
On Service work and parts
used in service work*

FREE HAULING*
All work to bejcheduled
by January 20th and
must be completed
by March 31st.
*Discounts and free hauling apply when
bills are paid within 15 days of completion
of work. All work to be performed in our
shop.

JD EQ.CENTER
Hwy 641 South
Murray, Ky.

`at--

Teddy Beane
(502)759-1617

NEW YORK (AP) —
Willie McCovey's first
major league assignment, in 1959 at age 21,
was Hall of Fame pitcher Robin Roberts. He
went 4-for-4 with two
triples and two singles
against the Philadelphia
pitcher, and now McCovey joins Roberts in
baseball's most
prestigious circle.
McCovey, the National League's top lefthanded home run hitter
with 521 in his career, on
Wednesday became the
16th player elected to
the Hall of Fame in his
first year of eligibility.
The former San Francisco Giants first
baseman was named on
346 of 425 ballots returned to the Baseball

Writers' Association of
America. He needed to
be named on only 319, or
75 percent, of the
ballots. The 47-year-old
McCovey spent 19
seasons with the Giants,
2% with the San Diego
Padres and a half year
with the Oakland A's.
Jerry Coleman, who
managed the Padres in
1980, the year McCovey
retired, called him "the
most remarkable
athlete in the history of
baseball. I can't believe
a man at 42 can be as
productive as he is."
McCovey, a native of
Mobile, Ala., who liVes
in the San Francisco
area, ended his career
with 2,211 hits, 1,155 RBI
and a National League
record 18 grand slam

Hall of Fame
voting totals
NEW YORK API — Complete
totals in the 19016 baseball Hall of
Fame voting by the Baseball
Writers Association of America.
Willie McCovey, 346, Billy
Williams, 315, Jim Catfish
Hunter, 289, Jim Bunning, 279:
Roger Maris. 177. Tony Oliva.
154. Orlando Cepeda. 152: Harvey
Kuenn. 144. Maury With. 124; Bill
Mazeroski, 100: Lew Burciette,
96, Ken Boyer. 95. Minnie
Minoso. 89. Mickey Lolich. 86:
EIRoy Face. 74, Ron Santo. 64,
Joe Torre. 60; Elston Howard. 51,
Curt Flood. 45 Vada Pinson. 43
DickAllen. 41, Thurman Munson, 35. Don Larsen. 33; Wilbur
Wood, 23; Tim McCarver. 16:
Dave McNally. 12. John Hiller.
11, Paul Blair. 8. J.Et, Richard, 7:
Ken HOltzman. 5, Willie Horton.
4, Jim Longborg, 3. Andy
Messersmith. 3, Dave Cash, 2,
Manny Sanguillen. 2. Jack BillIngham. I. Jose Cardenal, I. Bud
Harrelson. 1, George Scott, I. Vic
Davallo. 0; Darold Knowles, 0

homers.
Billy Williams, who
spent the first 16
seasons of his 18-year
career with the Chicago
Cubs, missed being
elected by four votes.
He was named on 315
ballots for a percentage
of 74.1. This was his fifth
year on the ballot, and
he has 10 years of
eligibility remaining.
Williams, who hit 426
career homers, also
narrowly missed election last year, falling 45
votes shy of 75 percent
with 252.
Pitchers Jim "Catfish" Hunter and Jim
Bunning were third and
fourth. respectively —
Hunter with 289 votes,
Bunning with 279. Roger
Mans, a sentimental

outsider to make the
Hall after his death last
month, was fifth with
177 votes.
McCovey will be officially inducted into the
Cooperstown, N.Y.,
shrine in August. He
was one of 14 players on
the ballot for the first
time. A total of 41
players were listed on
the ballot.
The other players
elected in their first
year of eligibility were
Ted Williams, Sandy
Koufax, Mickey Mantle,
Bob Feller, Jackie
Robinson, Ernie Banks,
Willie Mays, Warren
Spatm, Al Kaline, Bob
Gibson, Hank Aaron,
Frank Robinson, Brooks
Robinson, Stan Musial
and Lou Brock.

McEnroe blames illness for giving lip to Lipp
ATLANTA (AP) —
Second -seeded John
McEnroe said illness
probably contributed to
his temper flareup at
umpire Leon Lipp, with
whom he has clashed
before, but he said he
doesn't want Lipp umpiring his tennis
matches.
McEnroe argued with
Lipp several times
Wednesday in defeating
Anders Jarryd 6-3, 6-2 in
the second round'of the

AT&T Challenge tennis
tournament. He said he
"got some sort of flu last
(Tuesday) night" and
was surprised at how
well he played.
In other matches
Wednesday, top-seeded
Ivan Lendl beat thirdseeded Jimmy Connors
6-3, 5-7, 6-1; Stefan
Edberg defeated Kevin
Curren 6-4, 6-4, and Yannick Noah downed Andres Gomez 3-6, 6-3, 6-2

In today's round-robin
matches, Lendl faces
Noah, Connors battles
Gomez, Edberg is
paired against McEnroe
and Jarryd and Curren
square off.

for the first set at 5-3,
but was down 15-40 when
the confrontation began
with Lipp. McEnroe had
already complained
about slow or barely
audible calls from the'
linesman, and when a
After Wednesday's ball was called long, he
results, Lendl and approached the chair
McEnroe are 2-0, Jar- asking for an overrule
ryd, Edberg, Connors
after a heated exand Noah are 1-1 and
Gomez and Curren are change, Lipp warned
McEnroe for an audible
0-2.
McEnroe was serving obscenity. McEnroe

On the changeover,
McEnroe was talking to
a linesman when Lipp
said, "Mr. McEnroe."
McEnroe wheeled and
shouted, "Shut up ... if
you ever want to work
another exhibition tournament." Lipp did not
respond, although he
assessed McEnroe a
time warning

Fill or up at

Special:
Old Fashioned
Chuckwagon
- Sandwich, French
Fries & Med. Drink

T. J.'s
Bar-B_Q
105
ospecniy..„
1. Burgers
$.2J.:2

Chestnut St. Murray

then sent the game to
deuce and eventually
won the first set.

753-0045

Phillips 66
Now Open!. .

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC
314 S. 12th
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Southeastern Conference roundup:

champion and currently
By ED SHEARER
ranked No..8 nationally,
AP Sports Writer
Coach Norm Sloan must win at Alabama in
says he's not yet ready the only SEC game
to call his Florida tonight to gain a share
Gators championship of the lead with Florida.
"I'm looking forward
contenders in the
Southeastern Con- to the rest of the season
ference basketball race, a little more opbut he is looking for- timistically than I did
ward to the remainder when we came back
from Vegas," Sloan said
of the season.
The Gators took a of a pair of one-point
half-game lead over idle-:defeats in a tournament:._
Louisiana State at Las Vegas in
Wednesday night when December.
Three other teams
Florida demolished
Vanderbilt 86-55 to lift also won at home
its overall record to 8-3 Wednesday night.
Kenny Walker had 31
and its SEC mark to 3-0.
LSU, the defending points as No. 11 Ken-

"What amazes me is
his uncanny ability to
make his shots in heavy
traffic," Hunt said.
"They really depend on
him. I'll be glad txr-see
him graduate."
Walker's 31 points included 12 field goals in
15 attempts. The victory
lifted Kentucky to 11-2
and 2-1, while the Rebels
fell to _ 7-5 and 0-8,
_Roderick Barnes led Ole
Miss with 15 points.
Georgia, 9-3 and 2-1,
forced MSU into 21 turnovers with a pressing
defense.
"We executed the
press well and--things
worked well for us in
that phase of the
game," Coach Hugh
Durham said.
"Sometimes it's hard
for a team to sustain an
effort like that for a full
game, but Georgia sustained the effort all the
way," said Coach Bob
Boyd of State, 3-9 and
0-3. Raymond Brown led
the visitors with 18
points.
Mike Jones had 14
points and Jeff Moore
and Chuck Person 12
each for Auburn, but the
key to the Tiger victory

tucky downed Mississippi 75-58, Horace
McMillan had a careerhigh 20 points and also
snared 10 rebounds to
spark Georgia over
Mississippi State 72-55
and Auburn held Tennessee to only 14 points
in the second half to
down the Vols 59-45.
"Florida is for real,"
Vandy Coach C. M.
Newton said. '"-Tehey're_
playing with a lot of
confidence."
The Gators g6t 19
points from Andrew
Moten and once held a
35-point bulge, 73-38
with 5:48 to play.
"
- We're not that bad a
-basketball-tam, but they
certainly made us look
bad," Newton said.
'They did their thing
and they did it well.':
"I'm not going to say
that we are contenders
for the SEC title, it's
The search for a new geed football coach at
such a long season,"
Murray High is officially underway with apSloan said.
plication requests being accepted at the Mu.kv,
Vandy fell to 8-5 and
ray board of education office.
1-2.
According to Eli Alexander, assistant
Coach Lee Hunt of Ole
superintendent, interested applicants may obMiss said he's seen
tain official application forms by writing or
enough of Kentucky's
calling the Murray board office at 814 Poplar
Walker, last season's
Street, 753-4363.
Player of the Year in the
Although no deadline for accepting applicaSEC.
tions has been set, Alexander said an,immediate response is urged.
The search committee met for the first time
on Monday to begin finding a replacement for
Tony Franklin who resigned as head coach in
December.
Franklin coached the Tigers for three
seasons, compiling-a16-14 record.

Murray High accepts
football applications

For health

was a box -and -one
defense in the second
half when Gerald White
held Tennessee's Tony
White to only two points
after the Vols' star had
tallied 16 in the first 20
minutes.
"He cohtrolled him instead of trying to attack
him," Auburn Coach
Sonny Smith said of
Gerald White. "I don't
think you can attack
Tony White and I think
he'll score a ton on you if
you do."
The victory gave
Auburn an 8-5 overall
and 2-1 SEC mark and
Tennessee fell to 8-4 and
1-2.
"TAMA they have a
shot at winning this conference," Tennessee
Coach Don DeVoe said
of the Tigers, who were
the preseason favorite
to capture the crown.
SEC Standhigs
League Games Only
Florida
L.SU
Auburn
Kentucky
Georgia
Alabama
Tennessee
Vanderbilt
Mississippi State
Mississippi

3-0
2-0
2.1
2.1
2-1
1-1
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

Tennessee quarterback Robinson
arrested on coeaine selling charge

Murray High varsity basketball teams will
host Fulton County in a girls-boys
doubleheader Friday night.
The Murrity-Fulton County boys game was
Incorrectly listed as being scheduled at Fulton
County in Wednesday's sp,rts_ section. The
doubleheader will begin with the girls playing
at 8:30 p.m:
_

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
Robinson and room(AP)- Tony Robinson, mate Kenneth "B.B."
the 'highly touted Cooper, a former ruunnquarterback of the ing back for the
University of Tennessee Volunteers, were arwho went down with a rested at their offmidseason knee injury, campus apartmentwas; arrested for
allegedly selling co- after officers bought a
caine to wan undercover quantity of cocaine from
officer, unIyersIty17-ppilthe pair,.eportabtfotmaficials said.
tion director Haywood

Harris said.
Robinson, 21, of
Tallahassee, Fla., is a
senior at Tennessee who
was touted as a possible
Heisman Trophy candidate before his playing career was dealt a
severe blow by a knee
iT1Jul bra-game against
Alabama Oct. 19.

NFL playoffs report:

Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

Eligfahd s general
manager, said doctors
told him that Fryar
would probably be out
for the season, meaning
that if New England
beats the Dolphins Sunday, he would miss the
Super Bowl Jan. 26
New Orleans.
"Theoretically, Irving
could play on Sunday,"
Sullivan said. "But if he
were, the doctors feel
the chances of a complete recovery could be
hindered."
Fryar's injury was
the major news of the
day Wednesday, when
travel plans topped the
National Football
League playoff news.
The Chicago Bears
returned to Suwanee,
Ga., and the Atlanta
Falcons' training camp
to prepare for the NFC
title game at Chicago's
Soldier Field against the
Los Angeles Rams. The
Rams were to head for
Chicago Thursday,
beating the Bears there

faa,celimate themselves
to the Midwest, where
temperatures were
hovering around the
zero mark,
The Dolphins, meanwhile, spent the day
practicing in the rain at
their complex at St.
Thomas College in north
Miami.
"We don't mind the
conditions," said Coach
Don Shula. "We feel
that if it comes up rain
on game day, we'll be
better prepared."
• • •
New England's
smooth flight, however,
was disrupted by the injury to Fryar, who in the
regular season returned
two punts for
touchdowns, had seven
TD receptions and
scored a 10th time on a
reverse. He had 39
receptions for 670 yards,
a 17.2 average.
"When he didn't get to
the plane, people began
asking,'Where's Irving,
where's Irving?" said

Michigan wins, receives tongue-lashing
anything about the Big No. 3 Duke 84, St. Louis
The Associated Press
Michigan Coach Bill Ten," _he_ said. "Last 58; No. 4 Syracuse 90,
Frieder is tired of his year, after three games, Fairfield 67; No. 5
players believing we were 1-2 and they Georgia Tech 72, Wake
(Illinois) were 3-0 and Forest 58; No. 7
everything they read.
Oklahoma 109, Denver
Frieder blasted his we won the league."
64; No. 11 Kentucky 75,
players after the 15-0,
Center Ken Norman Mississippi 58; No. 13
second -ranked
Wolverines lost a led all scorers with 19 Georgetown 70, Connecticut 66; . and No. 19
20-point lead before points for Illinois, 10-4.
In other games involv- Virginia Tech 88,
Robert Henderson's
buzzer shot defeated No. ing Top 20 teams, it was Southern Mississippi 72.
18 Illinois 61-59 Wednesday night.
"I don't want anybody
talking to them this
week or next
A.P.R. 48 MOS. GMAC
because these kid have
got to work on their conAPPROVED FINANCING
centration," Frieder
said. "It's my job to
makethem
concentrate."
Frieder said his
players tend to read
their press clippings too
closely. He was
especially disturbed_
about stories that contemplate an undefeated
season in Ann Arbor
U.S. 641 South Murray, KY
"Anybody who writes
that is an inexperienced
753-1372 or 1-800-626-5484
writer if they know

wide receiver Cedric
Jones, one of those who
will be asked to help
replace him. Coach
Raymond Berry said
Fryar would be replaced in the starting lineup
by Stephen Starring
with Jones moving into
Starring's role as the
third wide receiver in
long-yardage situations.
Asked about bad luck
on the eve of a big game,
Berry said:
"The unexpected in
this business is a certainty. It's not a
'maybe.' It's gonna
happen."
The Dolphins, meanwhile, practiced without
offensive tackle Jon
Giesler and tight end
Joe Rose. Giesler was
nursing a sore knee he's
had all season and Rose
has a swollen -toe. But
Shuts said both would be
ready.
Chicago Coach Mike
Ditka, still concerned
about the Bears'
coverage on kickoff
returns, made another
move Wednesday to
strengthen his special
teams.

College Basketball Scores
Wednesday s Games
EAST
American
79 Delaware 78
Canisius 74. Siena 52
Georgetown 70, Connecticut 66
Syracuse 90, Fairfield 67
Vermont 66, Hartford 65 '
SOUTH
. Auburn 59. Tennessee 45
Duke 84. St. Louis 58
East Carolina 58. Campbell 47
Florida 86. Vanderbilt 55
Georgia 72. Mississippi St. 55
Georgia Tech 72. Wake Forest 58
Georgia SW 76. LaGrange 64
Jackson St-ST, Chtragti-St-50- Kontur-iiv 38 Mississippi 08

NEW GMC
C15 2-Wheel Drive
K15 4-Wheel Drive
Ton Pickups

641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
Managed By Century 21
Loretta Jabs Realtors

TRUCKS.TRAILERS•BUSES, INC.
lb

*Friday Night Seafood

)
//

Buffet

&&&

a•O

Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is there

Stator {ono Mtitool •atomoatilai Inamona• Com
pony nom.. Officio Bloomington 111n0m

Minn.-Morris 50. Moorhead St 43
Missouri 65, Fla Southern 58
Ohio U. 91. Kent St 76
Xavier. Ohio 67 St Peters in

SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Little Rock 86. Houston
Baptist 67
• Oklahoma 109. Denver 64
72
Oklahoma St 57, Arkansas St. 47
MIDWEST
Pan American 59. N Texas St 47
Ball St. 84. N. Illinois 74
Southern I: 66, Oral Roberts 56
Bowling Green 68. Cent
Texas
59. Arkansas 55
Michigan 67. OT
Texas AkM 73. So, Methodist 61
Dayton 67. Colorado 66
Texas Christian 64. Baylor 48
E_ Illinois 81, Butter 06
Texas Tech 51. Rice 50
Marquette 86. Holy Cross 46
---Texas-Arttngton- 77. 'relcas-San
Ohio 80. Toledo 51
Antonio 67
Michiean At Illinois 39

NHL Standings

a

Transactions

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.
500 S. 4th, Murray
Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.

753-6450

Rickman Norsworthy would
like to thank Bill Page for purchasing the first roll of Tyvek
housewrap sold in our store.

_Lock

V.I.P. Party-Friday, 4-5:30 p.m.
Join us for punch and food samples.

r nc

National Basketball Association
National Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
WALES CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Patrick Division
W L Pd, • GB
W L
Pts GF GA
Boston
26 8 .765
Philadelphia
29 11
0 58 183 123
Philadelphia
22 13 .629
Washington
25 10
4
54 160 126
New Jersey
23 14 .622 454
NY Islanders
16 15
9
41
153 151
Washington
16 19 .45' 10% 'Pittsburgh
18 19
4
40 160 154,
New York
12 23 .343 1454
NY Rangers
17 21
2
36 142 139
Central.Daision
New Jersey
14 24
1
29 147 183
Milwaukee
25 13
888
AdamsDivision
Atlanta
18 -15 .545 1%
Montreal
23 13 4 50 188 143
Detroit
16 19 .457 7%
Quebec
23 15 2 48 166 132
Cleveland
15 21
.417 9
Boston
18 15 7 43 154 140
Chicago.
14 23
378 10%
Hartford
20 18
1
11 100 152
Indiana
10 24
294 13
Buffalo
18 18 4 40 144 136
WESTERN CONFERENCE
-CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
' Norris Division
Houston
23 12
657 Chicago
, is 17 4 40 177 181
Denver
20 14
599
VI
St Louis
17 16 4 38 139 134
San Antonio
20 15
.571
3
Minnesota
15.17 7 37 160 152
Dallas
15 16
.484
6
Toronto
11 22 5 27 152 177
Utah
17 19
.472
VI
Detroit
9 26 5 23 131 209
Sacramento
13 22
.371 10
Sardis Division
Pacific Division
Edmonton
29 8 4 62 221 167
L.A. Lakers
28 5
848
Calgary
17 19 3 37 162 155
Portland
22 17. .564 9
Vancouver
13 23 5 31 145 171
Seattle
14 21
.400 15
Winnipeg
IS 28..3.,.AL 3M.. 168
PhoeThia"
1220 .115 -15%
Los Angeles
12 23 4 28 136 196
Golden State
12 36 .316 18%
L.A. Clippers
11. 25 .306 18%
Wednesday's Games
Boston 126. Cleveland 95
.New Jersey 106. Milwaukee 99
• Philadelphia 116. L.A Clippers 114
Wednesday's Sports Transactions
Sacramento 88. Indiana 87
BASEBALL
Phoenix 100. Washington 97
American League
L.A. Lakers 125. Portland 121
CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Reached agreement with
Thursday's Games
Carlton Fisk. catcher, on a two-year contract.
Atlanta at Detroit
CLEVELAND INDIANS - Signed Tony Bernasard
San Antonio at Houston
second baseman.and Jamie Easterly. pitch.* to twoSeattle at Denver
year contracts.
Washington af Utah tO,
DETROIT TIGERS - Reached agreement_ with
Friday's Games
•
Kirk Gibson.'ciiiffrelder: on a three-year contract and
L.A. Clippers-61NC* Jersey
Torn Brookena---thtrd--basernart.-- cat--a ---tatryiar
•--sacramenro- at rranineninta
contract.
Atlanta at Boston
NEW. YORK YANKEES - Reached agreement
Phoenix at Dallas
with Phil Niekro. pitcher. on a one-year contract. Joe
Golden State at San Antonio
Niekro, pitcher. on a three-year contract and Butch
Portland at Milwaukee
Wynegar, catcher, on a three-year contra,
Indiana at I. A Takers

Tyvek Hobsewrap

(;.-- -,__--__-777----s• .-_- -,.._---f- -x.\
( Opening Friday
)2
Jan. 10th at 6 p.m. /

7.9`)/0*

•

SLAP hit

Marshall 106, Charleston. W Va
100
Carolina St 66. N Carolina
AliT 48
Tn.-Chattanooga 91. E. Tennessee St 77
Virginia 67. William k Mary 17
Virginia Tech Mt S. Mississippi

NBA Standings

During the Bears' 21-0
NFC playoff victory last
weeli over the New York
Giants, Ditka placed
linebackers Otis Wilson
and Wilber Marshall on
the kickoff team for added muscle.
After Wednesday's
practice in Suwanee,
Ga., Ditka said Willie
Gault also will be on the
kickoff team for Sunday's NFC title game at
Chicago' Soldier Field.
The Rams' passing
game is in the hands of
Dieter Brock, a veteran
from the Canadian
League who signed with
Los Angeles last March.
The Rams had the least
number of passing
yards in the league.
"Makes no difference," said Ditka.
"He has a good arm and
he's a smart quarterback. He's done what
they want him to do
offensively.
"Everybody wants to
see a (Dan) Marino, a
(Joe) Montana, a (Dan)
Fouts, but Brock is effective and productive
and he wins football
games."

Murray Store

•
nal Health In

College Basketball Results

atiriots lose receiver Fryar to finger accident
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
MIAMI (AP) - Four
days before the biggest
game in their history,
Sunday's AFC championship contest with
the Miami Dolphins, the
New England Patriots
arrived here to find they
had lost their top longball threat, wide
receiver and punt
returner Irving Fryar.
Patriots officials said
Fryar, the top choice in
the 1984 NFL draft and
an AFC Pro Bowl choice
as a return man,
severed a tendon in the
little finger of his right
hand Wednesday as he
was replacing a knife in
a kitchen drawer at his
home.
As the rest of the
Patriots were being
honored at a parade in
downtown Boston just
before they boarded a
plane for Miami, Fryar
was reporting to a
hospital for treatment.
Pat Sullivan, New
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Sloan says Florida future brighter in SEC
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The wrap the, cuts Your energy bill by cutting
air infiltration - Now available at an unbelievably

Low Introductory Price
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Nation's kindergarten, nursery school-enrollment up
WASHINGTON (AP) enrollment is up among
— The nation's the youngest
kindergartens and Americans.
Private nursery
nursery schools are
hearing the echo of the school operators are
post-World War II Baby reaping the biggest
Boom, as the children of share of children in that
that generation begin category, the bureau
said Wednesday, but
entering school.
The slump in enroll- when the tots move on to
ment that occurred with kindergarten, most,
the Baby Bust, which switch to public schools.
The Bureau reperted
followed the boom, continues to plague elemen- the number of children
tary and secondary in nursery school and
schools, but the -Census kindergarten climbed
Bureau reports that by about a half-million

THE ACES

between 1980 and 1984,
the most recent complete figures available.
Nursery school enrollment • grew from 2.03
million in 1980 to 2.35
million in 1984, while
during the same period
the number of children
in kindergarten increased from 3.27 million to
3.48 million.
While the so-called
Baby Boom generation
continues to bear
children at rates lower
than their parents, the

2.
-

1-9-A
NORTH
496
V A J 10 6
•A J 9 8 7
463
EAST
WEST
•K Q 7 3
Three no-trump was the contract •10 4.2
7 42
reached at both tables of a recent IP 8 5 3
•K 43
team game. One East managed to •5 2
•Q J 5
beat the game; the other didn't. It 4K 8 7 4 2
SOUTH
will be worth examining why.
4A J 85
South ducked both the jack and
V K Q9
the queen of clubs, and it was deci•Q 106
sion time for East. The first East
A 109
continued the suit in ignorant bliss
and South had an easy time. The dia- Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South.
mond finesse lost, but the clubs The bidding:
were isolated and South took a comEast
North
West
South
fortable 10 tricks.
Pass
24
Pass
NT
1
At the other table, South also re- 2+
All pass
3 NT
Pass
isolate
fused the first two clubs to
Opening lead: Club four
West's suit, but East reasoned that
it was time for a switch. The 21
BID WITH THE ACES
HCP in his hand and the dummy told South holds:
1-9-B
him that West could have no face
card other than the obvious king of
4K Q 7 3
7 42
clubs. But which card to choose?
•K 4 3
The only chance lay with spades,
•Q J 5
and East had to hope that West held
the spade 10. Craftily, East led a
low spade (a spade honor wouldn't North South
1+
work)and South ducked to dummy's 1•
?
nine(correct — the play wins when- 1 NT
Two no-trump. North's
ANSWER:
Q-10
or
K-10
from
led
has
East
ever
minimum range (13the
in
is
rebid
and loses only when East has led
game in case North
Invite
HCP).
15
from K-Q.)
range.
West gathered in his 10 and re- is at or near the top of that
diathe
when
turned the suit, and
Send bndge questions to The Aces. P 0 Box
mond finesse lost, the defenders had 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
five tricks instead of three.
Syndicate
Copyright, MC United Feature

PIGGING FOR RARE
EEHPTIAN COINS CAN
BE VERY EXCITING..

UNLESS, OF COURSE,
IT SUDDENLY OCCURS
TO YOU THAT YOU'RE
IN THE WR0,46 DESERT..
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ed in high school In 1984, enrollment rose 21 per1.2 million fewer than in cent between 1974 and
1984, to 1.8 million.
1980.
Other findings of the
College enrollment
was 12.3 million, up new study include:
—Between 1970 and
about 616,000 since_1980
However, the number is—713-8-4, the— number of
not significantly more white college students
than the 1981 enroll- rose by 37 percent, to 9.3
ment, the report noted. million, while the
Women continue to con- number of blacks doublstitute 51 percent of col- ed to 1.1 million.
lege students, as they
have since 19811.
Graduate school

LINCOLN, Neb.(AP)
Gray said.
The United States im- — Actor Gordon
posed limited economic MacRae, suffering from
sanctions on South cancer of the mouth and
Africa because of the of- jaw as well as
surficial policy of apar- pneumonia, "is a
nine
with
guy
a
vivor...
theid, which preserves
privileges for 5 million lives," his wife says.
His spirits are good
whites and denies rights
"he is fighting
to the 24 million blacks. and
hard," Elizabeth
"There was no agree- MacRae said in an interment on anything ex- view this week.
cept that we should keep
MacRae, 64, best
known for his perfortalking," said Gray.
mances in the musicals
"I feel bitterly disap- "Oklahoma!" and
pointed," Rep. Peter "Carousel," was admitKostmayer, a Pennslyvania Democrat, told
reporters after the
90-minute meeting with
Botha at the president's
home near George on
the Cape coast.
Also in the U.S.
delegation were Rep.
Charles Hayes of
Chicago; Rep. Edolphus
WASHINGTON (AP)
Towns of New York;
Walter Fauntroy, the — Defense Secretary
non-voting House of Caspar W. Weinberger,
Representatives launching a new camdelegate from paign to salvage PresiWashington, D.C., and dent Reagan's military
Rep. Lynn Martin of Il- buildup, disclosed addilinois. Martin is the only tional Soviet missile
Republican, and he and deployments while warKostmayer are the only ning that the free world
could not afford "erwhites in the group.
ratic" American
defense spending.
In remarks prepared
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
for delivery today to the
C 1906 Universal Prams Syndicate
Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace,
Weinberger revealed
that the Soviets in the
past month hav,e increased from 27 to 45 the
number of mobile, SS-25
nuclear missila
deployed and
operational.
That missile "is a
clear violation of the
SALT II accord and a
potent threat to deterrence," he said, adding
that its deployment provides fresh evidence of
the need for a meaningful arms control
agreement.
Such an agreement
will never materialize,
Weinberger said, unless
the Soviets understand
.CD
"we are willing and able
to pay the price in order
to negotiate from a posi•
tion of strength."
Still in its early stages, the Olcluval
In the speech,
Pothole claims its first victim.

the second day of their
four-day visit, rejected
their appeal to visit imprisoned black leader
Nelson Mandela, Winnie
Mandela's husband,
said Rep. William Gray,
a black Democrat from
Philadelphia.
The U.S. delegation
told a news conference
they put specific reform
paposals to Botha, including equal education
for all races and scrapping laws that restrict
where blacks may live,
work and travel.
They also urged an
end to forced removals
of blacks from white
areas and restrictions
on news coverage of
racial unrest.
Gray told The
Associated Press in a
telephone interview
from Cape Town, "I am
not encouraged at all."
"I told him that if you
don't want to get rid of
apartheid then you don't
want a strong relationship with the United
States. He said sanctions were punitive and
that the Americans
were interfering in
South African affairs,"

HERE ARE IWO PEOPLE WHO,
FOR ALL PRACKAL PURPOSES,
APPEAR TO BE IDENTICAL
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LT. FLAP'S AN
OFFICER."MAN"
FROM HIM IMPLIES
NO DISRESPECT!
YOURS PoEs!
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LT FLAP
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"MAN
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IA 1
POO
LOVER
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AS HE GONE YET
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STILL, I-4E COULD COME
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48

OmiG054-1 ' I'VE WAiTEC,
HERE FOR TWO HOURS

MOMENT

1 Trades for
money
6 Vital organ
11 Folds
13 Intractable
person
14 Hebrew
month
15 Loses
freshness
17 River in Italy
18 Small child
20 Lift
21 Fruit seed
22 Sailor's mop
24 Soak, as flax
25 Covers
26 Cease
28 Set of games
30 Woody plant
32 Temporarily
speechless
33 Gratify
35 Repast
37 Insects
38 Hit lightly
1
11
14

ki)
.4111111%

4r-wr

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Narrow
opening
42 Ancient
43 Eagle's nest
45 Underworld
god
46 Spanish
article
47 In attendance
49 Tantalum
symbol
50 Buy back
52 More vapid
54 Packs away
55 Arabian
chieftains
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Mt.& CALL
ME NAN
CALL ME
"SIR

RAM
MILE
STAR
.43 B I
EMIT
MI AMU
BET
DO
OLAPSE
NOBLE
L A la A
BE
STRATEGY
RAP
EAR
TRACE
CE
MEN
EEL
AU
LEARN
NAP
BUD
DOS IGNED
EA
NOEL
RAFE'S
USEFUL
HE
ALE
CASE
ALIT
MOA
TREE
MASH
PET

DOWN
1 Quarrels
2 Joints
3 French article
4 Ordinance
MI
6 abbit
7 Bitter vetch
8 Near
9 Swiftly
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cent, up from 52 percent
in 1972, the first year for
which figures were
available. About 30 percent of the hie...school
graduates attended college in each year..

4

ted to Bryan Memorial
Hospital three weeks
ago, she said. The
hospital is not issuing
condition reports at the
family's request.
The cancer was
diagnosed last fall, Mrs.
MacRae said. "He is
very sick and they are
doing what they can. We
don't have a prognosis.
No one knows."
MacRae is improving
from the pneumonia and
"has a great sense of
humor about things,"
she said.

Defense Secretary
reveals'new Soviet
missile deployment

ectram.Qc.
imp

HEY, MAN. HERE'S THAT
REPORT •

—In 1984 the percentage of Hispanics who
were high school
graduates was 60 per-

Actor MacRae is a
Group discouraged bymeeting 'survivor' says wife

IF YOU FIND THE RIGHT
ONE5, YOU COULD MAKE
A FORTUNE

86

enrolling their children
in these schools. This
has paralleled an in-.
crease in the number of_
mothers seeking to con- tinue their education
and careers.
Enrollment in
elementary schools
peaked in 1970 and has
since declined by 21 percent; falling 31 percent
In private schools. /77
There were 13.8
million students enroll-

JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa AP) —
Members of a,U.S. congressional delegation
'said they made no progress in a-meeting with
President P.W. Botha,
and left feeling
discouraged about the
prospects for racial
reforms in South Africa.
Meanwhile, the new
school year began
Wednesday, but
thousands of black
students continued their
school boycott, leaving
classrooms near Johannesburg. Pretoria, and
The cities of Cape province nearly empty.
"Most secondary
schools in the bigger
centers of the Eastern
Cape had absolutely no
attendance." said
Department of Education spokesman Peter
Mundell. The boycott
followed government rejection of a demand by
black parents to
postpone the reopening
until Jan. 28.
Black activist Winnie
Mandela appeared in
Supreme Court to
challenge a government
order banning her from
her home in Soweto, the
huge black township
outside Johannesburg.
Her hearing i sc duled to resume today.
with
Botha, who m
the six Americans on

BOBBY WOLFF

"There is a time for departure evett—
when there's no certain place to .
go.7 Tennessee Williams.

es

large number of people
in the age group has produced an increase in
total births, which
population experts have
termed an "echo" of the
boom.
In addition to this
surge, the Census
Bureau observed that
nursery school enrollment has been rising
steadily since the 1960s
because of the greater
proportion of parents

dUdlUl
54

lull

111

dIUUU

21 Mottled
23 Uninteresting
persons
25 Citrus fruit
Pl
27 Edible seed
29 Alcoholic
beverage
31 Hold in high
regard
33 Poll
34 Corn plant
parts
36 Linger
37 South African
Dutchmen
39 Bakers
products
41 Former
Russian
rulers
43 War god
44 Heraldry
grafted
47 Church
bench
48 Scottish cap
51 AC60;004641
53 Roman 51

_
Weinberger said President Reagan's defense
policies have forced the
Soviets to resume arms
control negotiations; increased "the solidarity
of our European allies";
and fostered economic
growth and democratic
freedom in such areas of
the world as Asia,
But those gains are
being jeopardized by a
new balanced -budget
law and congressional
critics "who do not appreciate the intricate
relationship between
political and military
power," he said.
"The struggle over
the budget is a serious
problem because that
budget speaks volumes
to the world about what
,kind of people we are,
what kind of nation we
will be, how strongly we
stand as protectors of
freedom, and whether
we will be able to
negotiate successfully
with the Soviet Union,"
Weinberger said.

British official
quits over sale
of ailing firm

LONDON (API—
Defense Secretary
Michael Heseltine
stormed out of a
meeting Of—Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher's Cabinet and
resigned today, apparently in a dispute
over the sale of an ailing
helicopter manufacturing company to
American and Italian
buyers.
"I think it would be
wrong for me to say any
more at the moment
other than I have resigned from Cabinet," he
told reporters outside
No.10 Downing St., the
Conservative prime
minister's office and
residence.
"I shall be making a
statement later," he
' • said.
Press Association, the
—.77--'British national news
agency, and the British
Broadcasting Corp. attributed his resignation
to the Cabinet dispute
over sale of the
Westland helicopter
company.
Heseltine, 52, had
been waging a lone campaign against,other
Cabinet ministers to
prevent the sale of the
financially ailing firm,
Britain's only helicopter
manufacturer, to the
American Sikorski firm
and Fiat of Italy. He
favored selling it to an
all -European
consortium.
The first balloon
ascension in the United
States was made in 1793
in Philadelphia by JeanPierre Eflanchara of
France
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53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR: LEE'S CARPET
Factory authorized for CLEANING. Fur all
BARRETT'S
Tappan, Kelvinator and your carpet & upholstBrown. Service on gas • ery cleaning. For a free
SERVICE
1971 AMC Hornet and
electric ranges, estimate call 753-5827
microwaves. dis- Satisfied references.
CENTER
Needs some work, hwashers.
re- LICENSED Electrician
14as
46. Homes for Sale
frigerators. etc. Earl for residential and
Hay
good
Timothy
tires,
KsaVy Duty
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- commercial. Heating
3 BP., I bath brick.
GRILL cook. Must be
$1.50 Per Bale
and air condition. gas
5341.
living room, den with
$400.00.
Mufflers For
able to work quickly &
37 livestock Supplies
wood stove, 2 outside
GENERAL HOME installation and repair
correctJy in a high
Call
270 BALES of Fescue storage buildings, quiet
REPAIR. 15 years ex- Phone 753-7203
volume area with verCall 753-4094
perience. Carpentry, MOBILE HOME REP, hay. $1.25 a bale. Call street. in town, .1.4w
Apply
753-1265
orders.
grill
bal
Installed
40's. 753-0350 or 753-6831.
concrete, plumbing. AIR and preventative
492-8659.
Between
10
a.m.
Personnel Services,
at
200 N. 4th St.
roofing, siding. NO JOB maintenance. Roofs
T-TAY for sale, round or 3 BR, 2 bath, all
Murray State Univers- WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft
TO SMALL. Free es- floors, plumbing, wiring
Murray, Ky.
and 6 p.m.
square bale. Call 753- electric. 1 1/2 acres.
ity, Murray. Ky. refrigerator with texNo job
_ • call 753-8289.
8555 after 5p.m.
1
s timates. Days 753-6973. hurricane straps.
tured steel door. only
lE0E/MF.
too small. 759-4850.
slights 474-2276.
3
all
brick
BR
ranch,
for
Rudolph
READY
week
slaughter;
per
openings
$8.00
2
Job?
a
NEED
1979 BUICK Electra
grain fed steer. Call appliances, wood burn- Limited, loaded, all
COSMETOLOGY by now. You may qualify if. Goodyear 753-0595
fireplace,
ing
large
489-2449.
Irrigat•on R•seiential
GED
have
not
WHIRLPOOL heavy 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
extras, good condition.
John Lane Back Hoe
LaDora. Perms $25.Call (1)you do
WANT to buy cows or yard & patio, only 3 1/2 Call 474-2796.
CAMPBELL WELL
753-0658 or 753-0611 or your high school duty washer with 4
Service installs and
mi.
142.000.
from
town.
for
have
trailer
you
of
HOUSE
(21
'Weeding
heifers
goo8
diploma.
DRILLING
cycles, only 86 00 per 14x52
1979 MOIstTE Carlo
10a.m.-5p m , closed
for
Call
an
appointment
repairs septic tanks
9
be
will
school
80
Tn
ready
that
of
or
out
McKenzie.
stock
14x70
been
later
or
week. Rudolph 1983
Sports Coupe, ps. pb.
Sat. k
CM Collect
months or more, (3) you Goodyear, 753-0595.
house trailer. Call 437- to breed in the middle of 753-9706.
Also pump tanks
air, 54.000 miles. 1
901 352 3671 or
are between ages 16* 21,
May. Must be reasona- 3 BR home with added owner. excellent condi4608.
901 352-5704
by the
Licensed
2
of
rental
BR
feature
Furnishings
Of
Home
Out
474.8884.
J.T.P.A.
Call
16.
call
priced.
bly
1981 SUNSHINE (NorMetal Roofing &
tion. $3100. Call 492-8494.
Free Estimates
house on same proHealth Dept. You've
School 753-9378 between 4-PIECE trestle dining thern Built), 14x70, all ask for Tim.
Cellica
1981
TOYOTA
Siding-Fectory Direct
perty. Call 436-2237
8:30-12:005 days a week. room suite. buffet & electric air/heat, 3
called the rest, now
Pint Quality painted $42.63
GT. AM-FM radio._ air. 2 JOINIR S complete
after 5p.m.- .
NEW salon opening. hutch. *7-piece maple bedroom. 2 full baths, 38 Pets-Supplies
per severs. *Advertised
dorm.- -tan 753-1502' be. tree service, 32 yrs.
call the best.
living
BR:
BY
2
owner.
Cosmetologist needed dining room suite, wood excellent condition,
632.00 per square. fell 36"
tween 5p.m. & 8p.m.
experienc.r. Also,
753-8669,
for full & part time dinettes, couches & dishwasher, partially AEC Basset Hound room den, 2 fireplaces,
ammo.Pey only for whet
stumps mechanically
garage and utility shed
employment. Call 753- chairs. , Solid cherry furnished. Can leave on puppies. Call 489-2599.
stenM
motel
V
5
gel.
V's
removed 10'' below
pond. 50 Used Trucks
8545.
SEWING Machine Redoni lengths at 626.45 per
bedroom suite, hide-a- lot. Call 437-4118 after AK L Cocker Spaniel on 2 acres with
surface. Call 753-0366.
Call 498-8749.
puppies. Call 753-7302.
pair All makes and
dryer,
washer,
bed,
severe. Rentierty Wood's
way
1960
4JEEP
pickup:
NETPONSIBLE woman
owner:
by
dog. female, 2 FOR sale
models. Home & InI CHESTER 2 BR
farm Canter Metal felon.
wheel drive, 6 cylinder
part-time babysit. dishwasher, refrigerafor
Aluminum
dustrail. and bag closhome, gas heat. years old, trained 81 assumable 7 3/4'; loan. engine, lock-out hubs.
Tell Pr's la Ky.
ting and light tor, chairs, recliner. mobile
on very nice 4 bedroom $9 50 . 753-9181 or
Service Co.
broke. Call 753-3496.
ing machines. Also
111104334243.
vacuum cleaner, war- 12x60, good condition
housekeeping duties
scissor sharpning.40
Pves delhery 25 severer sal vp.
Aluminum and vinyl
drobe. 753-1502 or 753- Need to sell. Call days DOG obedience training. home, quiet neighbor- 753-8124.
References required
yrs. experience. All
759-1436. nights 759-1776.
Hobby, career or just a hood, large fenced yard, 1966 GMC pickup, 283
OLUEGRASS AG
siding. Custom trim
Write P.O. Box 1040-A, 4860.
753work guaranteed. Kenwell mannered compan- low utilities. Call
DISTRIBUTORS
BROWN , sectional
References.
short
automatic,
work.
V-8
Murray.
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
and AKC 0610.
Henderson, Ky.
bed. $650. 753-9181 or
Call Will Ed Bailey
RESTAURANT MAN- couch,- used approx. 1 28 Mobile Homes for Rent ion. Boarding
Stella, Ky.
German Shepherds. 436- LEAVING state, roomy 753-8124.
753-06119
AGEMENT. Assistant year, good condition. 10 MILES east of 2858
3 BR, 2 bath brick,
STUMP REMOVAL
management trainee. $200. Call 474.2370.
$150 a month SIBERIAN Husky family room, 2 1970 DATSUN pick-Op
DORIS Beauty Shop, 'Established
RING by Sears. SERVICE.
CONTEMPORARY 3- Murray,
rebuilt
camper,
company
with
624 Broad Street. 753- looking for mature, piece living room suite. plus deposit. Call Linzy puppies for sale. Call fireplaces, appliances, engine. 1972 VW Van, Sears continuous gut- Mechanically. removed
Beane residence 436-_ 492-8454.
below the
in city. Must see to
6474, will be open at
new parts. 79.000 ters installed for your 10 inches
person who is Call after 4 p.m._ 2582.
appreciate, 50's. 753- lots of
6a.m. Tuesday. Wed- energetic to learn and 759-9702.
specifications. Call surface, no damage to
mile.
474-2325.
Call
willrhg
4486.
12x60, 2 BR. 2 full baths,
surrounding lawn.
nesday, Thursday and
No experience LIVING room suite: private lot, water fur- 41. Pulblic Sales
locking Sears 753-2310 for free Larry Wood 753-0211 or
Friday for persons de- grow.
THREE bedroom 1 4, 1970 SCOUT 4x4,
estimate.
couch, 2
resume
includes
Send
necessary.
New
spd.
3
cyl.,
4
hubs.
nished, 5 min. from
siring to have their hair
bath, brick house with
INSULATION blown in 1-443-8682.
Andy Jordan, 303 chairs, end tables and town. Call 492-8722.
done. Will take everting to:
large back yard, base- -white -letter radials. by Sears. TVA ap- TREES trimmed or
Hopkin• coffee table. $250. Call
Dr.,
Sheila
condition.
Very
gout
appointments also.
Also, yard
ment, outdoor storage,
2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
759-4663.
sville, Ky. 42240.
after proved. Save on those removed.
Fri. 8-5
Bonnie Hulslander.
assumable loan. $38,000. $1950_ Calf-753-2/08
AC/natural gas. Shady
high heating and cool- work. Experienced.
4p.m.
WANTED: live in sitter WHIRLPOOL heavy Oaks 753-5209.
Call 759-1020 after 6 pm.
ing bills. Call Sears Free estimates.. Call
1 mBe from city
or overnight sitter, duty dryer with 3 temp
1975 CKEVY pickup, 356 753•2310 for free 436-2690.
10:30p.m., to 7:30a.m. selections, only $4.00
Motorcycles
North.
47.
121
!knits on
automatic, 'ps, ors,. air. estimate.
WET BASEMENTr We
GOLDEN
per week. Rudolph 30. Business Rentals
Call 759-1936.
Roy Graham Rd. 1st
1977 YAMAHA motor- See at University -Golf J.L. McKnight & Sons make wet basements
753-0595.
Goodyear,
HENDON mini storage
MEMORIES
cycle 650, excellent at 5-Points or -call Sawmill on Poor Farm dry... Work completely.
trailer on right across
WHITE GE refrigerator, self storage units, bus9. Situation Wanted
condition-, 20.000 miles. 753-8174 after' 5p.m.
759-1737
Rd. Buyer of standing guaranteed. Call or
Rust color sofa, love seat, iness or personal use. 24 from John's Savings
write Morgan . Connew back tire, new 1979 CHEVROLET van,' timber. Call 753-7528.
Videotaping & 35 mm
GENERAL house 2 ottomans, rocker and hour easy access. Center.
struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
battery, new wind- customized, grey, $3000.
cleaning. Dependable. glass coffee table. Excel- -lights, assorted sizes.
filming. Will film on
Winter
clothes,
409A, Paducah, Ky.
shield, $650., 753-7101 Call 474-1796. References supplied. lent condition. Antique 753-7618
desired location for all
Poulan & Stihl
coats, shoes, furniture
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
days.
1982 CHEVY S-10, red,
Call 759-4604.
cherry wood bed, oak
occasions.
Chalnsaw Repair
WILL haul white rock,
1985 HONDA 250 SX p.s., pb... air .condition& misc
I will stay with sick or chest and dresser. 759Weddings, Birthdays,
32 Apts for Rent
sand, lime, rip rap and
i ng, Pioneer sound
3-wheeler, like new
MURRAY HOME
No sales before 8 a.m.
elderly by the hour. day 9953 or 759-1033.
Annfverserys, Graduations
masonary sand, coal,
Call 753-7485
system, 24,000 - miles,
Re-Unions, Showers,
or night. 23 years
1 BEDROOM furnished
& AUTO
dirt, gravel: fill sand.
$5,000. Call 753-6664.
Ins. Cims...
experience. Call 437- 20. Sports Equipment
apartment. Call
49.Used Cars
Chestnut St.
Call Roger Hudson,
1984 TOYOTA pickup
4669, if no answer keep
733-3139.
753-157 1
753-4545 or 753-6763.
12 GAUGE shot 'gun.
cylin6
MUSTANG.
1968
4-speed,
topper,
with
trying.
1 BR apt refrigerator,
der. See at 13th & Payne. air, AM-FM cassette,
PAM'S CAKE HUT the RESPONSIBLE Chris- Remington 870-Wing stove, water furnished.
Call 753-8309.
place to call for a delic- tian woman will babysit Master. Call 435-4280.
sliding rear glass, 11,500 ROOFIN , ; Plumbing
$97 a month. Call 753ious SCRATCH made in my home. Excellent
9
LTD
FORD
miles. Day 753-1651, Concrete work, Ad1972
0595.
Everything
cake, such as carrot, references...-Call 24. Miscellaneous. 1 BR at Cardinal apt.
passenger station wa- night & weekend 753- ditions, Painting.
General Carpentry
coconut,. applespice, Ita- 759-1051.
Must Got -----gon. AC. AM/FM, good 5289.
55 GAL. drums- food with furniture, $170. 1-P.A. Molony Co
lian cream, Honey
$400
winterized.
tires,
grade- removable tops, BR at 1608 College
15-26 Canterbury -Call 753-1652.
753 -1628 . Free
52. Boats-Motors
nut,and jam. We special- WILL babysit small $7; 9 metal desks and 1 Farm Rd. with furniize in character cakes children in my home. executive desk: slightly ture. $190. Call 753-3530.
These Times Only:
1974 AMERICAN 1984 164 POLAR - Estimates.
Let Rex give you a
like Cabbage Patch, evenings. Phone 753- used 150.000 BTU
Motors Ambassador. CRAFT with 1985 40 NEED work on your
Fri., Jan. 10 1 BR efficiency apt.
Topping, pruntrees?
rainbow bright, heman 8824.
be753-0521
Call
$800.
price on your sepH.P. Johnson, trolling ing, shaping, complete
kerosene construction
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
hearts etc. as well as WILL clean homes, blower/heater, $175. Partial utilities paid. No
tween 7a.m.-3:30p.m.
finder, 2
depth
motor,
753-9741.
Call
pets.
11
Jan.
Sat.,
and.more. Call
tic tank & backhoe
weddings and showers. experienced, dependa- Call 759-4005 or 753-4950.
1977 THUNDERBIRD. batteries, i trailer. Day removal
1 BR furnished apt.
TREE
and we make our own ble, references. Call
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
good condition. $800. 753-1881, night or 43 OVER'S(Or' Prowork.
sale,
for
BATTERIES
&
adjoining
University
SERVICE
cakes to be remembered 753-8642.
Sun., Jan. 12 Call 753-3697
weekend 753-5289.
new & used. Call 437- Chestnut St. Refessional tree care
so call 759-4492 or stop by
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
4241.
'79 CHEVROLET Malferences. No pets. No
753-0338.
410 Main. After hours call 10. Business Opportunity
ibu Station Wagon, 53. Services Offered
CAR batteries, 66 children. Call 753-3134
30 yrs. experiertar--437-4455.
ODD job specialist, ceilair,
pb,
ps,
%liver,
:
masonry
type
ALL
YOU can be your own month guarantee.
43 Real Estate
ing fans. electrical.
66.000x miles. Excellent work, block, brick. plumbing, fencing. You
boss with a minimum Series 24, 24-F Br 74- 1 BR furnisha apt.
condflibit,* $2,200. After concrete, driveways. name it, I do it. You buy, I 56 Free Column
down and assume a loan $29.99. Series 27 & 27-F- located over Ezell
Wilson
5p.m. 753-1500.
with low interest at a $32.99. Wallin Hard- Btauty School, N. 4th
sidewalks, patios, house Install. You break. I fix. FREE Lab puppies to
PHOTO
fixed rate. Business is ware, Paris, Tn.
CARS $152, Jeeps $64. fouldations, new Call-436-2868.
St. Suitable for couple
good home. Call
Realty
profitable, owner wants CLEARANCE sale. Wood or two college boys. $175
Now available at local chithneys or chimney PAINTISIG =Paper 489-2455.
ENLARGING to
1. 5 Acres in city.
go back to school. heater with thermostat, month, $50 deposit. No
govt sales. Call' repair. 25 years ex- hanging, commerical or
puppies, part
Call Mary Jane Rober- deluxe cabinet, has lift-up pets. See 'apt. by going
5:7 Only $1"
(refundable I 1(619)565- perience Free es- residential, Free es- FREE
$5,000 down, balance
Shepherd Sr
son at Century 21, cook suziace top.• 25" by Ezell Beauty School
1522 for directory to timates. Call Charles timates. References. 25 German
,
financed at 10%.
part Labrador. Call
IIx10 only 53"
753-5476.
Loretta Jobs Realtors, brick lined fire box, cast or call 753-5263 from
Barnett
purchase.
bk..
Acres
2
2.
near
years experience. 753-8590 or after Spin
753-1492.
Up To Poster 511e
iron grates and doors, 8a.m. to 5p.m.
'64 PONTIAC, good APPLIANCE
Has well & septic
Tremon Farris 759-1987
759-4664.
Kenmore,
20x211
Call
supply limited, $199.99. 1 FURNISHED beetSERVICE.
shape.
running
tank.
Wallin Hardware. Paris, room apartment. See Ait
We
753-3637.
In Store
3. 3 Lots in Sherwood
Tn.
100 S.13th St.
Ono Hour Service
.75 MUSTANG Fast- Whirlpool. 23 years
Forest Subdivision onmirror,
with
DRESSER
back. 4 speed. 4 cylin- experience. Parts and
2 BR apt. neat UniversAnd Complete
ly
$12.000.
chest, flip size bed, ity, water furnished,
der, low miles, $1300. service. Bobby , Hopper.
4. 2 Bedroom Frame , Call 753-3648 after 6p.m.
PROCESSING
Bob's Appliance Serchain saw and stereo. gas heat, $50 deposit.
2 Acre on HWy.
/
on 11
With Individual
Call 753-293k
$140 a month. Call
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
'76 BUICK Skylark, low vice: 202 S. 5th St.
W.Only $25,000.
And Personal
FIREWOOD for sale. $25 753-5992.
mileage, good mpgs, Business 753-48.72, 436CUS TOM WOODWORKING
5848 (home).
5. Duplex-3 bedroom - $850. Call 753-5566.
Attention
rick delivered. Red oak 2 BR, energy efficient,
on one sid•, 2
and white oak. Call 753- modern brick duplex,
•
'78 MALIBU. 4 door. d rENCE sales at Sears
0659.
bedroom on IN.
on Story Ave. Appliancylinder automatic. '90 now. Call Sears 753-2310
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & 0
TN - FIREWOOD
for sale. ces furnished. Quiet
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
other. $53.500 on
Chevette, 4 door, 4- for free estimate for
your needs.
Birch • OM. • Walnut • Cherry
$20 for a full size pick-up deadend street.
speed. Call 753-6073.
Monroe.
$100,000
• BOOKCASES el
MANTLES
•
DUNCASES
and $15 for small pick- 753-7185.
6. A Bargain NowlKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ONE HOUR PHOTO
up. Sullivan Saw Mill
An Advantage Latest
REFINISHING
with bath,
Mid*
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &FURNITURE
•
522-6433 before 9a.m. or 3 ROOMS
COMPETITIVE PONCES Drop Sy a Spa Our Display
Commercial lot on S.
•
$150 per month. Call
after 6p.m.
•
CRASS
1-527-9641.
12th with two 2
Agency
Insurance
Hopkins
• 1212 Main Murray. Ky. 753-5940 •
FIREWOOD, cheap,
FURNITURE
student needs
bedroom dwellings.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
delivered. After 6p.m. FEMALE
• ••••••••
•
•
•
her
103 S. 3rd
share
someone
to
O•*•
•
WO•
Miller
1607
on
Lot
7.
753-0467.14. Want to Buy
Check Our
Downtown laurnsy
apt. Non Smoker &
only
2x150,
/
721
heaters
REROSENE
753-3421
CARIN Terrier Puppy
City & Suburban
cleanliness a must. Call
$6,100.
or West Highland White 12,300 BTU's $79.99. 753-4556 after 5p.m.
Homeowner's
S. 22 Acres Ideal for
Hardware,
Wallin
Terrier. Call 759-1449.
753-0640 before 5p.m.
country home. Has old
Paris. TN.
Rates
ask for Laura.
WANT to buy raw furs
house & barn.
6 Help Wanted
McClellan Furs, MOVING- must sell FURNISHED, extra
Call
115 S. 13th
9. Duplex on Dodson.
immediately: piano
Max Crouse, Greenfield, Tn,
needed Stanley Owen Mc- $350, desk $200. copy nice, large 3 room apt..
on
bedroom
3
Has
Dr.
Tom
Hopkins
III.
Murray, Ky.
&
Pulaski,
University
near
Clellan,
2:30p.m. to 10p.m. 5
Jan. 15, 1986 at 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday,
machine $200. Call 759- Hospital. Couple or
each side.
42071
nights per week. Must 618-342-6316.
(502)753-6202
Greenfield is located approx. 35
Location:
4
1625.
horne
Bedroom
4
10.
student
graduate
have own transporta- WANT to buy old
WE service all makes of preferred. Heat and
miles North of Jackson on Hwy. 45E. Turn
with 2 baths. 2 Rental
tion & references. Call treadle sewing
East in Greenfield on Hwy. 124 toward McKin2 acres on
/
machines, straight sewing machines and water furnished. No
cabins on 21
753-5226.
razors, coverlets, coun- vacuum cleaners at re- pets or children. Priv2 miles watch for signs.
/
zie. Go approx. 11
280 near ok•.
pins & lace be- asonable rates. For more ate. Call 753-3415 or
ter
11. 4 Bedroom brick
Tractors: JD 8640, cab, air 20.8x38 duals
ASSEMBLY
EASY
354-6521
call
information
&
SILVER
GOLD
PRICES
DAILY
753-8756.
or
with basement & lots
WORK!.4600.00 per 100. dspreads. 492-8714
only 1500 hours-Two JD 4440, cab, air, quad
ask for Martha Hopper
FURNISHED 1 Bdr.
Silver
of built-ins On 641 S.
Gold
Guaranteed payment. 753-3642.
hickory
&
OAK
range, 1 8.4x38 duals-JD 4620, synco-range
No
$185.
Bdr.
2
$165.
or
lot
buy
to
WANT
12. 2 Bedroom lake
No experience/no
Closed
firewood $27.50 full rick pets. Near Univ. 753Closed
with 18.4x38 duals-Combine JD. 6600, cab,
10
within
acreage
small
selfsales. Details send
front with boat dockdelivered.' $22 U-haul. 0430.
Yesterday 332 10
Yesterd:.4:88
air, chopper, diesel, hydro-stat with 216 flex
addressed stamped en- miles of Town, also Call 436-2778.
In
Bluff
ing.
Pin•
Opened
Opened
header (real nice) JD 6 rows,30" corn head-One
velope; Elan Vital- 332. would like to buy used PICK -up truck bed ONE bedroom Apartment
Sitar's.
near downtown Murray.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft refrigerator. Call 753- rubber ma
set of 4 roller tracks for 6600.
5.95
evrolet- Call 753-4109 or 762-6650.
333.00
Today
Today
13. 2 Lots on
pm.
6
after
2887
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
. Nissan. TAKING applications
Ford- Da
Trucks: 74 Ford, model 800, air brakes,
Lakeshore Driv• In
.07
90
Up
Up
El Camin - Ranger. for Section 8. Rent
2 ft. metal bed with hoist.-69 Model F-600,
/
151
Pine liftoff Shores.
of.
Compliments
Stokes
at
Mazda. See
14. 2 Bedroom frame
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
with 15% ft. steel bed with hoist.-65
Ford
REPAIR
SHOE
VERNON'S
WESTERN
WEAR
Tractor 753-1319.
on ',. acre. Clow tct
2 ft. steel bed with
/
C-60, Chevy, 151
Model
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
REASONED fire/kOod- Apts., Hardin, Ky,
Und•r
town.
hoist.
oak. hickory, mixed Equal Housing
723 7 11 3
$10,000.00.
hardwoods $30/rick Opportunity.
Field Equipment: Forrest City, 6 row,
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
15. 10 Acres 8. 30
delivered. Min. order 2 THREE bedroom, two
Hours: 10.6 Daily. Closed Sunday
hydraulic fold Do-all-JD 7 ft. rotary mower.-30
In
pads
home
mobilo
ricks. Call John Boyer bedroom and one bed
ft. Krause disc-JD 11 shank ripper-8 row 30"
city.
753-0338.
room Apts.., Lease and
anhydrus applicator-2 JD 5-16 breaking
16. 5 Acres commis!.
SEASONED oak & deposit. Adults Only, 00
plows.-M&W rotary hoe.-7-16 on line
cial property In city.
hickory firewood de- pets. 753 9208 atter 4 pm
livered. All tree trim
17. 2 Plots near Ky.
plow.-40 ft. boom and 3 pt. spray rig-8 row
Friday evening Jan. 10th 6 p.m.
ming & removing. Call 33 Rooms for Rent
.
Kok•
30' 7100 plateless planter, hydraulic
753-5476.
On the court square.
IS. 10:30 Mobll•
fold-2-No. 85 JO 8 row 30' hydraulic fold
ROOM for rept. 1 block
222 S. 12th
REASONED wood- oak, from University. Kit•
horn, with S:10 addiMurray, Ky.
Downtown
cultivators-JD, 11 row soy bean special
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
red oak & white oak.
tion near Ky. Lake.
chen available. „gable
Lerman Bros. Department Store, one of
plante(-20 ft. packer-mulcher.-2-30 JD disc,
489-2104.
Phone
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
19. Large den, control
(Cinemax and RI30
Murray's landmarks, is going out of
SEASONED or un- and utilities are fur1954 ft. hydraulic fold, one with harrow.-JD
heat & air, 3 bedroom
seasoned wood, you niphed. $125/mqnth.
business. Selling to the bare walls-all stock
15 shank chisel plow.-Bermeer irrigation rig,
on
S.
brick
121
haul. Call 4364439.
that Is left.
Available .now for
1300 ft. hose.-5 cylinder Dotce power unit.
For Those & frnflA
WHIRLPOOL spring semester.
Stor• fixtures, tables, rocks, manikins,
St
Us
Confect
Property
microwave oven with
racks,
shelf
7594,
shelving.
wall
counters, display cows.
700 watts cooking
cash register adding machines. typewriter, tape
Wilson Real
power. only $4.50 week. 34. Houses for Rent
Established 1959
mochine. paper rollers, plate glass shelves and
Rudoph Goodyear. 153
At. 2 Box 2252, Sikeston, MO 63801
Estate
Clarksadvertising
items,
BR
MODERN
3
old
of
brick
Lots
brackets.
0585.
302 N. 12th
1-314-471-7605
house in Kirksey. Ky
0.N.T. embroidery thread cabinet. spool rocks.
Phone 753-3263
$225 per month Deposit
Tennessee Firm License 1526
lots of
shales/non
stools,
shoe
antique
lowelory.
NEED A CAR? -if references required
109.4Mme
TERMS: Cash or good cheek day of sale.
other oil goodies.
Jayte Satearorth
489-2402 or.489-2467
No Credit,
For information call
Loader tractor furnished free day of sale.
436-2304
NICE 2 bedroom house
Bob Hale. 314-471-6605
RE Gaines. Lic 226
Tarots Garland
No Interest.
near University. Ap
Bo Calvin°. 314-471 1935
753.6323
Dime Het 314-243-211e
pliances furnished 1200
Call Sammy
Wirt." Wilson
For information on saki Of to Consign Items ca0 Mei
Large 2 bedroom house
Lynn Grove, Ky.
435-4128
753-5066
Crouse 901-235-2369 or 235-3164.
at 753-6448 'near hospital, $225. Call
753-6429 after 4 pm

2 .Notice

'41

15. Articles for Sale
DOMINO'S Pizza is now RCA home stereo and
accepting applications. manual typewriter Call
Must be 18 years or 762-4798
•
older & have small gas
efficient car. Apply
before 4p.m. No phone
Good
calls.

6. Help Wanted

$29"

25. Business Services
ALI. types commerical
Construction. Preengineered metal;
masonary or wood
buildings. We furnish
blueprints approved by
the Ky State Building Inspectors. Emerson Construction Co Inc. General
Contractors. P.O. Box
130. Paris Tn. 38242. Call
day or night, 901-644-9840.
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Individual, farm,
small businesses. Reasonable rates Call
48 9 4 440 for
appointment.

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR frame house in
Panoram
Shores,
wood & el triç eat,
$150 a moo
Call
753-5094.
LARGE 4 bedroom. 3
bath. 2 story house $525
monthly Call 753-6035

rN.

nID

45. Farms for Sale
225 ACRE farm
southeast of New „Concord. Cropta.nd,
marketable timber,
fencing- & creek. Call
753-7531.

49

Used Cars

53. Services Offered

MUST SELL

as.

INDOOR SALE

MOVING
SALE

•

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

641.
CLUB

Ouunrs

at
$uryear,

Call (901)
642-3088

FARM MACHINERY
AUCTION

nABYSITTER

toch

-Wall To Wall Sale

Wholesale prices to all on car
and home stereos. 86 Model
VCR and Car CD players by
Sony and Pioneer.

•••••••••

AUCTION SALE

World of Sound

Amvets Post 45
Dance
January 10& 11

Band
Di xiebreeze
8:30 p.m.-?

HALE AUCTION CO.

Otto Chester Auction Service

•

If

-

.
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Kentucky News In Brief
Circuit Clerk Dennis Patrick.
The grand jury charged Tuesday that Danny
Star Burson, 29, committed criminal mischief on
Nov. 14 by allegedly destroying more than $1,000
worth of property at Patrick's home with a teargas grenade.
Burson also was charged with wanton endangerment for allegedly throwing another teargas grenade at Patrick's house on Dec. 13.
No injuries were reported.
Burson was apprehended by Tennessee officials on Dec. 13 after an auto chase that involved Patrick and others.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. API — The Old Kentucky
Home Council is moving its annual Scout-0Rama from the State Fairgrounds to Churchill
Downs, where it will be held April 18-20.
The event gives Boy Scouts an opportunity to
demonstrate outdoor skills learned during the
previous year and to compete with other troops.
Ken Connelly, executive director of the counboys and leaders are excil, said about 2000,
pected to participate in Scout-O-Rama, which is
open to the public. The scouts will sleep in tents
in the track infield on Friday and Saturday
nights.
— ———
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )•— Rep. Hal Rogers,
R-Ky.,says the U.S. Postal Service has abandoned its plan to dismantle the Management Sectional Center in the post office at Corbin.
The plan called for the center's work to be
divided between the Lexington and Bowling
Green post offices and for the transfer of some
suirervisory personnel.
"There will be no change at all for any of Corbin's operations," Rogers said in a statement
issued by his Washington office.
The center, with six to nine employees,
handles technical problems for 146 associate post
offices in southeastern Kentucky.

could provide up to 400.
The city is under a federal Environmental Protection Agency directive to bring its sewage

SL 1_ DD
BOY D
InsuranceA
A gency

BEREA, Ky. (AP) — A $300,000 gift from the
Appalachian Fund Inc., has enabled Berea College's Appalachian Center to secure an additional $100,000 challenge grant from the Public
Welfare Foundation, according to a news
release.
— — ——
LANCASTER, Ky. ( AP) — City officials are
speeding up plans to award a contract on a $2.02
million sewer project in an effort to attract
several industries.
The city is looking at May 1 as the date to et a
contact on the sewer improvments, accordi g to
Mayor Billy C. Moss.
Cecil Arnold, chairman of the Garrard Cou ty
Industrial Board, said last month that threeindustries are considering Lancaster as a possi le
plant site. He did not name the industries, but
said two would provide 100 to 200 jobs and one

-

WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP) — A Whitley
County grand jury has indicted a Hurst, Texas,
man orvtwo felony charges stemming from alleged incidents-late last year at the homa of Whitley

302 N. 12th
753-5842

1984 Chevrolet Caprice
Station Wagon

We are the Leader
Call us for a quote.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-7

Prices Good 01-09-86 Thru 01-15-86

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

We Accept
Food Stamps

?
hods
in
est
the
toe
tooking
SHOP us!

B°1'ntY
NNN*hPAPER
6 .•

TOWELS

Flav-O-Rich Lofat

Prairie Farm

37

99'
2%46MILK
Oz.
-TOMATO JUICE 89°
BEANS... 16 .
°
_3/$1o
NS
69° HOTSEA
CRACKERS
TOMATOES 14. oz. 2/89'
DRESSING 16 0,
$379
FOLGERS
MIRACLE WHIP.32
PANCAKE MIX
CHILI W/BEANS
69°
TOWELS
CHEER 42 oz
Gal.

Libby

Limit 2

With $15 00 Additional
Purchase excluding Dairy.
Tobacco & Drinks on Special

Bush Kidney

Bush Chili 16 Oz.

Sunshine Krispy

Lb Box

Hunts Whole

Kraft Thousand Island

Instant Coffee

Kraft

8 Oz

Oz

Aunt Jamima Buttermilk Complete

A

2 Lb $ 1 29

Scotts Decorated Jumbo Roll

Detergent

Sunlight Liquid 32 Oz.

DISHWASHING
Liquid Detergent

BOLD

Non-Standard
Auto Insurance

Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power Locks,

4:0147.MIV.43
Nycococll. 1%1E.1,x011.11t,
rci•icilrfircirtemo_tittillYkvi

Kelly 15 Oz.

treatment plant into compliance by July 1988.
The EPA claims that the existing plant
discharges pollutants into White Oak Creek.

MILK
TISSUES
Hyde Park Plain or
SALT

$

69

250 Ct $

109

Gal

Kleenex Facial

0

Senecca

APPLE JUICE
PRUNE JUICE $ 149
SUGAR .Lb

64 Oz $ 1 29

Suns weet 40 Oz.

Hyde Powdered

Duncan Hines Banana

BREAD MIX

. . .15 Oz.

8 Pk. 16 Oz. Plus Deposit

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

LI S Chou,

U S.D.A. Grade A

Owen s Best
Family Pack

U S Choice

T-BONE
STEAK

CHICKEN
BREAST

GROUND
BEEF

MINUTE
STEAK

$289

$ 129

32 Oz $ 1 79

99

279

P

dieciaLf
Owens Best Deli Baked

U.S. Choice

BROCCOLI

SIRLOIN STEAKLb. $239 HAM

Red Delicious

Owens Best Sliced Slab 3-4 Lb. Pkg.
Lb $ 1

99° BACON

APPLES

BANANAS
-

19 RIBS

I I)

$398
Lb

S.

29° HAM
TRIMMINGS..

2 Pk

99°

69° LEG QUARTERS . 49°

AK.
•

••••••

,1l_

CHEESE
BEEF

Whole Fryer

b 11

89
$2

Lb

19
$2

Owens Famous BBO

Re('

POTATOES

Lb

mge American

'139 RIBEYE STEAK

ORANGES

'
'29

Owens Best BBQ

U.S. Choice

Florida

LI)

•

Li) $2
98

Owens Best Deli

ROAST BEEF

Ih

$429

Owens Best Deli

CORNED BEEF

$429

